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High power XeCl laser system "MELS-4k"
with a 25x25 cm output aperture
V. F. Losev, N. G. Ivanov, Yu. N. Panchenko and A.G.Yastremsky
Gas Laser Laboratory, High Current Electronics Institute SB RAS,
4, Akademichesky ave., Tomsk, 634055, Russia
Fax (382 2)259410, e-mail: losev@hcei.tomsk.su
Abstract
High power XeCl laser system and experimental results of diffraction limited laser beam
amplification are described. Beyond the preamplifier, the 5 cm x 6 cm laser beam contained 50% of the
radiation energy in the diffraction core. At the output from the system an irradiation brightness of 2 x
1014 W/cm"2cr"' was obtained. Minimum divergence near 0.05 mrad of output beam was restricted to
turbulence of air and optics elements. A numerical model of the amplification of the radiation, taking
onto account the influence of the amplified spontaneous emission, was developed.
Keywords: excimer, laser beam, amplifier, divergence, intensity.
1.Introduction
An excimer lasers at present are most promising for achieving the high brightness in UV spectrum
region. This is first because the excimer lasers emit at shot wavelength and with a high intensity of the
radiation. Second, there are no principal restrictions on the increase of the cross size of their active
medium. An efficiency for the KrF and XeCl lasers up to 10% and 5% accordingly was realized. Many
applications of laser radiation require simultaneously a high energy and a high coherence. One of the
ways of obtaining such radiation involves its generation in laser systems.
High-power KrF laser systems (k = 248 run) have now been created in a number of most
developed countries. Studies of the generation of ultra-powerful laser radiation pulses and of the
interaction of such radiation with matter are being prosecuted on such lasers within a framework of
national programs. The best known of these are Ashura (Japan), Sprite H Titania (England), and Nike
(USA) [1-3]. These laser systems have high apertures of tens centimetres and a radiation energy from
200 J to 1 kJ. A KrF laser system with a Garpun output module also exists in Russian (Physics Institute
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow). The module has an 18 cm x 20 cm x 100 cm active
volume excited by two electron beams [4]. It can generate a lasing pulse with a duration of 50 ns and an
energy of 60 J.
In this paper the XeCl laser system MELS-4K (k = 308 nm) developed at the Institute of HighCurrent Electronics of the Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Tomsk) with an
output amplifier aperture of 25 cm x 25 cm is described and the research results of a high quality beam
formation is shown.
2. Apparatus and methods
The MELS-4K laser system incorporates a front end, a preamplifier, and main amplifier. The front
end is an assembly of two electric-discharge XeCl lasers with a plasma sheet and having a 3 cm x 1.5
Laser Optics 2000: High-Power Gas Lasers, Oleg B. Danilov, Editor,
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cm x 60 cm active volume (Fig.l). By varying the pump regimes in the lasers, it is possible to generate
radiation pulses with an energy of 100 - 300 mJ and of 15-150 ns duration (FWHM). One of the lasers is
the master oscillator. The combination of a master
oscillator with a second laser in various optical systems
makes it possible to obtain different radiation parameters
at the output from the front end. Thus, in the single-pass
amplification regime the energy was E = 15 mJ, the
spectral-line half-width is Av == 0.01 cm"1, t = 50 ns, and
more than 80% of the radiation energy was contained
within the diffraction angle 6d = 2.44A/D where D is the
beam diameter. In the injection locking regime, the output
beam energy was E = 100 mJ, Av = 0.01 cm"1, and t = 100
ns, and more than 50% of the radiation energy is contained
within 6d [5]; in the two-pass amplification regime with
Fig.l Laser system front end.
phase conjugation the parameters were E = 50 mJ, Av =
0.01-0.4 cm"1, t = 30 ns, and the divergence 6 was near 9d
[6]; in the radiation pulse compression regime with stimulated Brillouin scattering, the pulse duration
was 1 - 2 ns, E = 10 mJ, Av = 0.01 cm-1, and G ~ Gd [7].
The preamplifier consists of an electric-discharge laser in which the active volume dimensions is 6
cm x 11 cm x 80 cm [8]. Its external appearance is illustrated in Fig.2. The design of the laser comprises
an external metal casing containing a dielectric laser chamber, capacitors connected directly to the
electrodes and having an overall capacitance of 368 nF, and a source of x-ray radiation. Outside, there is
a discharge gap and a 0.4 nF storage capacitor. An Ne: Xe: HC1 =
100:10:1 laser mixture is excited at a pressure of 2-4 bar in the
phototriggering regime [9]. After connecting the storage capacitor
to the discharge gap, a x-ray source is switched on for this purpose
300 ns before the attainment of the maximum voltage on the
electrode and its radiation initiates the onset of the discharge. The
injection of x-rays were realized through a stainless steel net with
a 50% geometrical transparency. The radiation dose in the laser
chamber was not less than 25 mR. The maximum laser energy
reached 10 J for a pulse duration (FWHM)of 80 ns.
The main amplifier had a 25 cm x 25 cm x 100 cm active
volume excited by two electron beams [10]. A photograph of the
Fig.2 Pre-amplifier.
amplifier is shown in Fig. 3. The electron accelerators are placed
above and below a laser chamber with an internal volume of 360 liters. In each accelerator, a vacuum
diode and a voltage pulse generator supplying it share a metal casing. The voltage pulse generator is
insulated from the casing by the vacuum between them. For a plane-plane cavity, the laser energy was
200 J with a pulse duration 250 ns. In the amplification regime, the windows of the laser chamber were
tilted relative to the optical axis by 10°.
The high voltage pulse generator was used to switch and synchronize of an master oscillator with
the amplifiers. The instant when the master oscillator and the amplifiers are switched on was regulated
with the aid of cable and artificial delay lines. In the amplification regime the input pulse intensity
maximum coincided with the pump power maximum for each amplifier.
In order to determine distortions of the wave front at the amplified beam by the optical
components, we carried out a calculation taking account of the disposition of the components and the
Proc. SPIE Vol. 4351

quality of the treatment of their surfaces. The results indicated that the deviation from the specified
surface of the optical components used in the system up to 100 mm in diameter did not exceed 7J2
whereas for diameters in excess of 100 mm it amounted to X.
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The radiation energy in the experiments was measured with the aid
of IKT-1N and TPI-7 calorimeters. The spectral characteristics of the
radiation were measured with the aid of a IT28-30 interferometer and a
HüiüB SB'
STE-1 spectrograph, while the time characteristics were measured with
f
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the aid of FEK22-SPU photodiodes. The electrical pulses were recorded
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with the aid of a 6LOR-04 oscilloscope. The divergence of the mastern\$f%Zm
if
oscillator and the electric-discharge amplifier beams was determined by
the method of calibrated apertures with the aid of a lens having the focal
length F = 10 m. For the main amplifier, the divergence was found from
the radiation intensity distribution in the focal spots obtained with the aid
of a mirror-attenuator [II].
Apart from the experiments, numerical simulation of the amplifiers
was also carried out. In our calculations, a one-dimensional model
Sjbsyjl
consisting of a system of time-dependent equations for the concentration
Fig.3 Output amplifier.
of excimer molecules and photon fluxes was used:

is*

pi

1

H

aF*(x,t)/ax ± (l/C)-aF±(x,t)/at = F^x.t)- {a-N(x,t)-a + QF(x)-N(x,t)/xs
as^x.tyax ± (l/C)-aS± (x,t)/3t = S1^)- {o-N(x,f)-a}+ Qs(x)-N(x,t)/Ts
dPWA(x,tydx ± (l/C)-ÖP,,2>3,4(x,t)/5t = P1>2,3,4 (x,t)-{o-N(x,t)-a}+ QP(x)-N(x,t)/xs
5N(x,t)/öt = ¥ - {F^x,!) + S^t) + PiA3,4(x9t)}•a(x,t)-N(x,t) - N(x,t)/T3(t, ,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where F is the flux of the amplified signal photons (the plus and minus signs denote photon fluxes
moving in opposite directions); S is the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) photon flux, which
propagates in the direction of the optical axis within a solid angle determined by the geometry of the
active medium; PM are the photon fluxes moving across the optical axis in mutually opposed directions
between opposite lateral faces of a tetragonal parallelepiped, which models the active medium of the
amplifier; a - is the stimulated emission cross section; xs and xeff are, respectively, the spontaneous and
effective lifetimes of the excimer molecules; N(x,t) is the concentration of the XeCl excimer molecules;
¥ is the rate of formation of the excimer molecules; a is the absorption coefficient; c is the velocity of
light; QS;P,F(X) is the fraction of the spontaneous radiation photons, the direction of which coincides with
that of the corresponding flux.
In the calculations, account was also taken of the narrowing of the spectral line during
amplification [12]. The quantities a, ts and Teff were taken from Ref. [14]. The time dependence of T
was specified in the form of a trapezium of height
¥0 = go/(TeffO-),

(5)

where go is the small signal gain. The system of equations (1) - (4) was solved by standard methods.
3. Results of the calculations
The short spontaneous lifetime of the upper active level of the excimer molecules (10 -14 ns) and
the high gain go of the spontaneous signal (0.05-0.1 cm"1) lead to a high intensity of the ASE. The aim of
Proc. SPIE Vol. 4351

the calculations was to predict the output parameters to the laser system taking into account the
influence of the ASE in a particular optical system. It has been shown [13] that the most accurate
calculation of ASE intensity is possible only on the basis of a three-dimensional model. Nevertheless, as
the ratio D/L decreases (L is the length of the active medium and D is its transverse dimension), the
results of the calculations in the three-dimensional and one-dimensional problems approach one another.
Under our conditions, D/L did not exceed 0.25 and we therefore used only the one-dimensional model.
The output characteristics were calculated for the preamplifier and the main amplifier in which the
influence of ASE was maximal. Fig. 4 presents the distribution of the radiation intensity along the length
of the active region of the preamplifier for different intensities of the input signal. The following
parameters of the active medium were adopted as the initial data: g0 = 0.08 cm" , a = 0.015 cm , xeff =
2.5 ns, a = 4 x 10"16 cm2, and the spontaneous lifetime of the XeCl* molecules was taken to be xs = 14
ns. This set of parameters was based on the results of our measurements of the gain in electric discharge
media and also on the analysis of the published data. The results of the calculations and the duration of
the input signal pulse permit us to conclude that an input energy of the order of 10 mJ should be
sufficient to saturate this amplifier after two passes. The amplified signal intensity is then approximately
2IS (Is is the saturation intensity). For large input signals (with an intensity of 100 kW cm" and above), it
is useful to employ single-pass amplification. In general, for the given parameters of the active medium
and its dimensions, the influence of ASE is small when the input signals are 2 kW cm' and above.
Apart from the gain, calculations were performed also for other cases under conditions when the
cross section of the active medium is filled completely by the input flux. Since in our laser system the
rectangular (5 cm x 10 cm) preamplifier aperture had to be matched to the square aperture of the main
amplifier in the system, it was necessary to estimate the energy losses incurred on amplification of a
beam with a square cross section in the preamplifier. According to the calculations, for input radiation
with an energy of 30 mJ filling completely the preamplifier aperture, the output energy amounts to 3.56
J after two passes, whereas in the case of a beam with a square cross section (5 cm x 5 cm) and under
conditions such that fluxes propagating in opposite directions did not intersect, the output energy falls to
2.67 J.
In the case of the main amplifier, excited by a lower pump power, the following parameters of the
active medium were adopted: go = 0.065 cm"1, a = 0.0145 cm"1, Teff = 3 ns, a = 4 x 10"16 cm2, xs = 14 ns.
We found the gain go and a the coefficient a earlier //MW cm
from the experimental results and from the results of
calculations based on a program involving calculation
of the energy input and the overall kinetics [10].
Fig. 4 presents the distributions of the amplified
0.1
signal and ASE intensities in one- and two-pass
systems. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the influence of
the ASE in the main amplifier is significantly higher
0.01
compared with that in the preamplifier, despite the
comparable values of the product g0L. For example,
for a kilowatt power of the input radiation, the ASE
0.001
,v/cm
60
40
20
intensity at the output from the main amplifier
approaches that of the amplified radiation preventing Fig. 4. Distribution of the amplified radiation
the latter from depleting effectively the inverse intensity (1-4) and the overall ASE (5) fluxes for
population. On the other hand, if one takes into double (1-3, 5) and single (4) passes through
account the fact that the one-dimensional model gives the active medium of the preamplifier.
rise to a signal/noise ratio which is somewhat too
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high (particularly for the two-pass amplification), then the influence of the ASE should be even greater
in practice. Thus, the minimum input radiation intensity for the main amplifier should be of the order of
10 kW cm"2, which corresponds to an energy density
//MW cm"
of ~ 1 mJ cm"2 for a pulse duration at 80 ns. From
the standpoint of the amplified radiation energy,
under these conditions it is preferable to employ a
two-pass
system.
O.I
Since a time-dependent model was used in the
calculations, we were able to follow the useful
radiation and ASE profiles. It was found that the
O.Ol
pulses at the input to the output from the active
medium may differ greatly; the difference depends
on the difference between the radiation and pump
0.001
pulse profiles, and on the rate of growth of the pulses
and of the length of the active medium. All the
—
intensity distributions presented previously refer to
0.0001
the case of radiation and pump power which does
not vary with time.

4. Experimental results

o.oooi

Fig.5. Distribution of the amplified radiation
fluxes intensity (solid lines, 1-4) and of the
corresponding overall ASE fluxes (dashed lines,
1-4) for single (a) and double (b) passes in the
output amplifier.

The experiments on the amplification of
radiation in the laser system were performed for
pulses of 80 ns duration. Their aim was to determine
the energy characteristics of each amplifier and the
distortions of the beam wave front in the optical
channel. In these experiments a front end consisted
of a master oscillator and double pass amplifier.
Laser beam of a front end was amplified in
preamplifier (double pass) and then in output
amplifier (single pass). In order to match the beams
size a telescope in optics scheme was used.
The results of our measurements of the energy
and divergence of the radiation after each amplifier
are presented in Table. The difference between the
output and input energies in the different stages was
the consequence of the losses on the turn mirrors and

the losses incurred in matching the apertures.
As can be seen from Table, the divergence of the radiation at the output from the master oscillator
was near to the diffraction limit 9d. Nevertheless, the fraction of the energy in the angle 0d fell to 50%
and below when the homogeneity of the discharge was deteriorated or the diameter of the laser beam
was decreased. The use of single-pass amplification in the unutilized part of the active medium of the
master oscillator made it possible to increase its output energy by a factor of approximately 20.
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Table
Parameters
A, cm

Master
oscillator
0 = 0.6

E-im J
t^OUt; J

Ed/Eout

-

0.005
0.82

Amplifier
1.2x1.8
0.003
0.08
0.77

Preamplifier
4x5
0.03
1.0
0.6

5x6
0.03
1.5
0.5

Output amplifier
10x12
0.8
10
-0.1

21x25
1.2
25
-

Note: A is beam size at the output from the amplifier; Ein and Eout - the input and output energies;
Ed is the energy contained in the diffraction limited angle 0d.
An input energy of 3 mJ in the amplifier was sufficient to saturate its active medium in two passes.
The increase in the divergence of the radiation after the amplifier compared with the master oscillator,
was due to the presence of proportion of ASE in the beam.
It follows from Table that the output energy in the preamplifier was less than the calculated value,
which (in our view) was associated with a reduction of the gain in the region of the beam intersection
which occurred in the experiments. Here, the active medium did not contribute to the observed increase
of the radiation divergence. It was induced by the distortions in the remaining optical channel (air plus
optical components).
Calculation of the output energy in the main amplifier for the beam size and pulse duration corresponding to the experimental conditions demonstrated a satisfactory agreement between the measured
and calculated quantities. For the 10 cm x 12 cm and 20 cm x 25 cm beam cross sections, the calculated
output energies were respectively 11 and 26 J. Measurements of the divergence of the beams of this size
were complicated by atmospheric turbulence. When the radiation from the master oscillator passed the
entire optical path without amplification, the position of the focal spot in the structure was unstable. The
instability depended significantly on the presence of any kind of heat sources near the optical path and
also on the time elapsed after the operation of the amplifiers.
For this reason, the value of Ed/Eout for the 10 cm x 12 cm beam was shown only approximately.
One can only state with greater precision that about 50% of the energy was contained in the 5x10" rad
angle. This also agrees with the results of other measurements in which the output radiation was focused
by a lens with F = 1.5 m on a titanium foil 50 urn thick, which had an hole approximately 100 urn in
diameter, corresponding to a divergence of- 6.5 x 10"5 rad. The active medium (pump inhomogeneity)
of the main amplifier did not influence on the wave front of the radiation transmitted through it.
5. Conclusions
A laser system MELS-4k was developed for obtaining UV radiation with a high brightness. The
amplification of diffraction-limited laser beams with a large cross section in this system was
investigated. It was shown that the divergence of the amplified radiation remains close to the diffraction
limit for beam sizes up to 5 cm x 5 cm. For a beam size of 10 cm x 12 cm, the divergence exceeds
significantly the diffraction limit. This is the effect primarily of distortions of the wave front by the
turbulent streams in the laser mixture and in air. The simulation of the amplification of radiation, taking
into account the influence of ASE, demonstrated a satisfactory agreement between the calculated and
experimental data. In the main amplifier, the influence of the ASE becomes insignificant starting with
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an input radiation intensity of the order of 0.05 saturation intensity.
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ABSTRACT
There are several key engineering and physical issues for the development of Krypton Fluoride driver for Inertial Fusion
Energy Program. In the frame of this Program we have performed experiments with e-beam-pumped KrF laser installation
GARPUN on the transportation of relativistic e-beams through Aluminum-BerylUum and Titanium foils and compared
them with Monte Carlo numerical calculations. It was shown that 50-um thickness Al-Be and 20-um Ti foils had equal
transmittance of 75% for -300 keV, 50 kA/cm2, 100 ns e-beams, being lower than calculated one. In contrast to Ti foil,
which surface was strongly etched by fluorine, no surface modification and no fatal damages were observed for Al-Be foils
after -1000 laser shots and protracted fluorine exposure. It was shown that applied magnetic field of-lkGs significantly
reduced electron scattering both across and along laser cell at typical pumping conditions with 1.5-atm pressure working
gas. The energy fluence of scattered electrons fell down from -100 mJ/cm2 to -1 mJ/cm per pulse at 8.5-cm distance from
the boundary of injected e-beams. Without magnetic field the scattered electrons were spread up to 20 cm, thus strongly
irradiating optical windows and being a cause of additional induced absorption of laser radiation.
Keywords: e-beam-pumped high-power KrF laser, Aluminum-Beryllium foil transmittance and stability, e-beam scattering.
1. INTRODUCTION
Several physical and engineering problems should be developed for high-energy large-scale e-beam-pumped KrF lasers in
order they could operate with a few Hz in Inertial Confinement Fusion Energy Reactors ". As high as 10 laser shots
between the major maintenance are required for the IFE plant. In KrF modules high-current relativistic e-beams of a large
cross section are passed throughout vacuum-tight foil windows from vacuum diodes into a laser cell to pump a fluorinecontaining working gas. This foil window, being arranged together with a foil-support structure (usually called as "hibachi")
should have a transmittance of about 90%, high mechanical strength to withstand to a steady pressure difference and its
sudden rise during e-beam energy release in a gas. Additional factors, such as foil stability with temperature rise, possibility
of foil cooling to conduct a heat of absorbed electrons, and chemical foil resistance to fluorine should be taken into account
for a durable repetition-rate operation of KrF driver. Titanium foils or Kapton (polyimide) films typically used in singlepulse large KrF installations ** have a limited lifetime from several tens to hundreds shots. They are not suitable for a
repetition-rate machine because of low heat conductivity and tend to allotropic transformation at elevated temperatures. By
today only the HOVAR foil was chosen for tests at repetition-rate KrF laser facility 9. To our mind Aluminum-Beryllium
(Al-Be) compounds might be the best choice for the foil window due to a high strength compared with Ti one, excellent
heat conductivity, and very small density of Al-Be alloys10, which determines in the main an absorption of e-beam. Another
problem to be solved for IFE KrF laser driver is a protection of output optical windows against scattered fast electrons that
could induce additional transient lUH and residual absorption of laser radiation 15, thus decreasing total efficiency and
durability of KrF laser driver operation.
This paper presents the first comprehensive investigation of Al-Be foil carried out with e-beam-pumped large-aperture
amplifier and preamplifier modules of GARPUN KrF laser installation 16, ". Direct comparison of transparency of 50-um
thickness Al-Be foil manufactured by Russian industry and convenient 20-^m Ti foil has been done using Faraday cup
technique. Durability of both foils was determined in a prolonged run of single-pulse experiments lasting up to 1000 shots.
Statistics and morphology of typical damages of the foil and its resistance to fluorine etching were investigated. The
* Correspondence: zvorykin@sci.lebedev.ru
Laser Optics 2000: High-Power Gas Lasers, Oleg B. Danilov, Editor,
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distribution of energy fluence of e-beams and scattered electrons have been measured at various pumping conditions with a
set of calorimeters placed in the middle of the laser chamber and apart of injected e-beams region at various distances along
laser cell axis. The influence of applied magnetic field of -lkGs on e-beam scattering was investigated. Monte Carlo
numerical code has been developed to calculate e-beam transport through different foil materials and distribution of
scattered electrons inside the laser cell. Being verified in present experiments with the GARPUN laser of 16*18*100 cm
active volume, then it was applied to calculate e-beam scattering and electron escape onto optical windows in the
30*30*100 cm repetition-rate prototype of KrF IFE driver, which is under development at the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL)2-3.
2. LASER FACILITIES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experiments with two laser modules of GARPUN installation have been performed to investigate e-beam transportation
throughout Al-Be foil and to determine its stability in comparison with convenient Ti foil of 20-um thickness. The Al-Be
foil was manufactured by means of multi-stage hot rolling and following annealing of the samples of heterogeneous alloy.
Consisting of 50% weight amount of aluminum and 50% of beryllium it had an average density of 2.2 g/cm3. For safe to
handle 2-um aluminum layer laminated its both sides. The total thickness of Al-Be foil was 50 um.
The preamplifier laser module "Berdych" of 10*10*100 cm active volume was adjusted for transmittance measurements of
different foils. It was pumped with a single-side e-beam of 900 J total energy and -100 ns pulse duration. High-voltage
power supply of the electron accelerator consists of a 7-stage Marx generator with 3.0 kJ energy storage at 400 kV pulsed
voltage and water-filled Blumlein forming line of 7.6 D wave impedance, which produced pulses of-350 kV voltage. The
layout of laser chamber (1) and vacuum diode (2) equipped for e-beam transport experiments is shown schematically in
Fig.1.
to osc.

Fig.l. Cross section of "Berdysh" laser module arranged for e-beam transport measurements: 1-laser chamber; 2vacuum diode; 3-cathode; 4-anode grid; 5-foil; 6-hibachi; 7-solenoid; 8- Faraday cup; 9- stops; 10- additional foil;
11- Rogowski coil; 12- bushing.

The cathode (3) of 100-cm length and 8-cm width had a convex-shaped emitting surface formed by a graphite fabric to
prevent a "halo" effect and to insure uniform electron emission. It was placed at 3-cm distance from the anode grid (4). The
foil (5) was set 3 cm behind the grid and was supported by the hibachi structure (6). Hibachi's ribs having 3-mm width and
6-mm thickness separated the free gaps of 27-mm width and 100-mm height. This would correspond to a geometric
transparence of 90%, if one suppose that electrons have no any velocity component transverse to the accelerating electric
field. But due to the intrinsic azimuthal magnetic field of e-beam electrons obtained a transverse component that should
reduce this value. In order to prevent e-beam pinching and to dimmish the losses of electrons in a vacuum diode and
scattered in a foil external pulsed magnetic field was applied collinearly to the electric field. It was produced by a solenoid
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(7) and reached maximum inductance of 650 Gs at 40 ms. Magnetic field was altered in experiments by varying the v oage
at the capacity bank of solenoid's power supply. E-beam current transmitted through the foil and foil support structur :-h&
been measured by means of Faraday cup (8) set 1.7-cm behind the foil inside laser chamber, which was evacuated up to 10
Torr. The graphite receiving plate of Faraday cup dimensioned 9.3*23 cm was slightly less than the height of the chamber.
The stop (9) with variable gap was used to measure E-beam distribution in the vertical (perpendicular to the cathode axis)
direction. Preliminary the Faraday cup was placed in different positions along the cathode demonstrating uniform
distribution of e-beam current in that direction. Additional Ti foils (10) were tightened between the stop's gap to measure
attenuated e-beam current and to determine the energy distribution of electrons. Rogowski coil (11), which enveloped a
high-voltage bushing (12) with a conductor to the cathode, controlled the total current in vacuum diode during all
measurements.
The main "GARPUN" module was arranged to measure the distribution of scattered electrons in conditions typical for largeaperture e-beam-pumped KrF laser installations. The stability of Al-Be foil has been determined simultaneously. The layout
of these experiments is shown schematically in Fig.2. The "GARPUN" module18'19 has a laser chamber (1) with dimensions
19x22x 140 cm and output aperture 16 x 18 cm. Two counter-propagating e-beams of the area 12 x 100 cm and with

Fig.2. Cross section of "GARPUN" laser module arranged for e-beam scattering measurements: 1- laser chamber; 2vacuum diode; 3- foil; 4- hibachi; 5- anode grid; 6- solenoid; 7- cathode; 8- bushing; 9- output window; 10, 11, 12calorimeters.
current density 50 A/cm2 were coupled into the chamber from opposite sides throughout vacuum-tight 20-um thickness Ti
or 50-um Al-Be foils, which separated the working gas in a chamber from the vacuum diodes (2). The foils (3) were
supported by the hibachi structure (4) having the ribs of 2-mm width, 10-mm thickness and 8-mm inter-rib gaps. The e-
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beams were stabilized usually by a pulsed magnetic field of inductance B~ 1 kGs, generated by a pair of solenoids (6) in a
direction along the beams. The experiments have been also performed without magnetic field in order to understand its
influence on e-beam scattering. The pulses of 350 kV accelerating voltage and 120 ns duration were delivered to a pair of
cathodes (7) in each vacuum diode by four water-filled Blumlein forming lines with 7.6 Q wave impedance. A 7-stage Marx
generator with 14 kJ storage energy charged mem.
3. MONTE CARLO NUMERICAL MODELLING
The most accurate and universal description of the processes of electron transport in a medium is provided by the Monte
Carlo method, which has been used earlier in calculations of the electron-beam pumping of GARPUN laser 19. Its main
advantage is that the real geometry and the structural features of the apparatus can be allowed for by modeling the real
process of the passage of electrons through matter. We used the "single-particle" approximation, ignoring the interaction of
the beam electrons with one another. This neglect of the collective effects was justified by the weakness of the intrinsic
magnetic field compared with the external magnetic field 18. The second requirement, suppression of the plasma
instabilities, was also satisfied since at typical gas densities the frequency of collisions of the plasma electrons with neutral
particles was higher than the instability growth increment. Under these conditions the main interactions between the
electron beam and the medium were pair collisions of electrons with foil and gas atoms, which resulted in the excitation or
ionization of these atoms or in the elastic scattering of electrons by the atoms. Radiative energy losses in elastic collisions
could be ignored at the electron energies under consideration.
The algorithm used to solve the problem has been described earlier 19. It included a calculation of the paths of individual
electrons in the beam in the intervals between successive collisions and modeling of the energy loss and scattering processes
in collisions between electrons and atoms. We also studied the deceleration of high-energy secondary electrons, which were
created by the ionization of atoms and were capable in turn of generating an avalanche of secondary electrons. The
modeling began with selection of the initial energy of an electron, its coordinates, and direction of injection into the
investigated region. Then the coordinates of the point of interaction of an electron with an atom were found by solving the
equations of motion:
dP
= e[vx5],
dt

P=

meV
2

4\-v lc

dS
= v,
dt

(1)

where the path S traveled by an electron was calculated by solving the equation:
ds'Q{s ')exp[- j£Q(s")ds"

(2)

Here, Q = Na, is a product of the density of the scattering particles and the total collision cross section; % is a random
number distributed uniformly in the interval (0, 1). For a homogeneous medium Q is a constant and Eqn. (2) can be
transformed to the simple expression:
S = -Q-lW-£.)

(3)

The equations of motion (1) were solved numerically. When the point of collision was inside the selected region, the type of
the collision was picked at random and then the energy loss and the scattering angle were found. The new collision point
was then determined and so on, until the particle left die investigated region or until its energy became less than a certain
value below which it could be regarded as having come to rest. The angle and energy of the electrons escaping outside the
selected region, as well as their total number were determined.
Inelastic collisions of the beam electrons with atoms were considered on the assumption that the interaction could be treated
in the same way as that of free electrons. In the relativistic case the differential inelastic scattering cross section was
described by the Moliere expression20:
ds.

2nrf 2

ßr

l
e2

1
27+1
1
-+z
£(l-e)(7 + l)
(1-e)

(T + iy

(4)

where E is the fraction of the energy lost by a primary electron in a collision; xt is the classical radius of an electron; ß=v/c;
2" is the electron energy in units of mj?; Z is the nuclear charge of an atom.
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Elastic collisions of electrons with atoms were considered as the scattering of electrons in the field of a nucleus screened by
the atomic electrons. The differential cross section of such scattering was described by the Rutherford expression with a
correction for the screening21:
da.

dQ

(5)

ß2^2(l + 2ri-cose)2

where dO. is a solid-angle element; pe is the relativistic momentum of an electron in units of »W^js the screening
parameter; 6 is the scattering angle, hi the Thomas—Fermi model of an atom the screening parameter is • :
7-1/3

r\ =

"\

137x0.885

i.i+3.76(z/i37)2(r+i)2/r(r+2)
4T(T + 2)

(6)

The following relationships were used in the above expression:
p2 =T(T+2), ß2 =(v/c)2 =T(T+2)/(T + l)2.
The total energy losses were normalized in accordance with the Bethe-Bloch equation:

*:
= 0J056-4tal
dS
Ap2

T2(T+2)
2/2

ir2+i-(2r+i)ta2~

+-

(r+i)2

(7)

where A and p are the atomic weight and the density of the gas; / is the average bond ionization potential, representing the
average energy of an electron in an atom; its values, expressed in units of mec7, were found from tabulated data or were
calculated from the semiempirical Stemheimer expression:

/=

1.10-,
Z(9.76 + 58.6Z~11U
)

(8)

0.511x10*

The described Monte Carlo algorithm was applied for the modeling of e-beam transportation from vacuum diodes into laser
chamber throughout Al-Be and Ti foils. Fig.3 illustrates this process for the GARPUN laser by visualizing the trajectories of
100 individual electrons in a working gas at 1.5-atm pressure when the external magnetic field with 650 Gs inductance was

e-beam

FigJ. Trajectories of individual electrons in GARPUN laser chamber filled by 1.5-atm argon gas without (left) and with external
magnetic field of 650 Gs (right): a- view along laser axis: b- view along e-beams (their initial cross section is shown by dotted line).
The scale in longitudinal direction is reduced in 3.8 times.

switched off and on. The scale of the pictures in longitudinal direction is reduced in 3.8 times in order to adjust them to
paper sheets. Taking into account this distortion one could see clearly how magnetic field causes the electrons to rotate
around the strength lines when they are scattered during their passage the foils and the gas. The Larmor radius for the
electrons with an average energy ^=300 keV is equal to rL=33 cm. This spiral rotation increases significantly a density of
electrons, and hence a specific pumping power in the central region of the laser chamber that corresponds approximately to
an initial cross section of injected e-beams. At the same time a total amount of particles reaching top and bottom walls is
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reduced together with their escape towards the laser windows. It means that the applied magnetic field controls not only
energy losses due to scattered electrons and hence the pumping efficiency, but prevents the laser windows of an illumination
by energetic electrons.
4. E-BEAM TRANSPORT THROUGH Al-Be FOIL
This section presents the main results obtained in comparative studies of 50-um thickness Al-Be and 20-um Ti foils. Fig.4
demonstrates typical oscillograms of the current in the vacuum diode measured by the Rogowski coil (upper trace) and ebeam current measured by the Faraday cup (lower trace) behind Al-Be foil. Both signals are similar one to another thus
demonstrating that no distortions of the pulse-form were introduced by measuring technique. Their duration at FMHM was
about 100 ns, the maximum current being reached at -80 ns. For fully opened stops e-beam current attained 7,.=10 kA
corresponding to an average value of current density IJSC« 50 A/cm2, where Sc=210 cm2 is a full area of receiving plate of
the Faraday cup. E-beam absorption by the graphite was calculated with the Monte Carlo method to be 94-96% for electron
energies in the range se =200-600 keV.
Ie(kA)
12.0

0.0
Fig.4. Typical oscillograms of the current in vacuum
diode (a) and e-beam current behind the foil (b).

40.0

80.0

120.0

Fig.5. E-beam currents versus opened gap width.

The dependence of e-beam current on the opened gap width of the stop (Fig.5) permits one to derive the distribution of
current density across the width of the cathode. The maximum value in the center is twice as high as the average value. This
might be originating of geometry of the vacuum diode. It is also seen in Fig.5 that the external magnetic field did not
influence significantly upon e-beam current. This might be explained by the fact that the Faraday cup was set not far from
the foil if compared with mean scattering angles of 20-30 degrees calculated for the expected electron energies ee =300-500
keV.
The transparency of the hibachi structure was determined immediately in comparison of e-beam current through anode grid
only (without neither hibachi nor any foil) with another one measured through the anode grid and hibachi (without any foil).
It was 83% if compared with 90% of geometric transparency. The difference was apparently due to the transverse
component of electron velocity.
The comparison of Al-Be and Ti foils has been done in our experiments. The transport of the initial e-beam generated in
vacuum diode throughout Al-Be foil (or the same through Ti foil) was examined in direct measurements of e-beam current
behind full-arranged foil unit (with anode grid and hibachi) and another one without foil (anode grid and hibachi only).
Within a measurement accuracy of 5% both Al-Be and Ti foils demonstrated equal transmittance 75%. This measured value
revealed significant difference with the calculated transmittance. The last decreased rapidly from 100 to 91% when electron
energy was varied from 400 down to 200 keV. We suppose that the discrepancy might be originating from a wide energy
distribution of electrons in initial e-beam generated in vacuum diode. The low-energy electrons would be absorbed
predominantly in the foil and this might cause its overheating in repetition-rate laser facility.
The experiments have been performed to measure energy distribution of the electrons at the entrance into laser chamber
after e-beam pass throughout Al-Be (or Ti) foil. For this purpose e-beam current was measured in dependence on the total
thickness of additional Ti foils set between the main foil and the Faraday cup. These results are shown in Fig.6 together with
the calculated ones. They demonstrate that approximately linear decrease in the transmitted current with foil thickness could
not be explained by any calculated dependence for monoenergetic electrons, which energies were varied from s,=200 keV
Proc. SPIE Vol. 4351
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transmittance
l.oo

to £e=600 keV. The coincidence has been achieved in the assumption that
electron energies were distributed uniformly in the range £,=250-350 keV
(Aee=l00 keV), having a mean value <^>=300 keV. Different angular
distributions Aa=0° (1) and Aa=45° (2) of initial electron velocities in ebeam before the foil have been compared and demonstrated small influence
on the transmittance.

600 keV
500 keV
400 keV

0.80

0.60-

0.40-

1

0.20
0.00

,

40.00

!

r

80.00

120.00

Fig.6. Experimental transmittance in dependence on thickness of Ti foils and
numerical calculations for monoenergetic electrons with ^=200...600
keV, e-beams with uniform energy distribution in ^=250-350 keV range
and input e-beam divergence Aa=0° (1) or Aa=45° (2).

foil thickness (mem)

5. STATISTICS AND MORPHOLOGY OF Al-Be FOIL DAMAGE
We didn't achieve the fatal damage of Al-Be foils neither at preamplifier nor at amplifier modules in correspondingly 550
and 580 e-beam pulses. It is significantly higher than mean lifetime of usual Ti foils. After these series both foils have been
examined visually and with the help of an optical microscope. In contrast to Ti foil, which surface was strongly modified by
fluorine etching, no noticeable changes were observed with Al-Be foil surface after a protracted fluorine action, even if the
foil sample was then taken into atmosphere air. This evidenced that A1F3 substance the most likely appeared in chemistry of
laminating Al layer with fluorine-containing working gas mixture of KrF laser was stable enough to consequent fluorine
action. This is clearly seen in the microscope pictures of Al-Be foil presented in Fig.7 a, b. Its both sides turned to vacuum
diode and to laser cell seem identical.

Fig.7. Microscopic pictures of Al-Be foil after multiple e-beam irradiation in fluorine- containing working gas mixture of KrF laser:
a- foil surface from a side of vacuum diode; b- the same area from a side of laser cell (mirror-converged image).
The only visible defects at Al-Be foil surface were spread with an average density of 1-2 per 100 cm2 and looked from a
side of vacuum diode (Fig.7 a) like micro-craters with non-through hole in a center surrounded by a rim of ejected material.
They were also accompanied by a hallo of thermal burn. These non-fatal defects might be originated from the impacts of
charged micro-particles of the cathode material accelerated by an electric field or micro-pinched discharges inside vacuum
diode. It should be noted that cathodes after prolonged exploitation also demonstrated thermal burn spots spread casually
across their surfaces. But they had rather bigger diameter of about centimeter. The micro-picture of backside of the same
Al-Be foil sample is shown in Fig.7b. Using computer processing a mirror-converging procedure has been done for this
image. It allows one to make more precise comparison of both sides of the foil. For example, it is clearly seen that
laminating Al layer of 2-jun thickness was spalled exactly opposite micro-craters. The spallation effect was apparently
caused by a shock wave that was generated in a foil by the micro-particle impacts or local energy release in the micropinches. Therefore initial layered structure of Al-Be foil seems to be more reliable in regard of short-pulse mechanical
breakdown than monolayer foil.
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In the case of Ti foil being in contact with KrF working gas mixture a modified layer of some friable material of dark-rei
violet, or white color usually covered its surface. TiF3 and TiF4 substances being the most probable in chemistry of Ti and i
are not stable with the temperature and couldn't protect the rest foil consequently. In addition, they would absorb water
vapor from the air. As a result a large amount of through holes arose in Ti foil some time later its even short existence in the
air. Apparently, it was due to a strong action of HF acid that might be formed between absorbed H20 and F. These
outcomes for Ti foil are illustrated by Fig.8, where serious degradation of the foil surface and a formation of typical through
hole are clearly observed after foil exploitation.
-?;.,. •-_•„

Fig.8. Microscopic pictures of Ti foils before (a) and after multiple e-beam irradiation in fluorine-containing working gas mixture of
KrF laser (b): view from a side of laser cell.

6. DISTRIBUTION OF SCATTERED ELECTRONS IN LASER CHAMBER
The distribution of energy fluence of e-beams and of scattered electrons has been measured by means of calorimeters, which
of were set inside the "GARPUN" laser chamber (see Fig.2). One of them (10) having an open graphite receiving plate of 5cm diameter measured immediately the energy of the incoming e-beam. Another sensitive calorimeter of 2.7-cm diameter
was displaced at different positions (11, 12) along the chamber axis outside the region straightly irradiated by e-beams. To
diminish heat and radiation fluxes acting on the calorimeter because of the temperature rise and argon fluorescence during
e-beam deposition it was screened by a 20-um thickness aluminized polymer film. Being directed perpendicular to the axis
towards the chamber it measured the energy of scattered electrons and apparently a small amount of soft X-rays that might
be absorbed by its ~200-um thickness copper receiving plate. The heat transfer from a gas was taken into account by
subtracting the successive value obtained when the calorimeter was turned in opposite direction. The indicated energies
were then multiplied by the coefficient 2.2, which accounted for the full aperture angle of the calorimeter of 84° in
assumption that scattered electrons were uniformly distributed in a solid angle of 2n sr. Numerical calculations using Monte
Carlo code confirmed this correction procedure.
0.80-1

Fig.9 gives the energy fluence delivered by each of two e-beams to
the middle point of laser chamber in dependence on buffer argon
gas pressure and guiding magnetic field. It is seen that magnetic
field strongly influenced on e-beam transport from vacuum diodes
0.60
into laser chamber. In our previous experiments e-beam pinching E
took place without magnetic field. This effect would introduce
additional losses and scattering of electrons 18, 19. This effect is 8c
0.40clearly demonstrated in Fig. 10, where the energy fluence of 3u
scattered electrons at 8.5-cm distance from e-beam boundary was
much higher without magnetic field than in opposite case. At a
double 17-cm distance the energy fluence fell down especially at w 0.20higher gas pressure. As a result we could not detect the scattered
electrons in the presence of magnetic field at all.

With magnetic field

I

0.00

Fig.9. Dependence of energy fluence for one e-beam in the middle of
laser chamber on argon pressure with and without magnetic field:
solid dots- experiments, outlined dots-calculations.
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Fig.10. Energy fluence of scattered electrons in dependence on argon pressure at 8.5-cm distance (left) and at 17-cm distance from
e-beam edge (right): 1-experiments; 2,3- calculations.
A comparison of the experimental results on e-beam scattering (1) with the numerical modeling (2) in Fig.10 reveals a great
discrepancy at low argon pressures, if only e-beam scattering in the foils and in the gas was assumed. Although a lowpressure range is untypical for KrF laser pumping conditions, it stimulated us to look for some additional effects. Multiple
passage of electrons from one vacuum diode into the laser chamber, then into another vacuum diode, and then once again in
opposite direction was considered. Such regime might take place not only at low gas pressures, but if one makes electron
energy too high in order to uniform a specific pumping power across laser chamber. In this multi-passage case a mean
scattering angle would increase and additional significant heat loading of the foils would appear due to absorption of
decelerated electrons. It should be noted also, that the most of scattering in experiments might be caused by e-beam
interaction with the hibachi structure particularly without magnetic field guiding. Both these effects were taken into account
(the latter by introducing angular distribution of initial e-beams with Aa=45°) in the next run of calculations (3) that
demonstrates good qualitative agreement with experimental results (1) in Fig.10.
The same assumptions have been done to calculate the distribution of scattered electrons along the axis of laser chamber at
typical argon pressure of 1.5 arm (Fig. 11). The distance in this graph is measured from the boundary of initial e-beams
(cathode edge). Two experimental points coincide well with calculated ones. The main conclusion should be drawn from
these investigations that external magnetic field besides increasing pumping efficiency and uniformity strongly reduces
electrons escape towards laser windows.
80.00 -i

Without magnetic field
Fig.ll. Distribution of scattered electrons along the axis of
laser chamber at argon pressure 1.5 atm: solid dotsexperiments; outlined dots- calculations.
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Monte Carlo code, being tested by the experimental results
obtained with the "GARPUN" laser, have been applied then to
simulate analogous distributions for the NRL repetition-rate
laser, which has an active volume 30*30*100 cm pumped by
two opposite-side 500 keV, 112 kA, 100-ns e-beams stabilized
by the magnetic field 2' 3. The calculated distributions of
scattered electrons along the axis of the laser are shown in
Fig. 12 for various working gas pressures and magnetic field
values. It is clearly seen that the amount of scattered electrons
falls down rapidly with increasing magnetic field. Gas pressure
being varied in the optimal pumping range doesn't effect
significantly on the electron scattering.
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Fig.12. Distribution of scattered electrons along the
axis of laser chamber for repetition-rate
NRL KrF laser conditions.
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7. CONCUSIONS
The experiments have been performed with single-pulse large-aperture e-beam-pumped GARPUN KrF laser installation to
investigate Aluminum-Beryllium foil transmittance and stability to multiple high-current e-beam irradiation, as well as to
protracted fluorine action. E-beam scattering in the laser chamber in typical pumping conditions with and without guiding
magnetic field was also investigated. Both problems are related to the development of the repetition-rate prototype of KrF
laser driver for the Inertial Fusion Energy scheme. Such prototype, being constructed at the Naval Research Laboratory
aimed at the research and development of key technologies, which would allow e-beam-pumped KrF laser to operate with
output energy of tens kJ at 5-Hz repetition rate. The new technologies, when being developed should allow obtaining 108
shots without any laser repair.
The main results obtained during the present investigation are as follows.
1. A large-aperture GARPUN module with 16*18*100 cm active volume pumped by two-side counter-propagating e-beams
and middle-aperture "Berdych" module with a single-side-pumped active volume of 10*10*100 cm were adjusted for ebeam transport and Al-Be foil lifetime investigations. Both modules were arranged by the magnetic field to guide e-beams
with average electron energy of-300 keV and current density -50 A/cm2 from vacuum diodes into laser chamber.
2. Monte Carlo numerical code has been developed to calculate e-beam transport through different foil materials and
distribution of scattered electrons inside the laser chamber.
3. Transparency of 50-um thickness Al-Be foil and 20-um Ti foil has been compared for 300 keV e-beams using Faraday
cup technique. Both foils demonstrated equal transmittance of 75% that was lower than calculated one apparently due to the
presence of low-energy electrons in initial e-beam.
4. No fatal damages and no surface modification due to fluorine etching were observed for Al-Be foils at GARPUN and
"Berdych" modules after 1000 and 550 e-beam shots. It is significantly higher than mean lifetime of Ti foil in such
conditions.
5. Distribution of scattered electrons have been measured for the GARPUN laser by means of calorimeters. It was shown
that applied magnetic field of ~lkGs reduced the energy fluence of scattered electrons in 100 times at 8.5-cm distance from
the boundary of injected e-beams. It means that e-beam-induced absorption of laser radiation in optical windows might be
fully eliminated in such pumping scheme.
6. Monte Carlo code, being tested with GARPUN laser has been applied to simulate e-beam scattering in the repetition-rate
NRL laser.
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The results measurements integral intensity luminescence laser transitions B-»X (353 nm)
and C-^A (480 mn) eximer XeF depending on pressure buffer gases are present. The
constants quenching KB, Kc and transfer KBC for thirteen connections are measured. Twenty
two constants are obtained for the first time. The simplified model an vibrational relaxation in
the state B, obtained ratio Tv,b _1 = a + b-lnp is confirmed experimentally
1. Experimental installation for a record of a spectrum of luminescence.
The inverse population in XeF laser with optical pumping is the result of photolyse of
gaseous XeF2 / 2-5 /. The inverse population on transition B+-X (I ~ 353 nm) is the result
of optical pumping by the most absorption band (145-175 nm) with formation XeF(B). The
possibility of obtaining of laser generation on transition C-+A (X ~ 480 nm) is stipulated by
a opulation XeF (C), that is the result of exchange by energy XeF (B) + M = XeF (C) + M,
here M - particles of buffer gas / 6,7 /. The balance of this reaction at room temperature is
essentially shifted in the side XeF(C), so as the state C is lower on ~ 700 cm", than a state
B / 8,9 /.
10
H

Fig 1 The scheme of the experrimental installation
1 - a vacuum monochromator BMP-2, 2 - a lamp ^HY-170, 3 - a system of the lamp power
supply, 4 - a volume, 5 - a system of the volume filling, 6 ,9 - photomultipliers O3Y-100
7,10 - counters of photons HOri-2, 11 - a recorder KCn-4, 12 - a system of the power
supply of photomultipliers
Laser Optics 2000: High-Power Gas Lasers, Oleg B. Danilov, Editor,
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The scheme of the experimental installation
is shown on fig.l. The deytero-neon lamp
with a window from MgF2 was used as a
light source. The spectral interval of
pumping radiation (157-163 nm) was set by
vacuum monochromator. Photolyse XeF2
was in volume, made from a stainless steel
with MgF2 windows . Volume was ~ 50nr,
its length - 4cm. The volume passivated F2,
and then XeF2. The degree of destruction
XeF2 on volume walls and by operation of
exciting radiation was controlled by change
of a radiation absorption passing through
volume and did not exceed 10% during a
record of a luminescence spectrum.
The radiation on transitions B—>X and
C—>A molecule XeF2 was observed under a
right angle to an exciting light flow and was
I
registered with the help of double
1,0
monochromator and photomultiplier as the
account of photons. The reverse dispersion
monochromator has made linear of 0.8
0,5
nm/mm width of input and output splits was
nm selected equal 1.0 mm at registration of
290
250
luminescence XeF(B) and 2.5mm at XeF(C).
The spectra examples show on fig.2.
The spectra of luminescence were corrected
Fig. 2 The spectra of lumenescence XeF
out of the wavelength sensitivity of
a-XeF2(0.4mm Hg); 6-with CF4(48mm Hg);
recording system. It was determined in the
B-with CF4(250mm Hg)
interval of waves lengths 250-370 nm with
the help of calibrated deytero-neon lamp, and for the interval of waves lengths, bigger than
370nm - with the help of of standard band lamp. At the analysis of experimental results were
used integral of intensity spectra of luminescence on transitions XeF (B->X) and XeF
(B-»A).
The pressure XeF2 in volume was 0.4 mm Hg. The pressure of researched gases varied
from 0 up to 730 mm Hg. The pressure C2F6 did not exceed 300 mm Hg, and n-C5F)2 — 80
mm Hg, that was stipulated by an absorption ofthat gases on a wavelength of excitation. The
pressure of gases C02, CO, 02, HF, N20 varied in limits 0-lOmmHg due to high
effectiveness of quenching by these gases of laser levels eximer XeF.
Constants of speeds of exchange XeF (B<-»C) and quenching of states B and C it is
possible to define from the relations of the integral intensities luminescence XeF (B->X, A)
and XeF (C-+ A, X).
In the present report the research of two types of molecules is conducted: molecules, which
have small effectiveness of quenching of states XeF (B), XeF (C) - Ar, Kr, N2, SF6, CF4,
C2F6, C3F8, n-C5Fi2, and molecules have high effectiveness of quenching of these states C02,CO, 62, HF, N20. The first group of substenses is of interest for selection of optimum
lasin'g on'transition XeF (C-+A, X), 480 HM. The second group determines probable impurity
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formed at synthesis and storage of the initial XeF2.
At research of gases with high effectiveness of quenching of states B and C the molecule
XeF it is difficult to define change of luminescence intensity from a level C. Therefore
luminescence spectra of such gases at different pressure were registrated after adding in
volume of fixed quantity of additional gas Kr. Kr was selected due to of enough high
effectiveness of transmission of energy B-»C and small effectiveness of quenching of states
B and C.
2. Development of a kinetic model for the eximer XeF
Kinetic model for analysis and the processing of experimental results took into considaration
the following processes:

XeF2 + hv

| XeF (B) + F

UB

| XeF (C) + F

Uc

Ü)

*

IVBC

XeF (C) + M

(2)

XeF (B) + M

XeF (A, X) + M

(3)

XeF (C) + M

XeF (A, X) + M

(4)

XeF (B) + M

v

M

XeF(X) + hv

AB
XeF (B)

ABX

(5)

*

XeF (A) + hv
XeF(X) + hv

Ac
XeF (C)

ABA
ACA

(6)

*■

XeF (A) + hv

Acx

The processes happening at collision of three and more particles, were not considered, as
these processes do not play a determining role / 8 / at pressure of researched gases less than 1
atm. The transitions from a state XeF (D) nor were taken into account, as the quantum exit
XeF (D) at a dissociation XeF2 in the wavelength 160 HM is less than 1.5% / 6 /.
The solution of equation sistems for concentration XeF (B) and XeF (C) under condition of
fixed pumping results in formulars:
IB

(RC

+©

SBX) ABX

+ (0 RB + SBC) Acx

Ic

(Rc + 0

SBX) ABA

+ (© RB +

T•IB °

(7)

SBC)ACA

Rc° ABX + 0 RB ° ACX

(RB RC -SBC SCB)

(8)
IB

(Rc + 0

SCB) ABX

+ (0 RB + SBc)ACx

RB°RC°
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here Re = Ac + kcKet2 -NxeF'2 +L kcM -NM + kCBMNM;
RB = AB +MkBXeF2 -NXeF2 +kc^ -NM + kcBM «NM;
SBc = kec 'NM;, ScB = kcB 'NM;
RB°=AB+kBXeF2-NxeF2;
Rc° = Ac + kcXeF2-NxeF2;
© = <PC/PB;
NM — concentration

of M-gas,
IB —integral intensity of luminescence on transitions B—>X and C—► X (A. = 250+370 n\i);
Ic — integral intensity of luminescence on transitions B—>A and C—>A (X = 370+600 nivi);
IB — integral intensity of luminescence on transitions B—>X and C—>X
NM = 0

The technology for definition of constants of speeds of processes (2) - (4) /8/ was the same,
however in / 8 / the radiant transitions XeF (B-+X) and XeF (B—>A) were not taken into
account, although their intensity is 3.5% and 10% of intensity of transitions XeF (B->X) and
XeF (B->A), accordingly, / 9 /. The constants of speeds were determined from formular (7)
and (8) by computer.
The values of Einshtein koefficients from / 9 / were used:
ABX= 6.75 107sec"'
ABA = 2.4 106 sec"1
1
ACA=1 lOSec"
6
Acx = 9.96 10 sec"1.
The altitude kBCM/kCBM = 42, proceeding from a difference between levels XeF (B) and XeF
(C) 775 SM"1 undertook from / 8 /. The attitude 0 = q>c APB was determined by experiment,
proceeding from the relation of integral intensities IB° and Ic° in absence of buffer gas.
ABX - ABA (IB ° /Ic °)
Ac + kc XeF2 -NXeF2
0 =
ACA (IB ° /Ic °) - Acx
AB + kBXeF2/ NXeF2
The size kc XeF2 = kB XeF2 = 2-10"10 cm^s"1 is taken from / 8 /.
The result of calculation is 0 = 0.048 ± 0.004.
In case of a triple mix, with adding Kr (section 1), the formular (7) has a kind:
Re == A
Acc + kcXeF22 -NXeF2 + kcM -NM + kCBM -NM
w + kc^ -N& +
XeF
M
M
RB == Ac + kB 2 -NXeF2 + kB -NM + kBC NM +■

KCB^

N&;

+ kBKr-NKr+kBcKr-NKr;

SBc = kBcM-NM+kBcKr-NKr;
ScB = kcBM-NM + kCBKj-NKr.

At use of gases with high effectiveness of quenting of laser levels eximer XeF the
dependense IB/IC from pressure of gas were determined at two fixed pressure Kr: 400-410
mm Hg and 40-50 mm Hg. At high pressure Kr altitude of KBCKr -NKr » KBCM -NM and
determining role depending on NM has the constant of speed KcM At small pressure of Kr
the altitude KBC^'N^ and
kBcM -NM (at used pressure NM) are comparable also relation IB/Ic from NM determine both
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Tabl. l(Data of this report)
Subject

kBC-1011,cmV1

11
3-1
kB -10",
cms

kc-1011 ,cmV

Ar

0.66 ±0.09

(6 ±4)- lO-3

(6 ±4)- 10'J

N2

3.0 ±0.5

(1.5±0.5>10"2

(1.0 ±0.5)- 10"2

Kr

3.5 ±0.6

(1.0 ±0.5)- 10"2

(1.0 ±0.5)- 10'2

SF6

5.2 ±0.7

(1.0 ±0.7)- 10"2

(0.9 ±0.7)- 10"2

CF4

2.8 ±0.2

(2.0 ±1.0)- 10"2

(1.5 ± 1.0)- 10"2

C2F6

6.3 ±0.3

(6 ±3)- 10"2

(5.5±2.5)-10"2

C,F8

9.5 ± 1.0

(2.5 ±1.5> 10"2

(2.5 ±1.5)- 10"2

n-C5F12

18±3

0.45 ± 0.25

0.45 ± 0.25

co2

7±3

47 ± 11

34 ±4

CO

11±3

12±4

17±3

o2

3±2

10±2

8± 1

HF

8.5 ±2.5

45 ±9

40 ±5

N20

6±2

44 ±6

18±2

Tabl. 2 (Data /8/)
kBc-1012,cmV

kB •1012,cmV

kc-1012 ,cmV

Ar

8.6± 1.1

0.05 ±0.02

0.05 ± 0.02

Kr

34 ±3

0.1 ±0.03

0.1 ±0.03

N2

44 ±6

0.1 ±0.03

0.1 ±0.03

SF6

60 ±12

0.2 ± 0.05

0.2 ±0.05

CF4

41 ±4

0.53 ±0.11

0.53 ±0.11

Subject

HF

300-500 *>

300 - 500 *)
w
*) Here are measured the sum of constants of speeds kB + kBC

co2
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constants of speed KCM and KBcM The constant of speed KBM together with a constant KBcM
determines declination of relation IB°/IB from NM without Kr at small NM.
The comparison of obtained experimental results (point) and theoretical curve, designed
on the developed kinetic model is shown on fig.3-7. The error of definition of constants was
calculated as a dispersion of experimental points near computational curve.

The results of speed constants are adduced in table 1. In table 2 the values of speed constants
measured in / 8 /. At absence of buffer gases maximum intensity of the luminescence XeF
(B-+X) was observed on transition B (v ' = 2) -» X (v " = 5) (A. = 348.8 nm
3. Model of an vibrational relaxation of a laser condition XeF (B).
The shape of a luminescence spectrum varied at introduction of buffer gases: the maximum
displaced in the long-wave regine and at rather large pressure of the buffer gase appeared in
the field of transitions v ' = 0-> v" = 2 (k = 351.1 nm) and v * = 0-+ v" = 3 (X = 353.3 nm).
Such change of a spectrum of luminescence is stipulated by an oscillatory relaxation XeF (B)
in collisions with molecules of buffer gas. the shape of a luminescence spectrum varied Most
effective relaxants are perftoralkans (CF4, C2F6, C3F8, n-C5Fi2). The spectra of luminescence
XeF (B—>X) in pure vapours XeF2 are shown on fig.2 and at introduction CF4 (48 and 250
mm P Hg. The some electronic - vibrationaly transitions, which were allowed at used in the
data experiments to spectral width of a slot monochromator(0.8 nm) are indicated on this
figure too.
The potential curves of the electronic states eximer XeF are showed in a fig. 8. The maximum
of vibrationaly excitation by formed eximer XeF (B), at a photodissociation XeF2 in the field
of 160 nm, is located close of 4- 5 oscillatory levels of the state B / 8,10 /. The significant
contribution to intensity of luminescence introduce also higher (up to 20-th and above)
vibrationaly levels. Thus, the energy of electron excitation "is spreaded" on a large spectral
interval in the initial act of photoexitation. The laser generation on a wavelength 351 nm from
the state XeF (B) result from v'B = 0. The interception potential curve B and C and, therefore,
most effective transitions B—>C, as showed from fig. 8, are located close v'B=0. Thus, the
vibrationaly relaxation in the state B eximer XeF is process essential influenced on an overall
performance of the laser on both lengths of waves, 351 and 480 nm. The data, obtained in the
report, allow, basically, to select in Spektra of luminescence the transitions with v'B = 0, as it
is showed from the fig. 2,. The practical way of such selection is illustrated on fig.2 by
dashed lines. The way, developed by us, a classification of buffer gases on their efficiency
during vibrationaly relaxation of the electron state XeF (B) is submitted below. The
experimental value - the altitude of the area of spectra luminiscence - is used as criterion of
an vibrationaly relaxation
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Fig. 8 The potential curves of the electronic states eximer XeF 191.
The following assumtion are set up:
1. The state of equilibrium between of an vibrationaly relaxation, on the one hand, and an
introduce of energy in the primary process of a photodissociation: XeF2 -> XeF (B, v') + F is
installed at each value pressure of buffer gas.
2. The condition of equilibrium is characterized certain, distinct from room, temperature of a
system of vibrationaly levels of the electron stateB.
3. The system of vibrationaly levels XeF (B) is divided into two parts: v ' = 0, on the one
hand, and remaining vibrationaly levels. Vibrationaly temperature, entered in item 2,
determines a condition of equilibrium of these parts.
4. The condition of equilibrium inside vibrationaly levels XeF (B) is installed independently
of processes of an electron relaxation.
5. All of Franc - Kondon factors for vB ' are identical.
obtainedThe data for substances Ar and Kr are shown in a fig. 9. Value T on figures is
understood as temperature of the vibrationaly subsystem XeF (B).
The dependences present in fig. 9 have expressed linear character. Especially it is visible for
inert gases Ar and Kr. The processes including just of these gases to the greatest degree
approach for selected model. In these cases take place simple V-T process. Vibrationaly
quantum of the state B is equal 308 CM-1, that is not too hardly exceeds KT. It is one more
argument for a hypothesis of the equilibrium in subsystem v'B. Value T caculate take into
assumtions 1 -5.
The equilibrium condition subsystem v'B is:
dnvB
— = k+-M-iv - k.-M- nv.0 = 0
(9)
dt
Where nv0, nv> - concentrations XeF (B) on zero and remaining vibrationaly levels,
accordingly,
M - concentration of a buffer gas,
k+- constant of an vibrationaly relaxation on level v'O,
k. - constant of an vibrationaly relaxation with v'.
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From (9) follows:
rv
L
— = — = KR , here KR - the constant equilibrium subsystem v'B.
*Vo

K+

The constant equilibrium is determined by energy of activation of equilibrium process and
relation statistical wights of participating particles (see, for example, I Ml). The energy of

■r'c'xio"1 «
T"'C'x10'34,

Fig.9 The Illustrations to vibrational relaxation model of the electronic state B eximer XeF

the activation, Ev'B, is the energy of transition with v'0 on v'i, that is is equal 308cm". The
statistical sums of translational, rotary and electron degree of freedoms are identical and are
reduced. Thus:
KR =

V'B

-exp(- EV'B / kT>

Where V'B - statistical sum of the vibrationaly levels state B,
T - temperature of an vibrationaly system XeF (B).
Tabl. 3. The coefficients linear regression fonnular 1/T= a + b- lnp
b- 10J
a
Substens
1.25 ±0.05
-2.87 ±0.27
KR
1.11 ±0.07
-4.06 ±0.41
AR
l.20±0.15
- 1.41 ±0.70
C2F6
1.04 ±0.08
-0.90 ±0.38
C3F8
1.31 ±0.09
-1.43 ±0.30
C5F]2
0.96
±0.14
-1.18±
0.66
CF4
0.75 ± 0.07
0.19 ±0.35
N2
1.11 ±0.07
-2.43 ±0.84
SF6
The value V'B = 8 well agree the results for Ar at the greatest pressure by room temperature.
This value is taken for the calculation T. At an extrapolation T—> »within the framework of
the given model we should obtain the vibrationaly sum state B. More exactly model /10/,
with allowance for of factors of Frank - Condon, give as the primary deposit in luminescence
~ 10 vibrationaly levels of the state B.
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Nonlinear reflection of laser radiation in Xe-containing dense gas
mixtures and cryogenic solutions.
A.P.Burtsev, V.V.Bertsev, V.N.Bocharov
Department of Molecular Spectroscopy, Institute of Physics, St.Petersburg State University
Peterhof, St.Petersburg, 198904 Russia e-mail burcev@molsp.phys.spbu.ru
ABSTRACT
Nonlinear reflection of focused laser radiation (222-413 nm, H2-SRS-converted depolarized XeCl-excimer laser output) in
Xe-containing binary gas mixtures and cryogenic solutions was studied. The effect of strong enhancement of unsaturated
reflectivity, especially pronounced and frequency selective for admixture of Cl, Br-substituted hydro-carbons (CF2C12,
CF3CI, CF3Br) was observed, whereas no effect was found when fluorides (CF3H, NF3) or oxigen were added. For linearly
polarized 1=308 nm radiation reflectivities increased twofold up to -0.8 at the intensity ~5-1010wtcm"2. Nonlinear reflection
at 1=308 nm in low-temperature solutions of Xe (20% mol) in LAr (at 140K) and LKr (at 170K) was observed and
analyzed. Close to second order pump intensity dependences of reflection, photo-acoustic signals and secondary emission
were found.
1. INTRODUCTION
The quest for the new optical mediums with high nonlinear frequency selective reflectivities R in IR or UV regions and
studies of their characteristics are of considerable importance for the fields of optical communication and laser beam
parameters control.
Earlier the effect of strong nonlinear reflection of 10.6 mkm TEA-CO2 laser radiation in liquefied molecular gas SF6 was
observed and utilized for IR-laser pulses reshaping [1]. In UV region nonlinear backward stimulated scattering (bss) of
XeCl and KrF excimer lasers radiation was observed in compressed and liquid Xe and dense CF3C1 [2,3] at broadband
pump conditions. On the basis of experimental data the stimulated Brillouin scattering nature of this effect was stated [3].
Data on nonlinear properties of gaseous and liquid mixtures are practically absent.
2. EXPERIMENT
Home-made electric-discharge excimer XeCl-laser with unstable resonator was used as the primary light source. It delivers
unpolarized broadband light pulses (at repetition rate 1+10 Hz) with typical energy » 5-10"3J, duration (FWHM) «5 ns and
effective coherence length «0.3 cm.
To study spectral selectivity of nonlinear effects, pump radiation Ipump in the 222+413 nm spectral region was produced by
SRS-conversion of focused (intensity I « 109 wt-cm"2) laser output in compressed H2 (p=30+80 arm). Chosen SRScomponents were additionally focused into high-pressure stainless steel photo-acoustic cell with crossed BaF2 windows to
monitor IR-UV spectral absorption of impurities , possible stable photoproducts and to record UV-VIS secondary emission
from the caustic zone. In some experiments low-temperature cryostats were used as an optical cell. For discrete reduction of
pump intensity Ipump calibrated linear glass filtres were used. High-speed and "sun-battery" type Si-detectors were used for
measurements of pulse duration and energy respectively.
The rare gases used were of guaranteed purity better than 99.99%. Freons CF2C12, CF3C1, CF3Br, CF3H and NF3 were
chosen due to relatively high density of their saturated vapours at room temperature (295K), different types of halogenatoms and essentially different values of R-Hal break-bond energy. Their putity varied in (99.9+99.5)% limits.
Laser Optics 2000: High-Power Gas Lasers, Oleg B. Danilov, Editor,
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3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The most extensive studies at X=308 nm have been done. To study consistently the influence of buffer components on the
nonlinear reflection in Xe-containing binary compositions first of all simplest compounds (Ar, Kr, 02) were chosen (Fig. 1)
Keeping in mind that at similar pump conditions threshold density of Xe is close to 50 Amagat, substantiona enhancement
of the effect is seen for the rare gases admixture, whereas oxigen definitely destroys the reflection. It is slightly remarkably
keeping in mind obvious resemblance of basic physical properties of argon and oxigen. It should be mentioned, that such
parameter as electronegativity is sufficiently differrent for this substances, this fact may be useful m understanding of
physical nature of bss effect.
Under fixed pump conditions (Ipump«4-1010wt-cm-2) the nonlinear dependences , including in the threshold region, of bss
pulse energy on the density and composition of the sample were studied (Fig. 2). Strong enhancement of unsaturated
reflectivity, especially pronounced for admixtures of Cl-containing freons is seen, whereas the effect »s absent when
fluorides CF3H (NF3) are added The enhancement is more pronounced when freon with lower R-Halogen breakbond energy
is used as a buffer gas (Ebrb CF3C1 > Ebrb CF2C12). The dependence of such kind is naturally valid only for doping substances
with the same type of halogen-atom.

R
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10 - R, %

/Xe+Kr

I
-

1
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3
4
5

Xe
Xe + CF2C12
Xe + CF3C1
Xe + CF3Br
Xe+CF3H
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/ Xe+Ar
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.
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Figure 1. The influence of buffer gases on the reflectivity R
mixture(Xe+M), 20% Xe(vol.),T=295K IPump«4-10,0wt-cm-2

20

30

60
70
Density Xe, Amagat

Figure 2. The influence of different freons admixture on the
reflectivity R. Freons density is 3 Amagat for all curves
(W*4-1010wt-cm-2)

Analysis of the data obtained for various admixtures and mixture compositions in the threshold (Fig. 3, Table 1) and in the
quasi-linear on density regions (Fig. 4) unambiguously suggested the cooperative (binary) mechanism of bss . Strong
spectral selectivity (lowering to zero for Apump>308nm) of nonlinear reflection was observed in Xe+CF2C12 mixture, for
pure Xe selectivity was not found.
Table 1. Bss threshold binary density conditions for (Xe+M) gas mixtures, Ipump»4-10,owt-cm"2.
M
Ar

o2
Kr
CF2C12
CF3C1
CF3Br
CF3H
NF3
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(Pxe-pM)th, Amagat
2300
>3600
1200
20
60
66
>120
>100
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Figure 3. Bss threshold density conditions for Xe:CF2Cl2
mixture (Ipump«4-1010wt-cm"2)
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Figure 4. The effect of CF2C12 concentration on the slope of
quisi-linear region of R(pxe) dependence (See Fig. 2),
Ipump*4-1010wt-cm-2.

The data on the pump intensity dependences of nonlinear reflection and photo-acoustic signal are presented in Fig. 5. Very
close to the second order dependence of Spa is seen, for Ebss some deviation, more pronounced for lower gas density
demonstrate the threshold effect. It should be mentioned, that when pure Kr (p~80 Amagat) was studied under the same
pump conditions , ~ 6 times lower, but also quadratic in intensity photo-acoustic signals were detected.

pump
Figure 5. The dependence of the amplitude of photoacoustic
signal Spa (1) and reflected pulse energy Ebss (2,3) on pump
conditions,

rmax

7ÜÜÜL
pump

«

4-1010wt-cm"2

,

X

=

308nm.

p, Amagat
Figure 6. The influence of the freon-12 admixture on the
amplitude of the photoacoustic signal Spa. 1- Xe, 2 Xe+CF2C12 mixture, 7:1 vol., Ipump«4-10'Vt-cnr ,X=308nm

=

1,2 - pxe 50 Amagat, 3 - pxe=45 Amagat.

On the basis of observations of close to second order pump intensity dependences of studied nonlinear effects it was
believed initially that two-photon laser-assisted reactions [4] were induced under our experimental conditions, and strong
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optical nonlinearity of mediums was created by produced excimer molecules. One more possible channel of Lheir
fTSion is ions recombination [5], but, to the best of our knowledge, it was observed either at discharge condition 01 a
two-photon optical excitation of rare gas atoms by frequency tunable laser source [4]. To realize properly what channel is
valid spectral study of strong secondary emission from the caustic zone in 250+500 run region has been done usmg OMA
Emission spectra for pure Xe and (Xe+CF2C12) mixture were obtained at different pump conditions (Fig. 7). Strong broad
emission bands Ji,.« 460 run and **« 230 run (the second band is not seen in Fig. 7 due to high-frequency cut-off filter used
in Ulis experiment to decrease the level of scattered pump radiation) observed in pure Xe may be firmly attributed to density
broadened lines of ionized xenon [6]. It should be mentioned, that free electrons can obtain energy > 10 eV in dense rare
gases under the influence of focused laser radiation [7], in addition their concentration at the same conditions may increase
with multiplication factor ~105 [8]. Thus, the second channel of excimer molecules formation may be realized in our
experimental conditions. Indeed, in emission spectra of mixture strong additional band (X=345mn) is clearly seen it has to
be attributed to XeCl (C-A, B-A) transitions [5]. The pump intensity dependence of this emission band is close to the second
order.
Signal, arb.un,

100

3451

200

300

400

OMA x-axis title

Figure 7. Nonlinear right angle emission, 1- Xe, 50 Amagat, 2- Xe+CF2C12 mixture, 1:4 vol
,«2-1010wt-cm"2 ,X=308nm.
density 16 Amagat, Ipump'
D
A

4.CONCLUSIONS
Strong frequency selective nonlinear reflection of laser radiation in Xe-containing gas mediums was observed, when Cl,
Br-containing freons were added. For linearly polarized laser radiation (X=308nm) reflectivity up to ~ 80% at the intensity
~ 10"wtcm"2 was achieved. Emission of XeCl excimer molecules was detected in mixtures with CF2C12. These results may
be useful in creating of new high pressure gas lasers and reflective laser optics.
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Nonlinear absorption and laser-induced damage of BaF2, CaF2
and A1203 at 248 nm
N.V.Morozov, P.B.Sergeev

P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute,
Leninsky Prospect, 53, Moscow, 117924, Russia
ABSTRACT
Transmission dependencies of optical materials samples BaF2, A1203 and CaF2 (the infrared range sample) from KrFlaser radiation intensity with pulse duration of 85 ns are experimentally received. From these dependencies, two-photon
absorption coefficients at laser wavelength 248 nm are found which for the appropriate materials are equal to 0.5±0.2,
2+1 and 30 cm/GW. Laser damage thresholds of the surface and volume of the investigated samples at 248 nm are also
determined.
Keywords: optical materials, laser damage, two-photon absorption
1. INTRODUCTION
For manufacturing optical elements of excimer KrF-lasers the crystals MgF2, CaF2, and also fused silica are widely
used. On behavior of these optical materials (OM) under action of intensive laser radiation (LR) with quantum in 5 eV an
extensive file of the experimental information has been accumulated. For specification of a physical picture of the
interaction of the UV range LR with the crystals of the alkaline earth metal fluorides and oxides it is topically to expansion
of a circle of tested materials. With this purpose the given work on study of behavior of the crystals BaF2, CaF2 and
sapphire (A1203) under LR action with the wavelength 248 nm was put. The received transmission dependencies of these
materials from LR intensity (I) in the range ~1(H500 MW/cm2 allowed to determine the nonlinear absorption coefficient
factor (P). Laser damage thresholds are also determined. These data naturally supplement the results on behavior of
crystals LiF, MgF2, CaF2 and line of grades of fused silica at similar irradiation conditions [1-3]. And together with
results on absorption induced by an electron-beam of the UV-range LR in listed crystals at the same duration 80 ns [4] we
receive an extensive complex of experimental data.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
The work was carried out on electron-beam laser installation EL A [5]. The KrF-laser in the experiments provided
energy at a level 3J for pulse duration 85 ns. From the whole laser beam by diaphragm with the diameter 2 cm is cut out a
part with energy ~ 0.8 J. This radiation was focused by a lens with focal length 1 m. The distribution of the energy on
caustic of a lens was carried out by direct measurements of LR energy, run through diaphragms of the known size, having
been located in focus of a lens [2].
The LR divergence had large asymmetry on two perpendicular directions: 8i=0.7 and 62=1.6 mrad. At such parameters
of radiation and lens the caustic length exceeded 30 mm. The thickness of the tested samples was no large than 18 mm.
Average on the cross-section of lens caustic the LR intensity was determined under the formula IL=1VS-T, where Ej, energy of laser radiation with a pulse duration x=85 ns, S^e^-f2 - area of caustic cross-section in which is contained
0.65 Ej..
Falling and passing through samples the LR energy was measured in calorimeters. The form of the laser power pulses
was supervised with the help of photocells. The typical oscillogrames are shown on fig. 1. The required change of laser
intensity was carried out by introduction in a path of a laser beam weakening light filters with transmission up to 5 %.
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Integrated for a pulse the transmission of samples (T) was defined from the expression T=Oi/O0, where Oi and O0 ar.
the indications of calorimeters measured passing and falling energy of LR in a pulse at presence of a sample in focus of a
lens (1) and without it (0). The meanings of points T(I), submitted on the diagrams, for a specific sample were obtained by
averaging values of T in not less than 5 measurements. The values T(0) were taken from spectrograms.
The laser damage thresholds of samples were determined on a standard technique. The laser beam was limited in this
case by the diaphragm with a hole diameter 1 cm. For focusing of this radiation in samples a lens with f=10 cm was used.
As the laser damage threshold (Ed) was accepted the maximum density of LR energy in the area of lens caustic, run
through a crystal without its destruction. The laser damage intensity was found from expression la =Ed/t. The presence of
the damage in a pulse was registered on a complex of attributes: on visually observable powerful luminescence from
irradiated area of the sample; on residual destruction, well visible in light of the He-Ne-laser; on sharp jump in value Otin
comparison with predamage value. In all experiments, as on study of dependence T(I) , and at determination of the laser
damage thresholds, each impulse of the laser was carried out on new, not irradiated earlier, site of a sample.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON BaF2and CaF2
The experimental transmission dependencies of the four different samples BaF2 from radiation intensity of the KrFlaser are submitted on fig. 2. In area I < 100 MW/cm2 the each sample has individual dependence T(I). At higher I the
values T at different samples are closed at inclined direct, describing behavior T (I) of the best samples of the mark FBU
in the whole range I. On an inclination of dependence 1/T it is possible determine nonlinear absorption of LR in OM[6,7].
Our accounts on the given technique have shown, that at samples of the mark FBU the values of two-photon absorption
coefficient are ß= 0,5±0,2 cm/GW. The similar result for BaF2, but for pulses with duration 25 ns was received in [8].
The range, submitted on fig. 2, of the LR intensities was from above limited by the surface damage of crystals. At the
most transparent samples of BaF2 (01 and 04) damage was observed at 2604-270 MW/cm2._We shall note, that it in the
case, when the area of the caustic cross-section (on a level 0.65 EL) is equal 2 mm2 and pulse duration is 85 ns. The quality
of polishing of the crystal surfaces corresponded to 3 class of cleanliness. The surface damage was accompanied and
volume damages as the black dot clots lengthways the caustic. Therefore at the area irradiation ~1 mm2 the thresholds of
the volume damage and surface damage for best samples of BaF2 at 248 run in limits of accuracy of measurement coincide
and are equal 250 ± 50 MW/cm2.
At research of the volume damage with use of the short-focus lens with f=10 cm, when the area of caustic crosssection was equaled 0,02 mm2, maximum of the damage threshold for tested samples of the mark FBU has made
800 MW/cm2. This estimated value la is received that the transmission of the samples BaF2 with thickness 18 mm in the
predamage mode was equaled 0,35 -4-0,40. The value of the LR energy in area of the caustic bottleneck at the laser damage
was taken as average between input and output energy of the laser radiation. Absence of change of distribution of the LR
intensity on caustic cross-section of a lens was also supposed at propagation of light on a crystal. If the value Id were
determined on input energy, it would be 1,2 GW/cm2.
For the samples BaF2 of the marks FBI at the given focusing mode with the of cross-section area 0,02 mm2 the
values Id were almost the same, as well as on a large spot: 250 ^-300 MW/cm2. The transmission of these samples at
damage threshold was 0,8.
A series of experiments on the influence of radiation of the ArF-laser with the pulse duration 70 ns on samples BaF2
of the best quality (Ol, 04) was also carried out. The surface damage at irradiation spot 6 mm2 at 193 nm was observed
at laser intensities about 20 MW/cm2. At these intensity the transmission of our samples in limits of an error of
measurement (1,5 %) did not differ from initial (72 %), that has not allowed to establish value of nonlinear absorption.
On Fig. 3 the dependence T(T) for a crystal CaF2 of the mark FKI (calcium fluoride for IR area) with the initial
transmission 0,72 at 248 nm is submitted. On high quality samples CaF2 (calcium fluoride for UV area) the results of our
measurements are submitted in [1]. At them the values ß do not exceed 0,1 cm/GW, and laser damage in a spot with a
diameter of ~ 0,1mm is observed at intensities ~ 1 GW/cm2. For investigated of a sample FKI the value ß is equal 30
cm/GW, and laser damage (simultaneously both surface, and volume) was observed already at the laser intensities ~ 50
MW/cmVrhis example shows strong difference in behavior of the samples CaF2 and BaF2 of the mark FKI under action
of the KrF-laser radiation.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON A1203
In the given experiments two samples Al203 were investigated. They had the form of disks with diameter of 60 mm
and thickness 11 mm. Their surfaces were polished on 4 class of cleanliness. In end faces of disks two small flat platforms
parallel each other were polished. They were used for introduction of LR in volume of a material in experiments on laser
strength. Based on transmittance, the material of disks has extreme high cleanliness [9]. For the first the transmittance at
248 run was 71 %, for the second - 67 %.
The received dependencies T (I) for two samples of A1203 are submitted on Fig.4. At the first sample the behavior of
the transmission in the field of low intensities has sharp nonlinearity. At the second sample T almost is constant at low
intensities (I < 50 MW/cm2), and at I > 50 MW/cm2 T practically coincides with the transmission of the first sample. On
an average inclination of dependencies 1/T(I) the coefficient of nonlinear absorption in A1203 at 248 nm was found: ß =
2 ± 1 cm/GW.
The top limit of a range of intensity, as well as in a case with BaF2, was limited by damage of the input surface. At
tested in the given experiments samples A1203 the damage of the output surface was observed already on 250 MW/cm2.
Earlier on other samples of sapphire with better quality of processing of a surface we observed higher surface damage
thresholds at a level 800 MW/cm2 [1].
The laser strength of the samples A1203 was investigated at focusing of radiation in the material volume through
their end face. The sapphire thickness in this direction was 57 mm. In the given experience the limiting power density of
radiation in focus reached 20 GW/cm2. At such parameters of the output radiation, the energy, run through samples, was
20 % from the input energy. In spite of the strong luminescence of a material the mechanical damages in it was not
observed. Assuming, what no less than half the energy of radiation was absorbed at the approach to focus, it is possible to
consider, that the damage threshold of A1203 at 248 nm with pulse duration 85 ns is not lower 10 GW/cm .
5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.
The values of coefficients of the two-photon absorption at 248 nm with the pulse duration of the laser radiation 85 ns
as at BaF2, and at A1203 exceed the ß, measured at the ps pulse duration [6,10] in 5-10 times. To explain it is possible so
[11].
Under irradiation of crystals by intensive UV LR due to two-photon ionization (ß have magnitudes, determined from
experiments with the ps pulses) in them will be formed electron-hole pairs. In case of a long (-100 ns) pulse the
relaxation of the electron-hole pairs results in formation of various defects, which during the life have time to absorb and
to convert to a heat yet on a few quantums of LR, as explains increase of nonlinear absorption in the given mode.
Important parameter of process of LR absorption in a mode of a long pulse is life time of the absorbing component
[2,4,11]. The absence observed in the conducted experiments of appreciable change of the pulse shape of LR, run through
samples, at wide change of values of the laser intensity indicates that the life time of the basic absorbing centers as in
BaF2, and in A1203, doesn't exceed 10"9 s. Such times of relaxation have autolocated excitons and weakly separated pairs
of Frenkel defects [12]. Consequently the analysis of any process, connected to absorption of the intensive UV laser
radiation with the long pulse in crystals, demands the account of kinetics of the given complexes.
In more details questions of modeling of UV LR interaction with ionic crystals are considered in work by
S.V.Kurbasov, P.B.Sergeev "SIMULATION OF MECHANISMS CAUSING A NONLINEAR ABSORPTION OF UV
LASER RADIATION IN IONIC CRYSTALS", which is represented at the given conference
The submitted results on BaF2 and A1203 together with the similar data on MgF2, CaF2 and SiQ, create an
extensive base of experimental data on which it is possible to debug theoretical models of interaction of the intensive
radiation of the UV lasers with optical materials.
The work is carried out at the support of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, grant N98-02-16562.
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Figl. The typical oscillogrames of the power pulses of KrF-laser radiation falling on samples (1) and run through
samples BaF2 (2) and A1203 (3).
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Transmission of the sample CaF2 (FKI).
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SIMULATION OF MECHANISMS CAUSING A NONLINEAR
ABSORPTION OF UV LASER RADIATION IN IONIC CRYSTALS
Sergey V. Kurbasov, Paul B. Sergeev
P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute,
Leninsky Prospect, 53, Moscow, 117924, Russia.
ABSTRACT
In the work two models describing interaction of UV laser radiation (LR) with ionic crystals are considered. In the first
version the wavelength of LR lies in absorption region of F centers, in the second - it is in a short-wave area of H centers
absorption wing. Is shown, that the photodissociation in crystals of F2" complexes on two holes is the effective mechanism
of defects formation in a crystalline structure. The account of these and other electronic excitation relaxation processes in
models allows to explain many experimental results of LR action on ionic crystals.
Keywords: nonlinear absorption, ionic crystals, colour centers.
INTRODUCTION
The crystals of MgF2 and CaF2 are transparent for radiation with the energy of photons up to 11 and 10 eV
correspondingly. They are widely used for manufacturing of many optical elements for excimer, and other UV lasers. In
VUV range MgF2 practically remains the only rather reliable material for laser output windows. However, as well as with
other optical materials (OM), the transparency of these crystals falls at operation in an intense short-wavelength laser
radiation (LR) [1-2]. The basic reason is the creation of point defects during a relaxation of electronic excitations (EE),
originating in an outcome of a nonlinear absorption of LR [3-5].
In alkaline earth fluoride crystals the action of ionizer is exhibited basically on an anions sublattice. Free electrons and
holes arise here. The relaxation of a potential energy of this electron-hole pair flows past on levels of excitons and two
pairs Frencel's defects. This are a, I and also H and F centres. Each of these defects has an own structure of absorption
spectrum and, except for basic, series of intermediate electronic levels with own lifetime [3-5].
It is obvious, that for description of a behaviour of the induced absorption of these crystals at different conditions of
ionizing and LR action, it is necessary to take into account a great number of interconnected processes. That results in
necessity of use of the numerical methods of simulation.
The purpose of the given work is determination of the principal parameters of EE relaxation processes in these crystals
at an action of ultraviolet LR on the base of numerical simulation. Two variants of numerical models are represented here.
In the first case LR photons energy corresponds to band of F-centers, in the second it is at an absorption band of Hcsntcrs
ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION BY F CENTERS
At an exposure of MgF2, CaF2 and BaF2 crystals by e-beam strong bands of absorption with centers at 275, 400 and
600 nm and half-width of-100 nm arise in them. This absorption is assigned to F-centers [3-6]. However an attempt to
describe it by two-level approximation fails. The matter is that for this absorption band the whole hierarchy of lifetimes
with magnitudes from ~ 10"9s up to ~ Is is observed.
It is explained by the fact that during formation of Frencel's defects the important stage of an electron-hole
pair relaxation are self-trapped excitons (STE), formed by capture of electron by a Vk-center. They have two
ground states: singlet (S,) and triplet (S3). The absorption both at S, and at S3 (o-5 and CT6) practically coincide
with an absorption cross-section of stable F-centers (CT9). Thus it is possible to present STE as a pair of F- and
Vk-centers with very low spatial separation and exhibiting their own structure of absorption spectrums which
are close to the absorption of stable defects.
At an absorption of quantum a F-center and also electronic component STE pass in one of excited states (F* and S*)
laying close to an ionization threshold. These states, having large sizes, have also large possibility to grasp in an orb of
the action a conjugate center and to relax with him.
The submitted above experimental facts and their interpretation have defined the list from 11 electronic states
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requiring the account at the analysis of processes of ionizing and LR action on crystals. In gas-kinetic approximation
these states can be considered as a particle, and their interaction with each other and with LR can be described by a
system of the linear differential equations for concentration of components. For a case, when LR hits in a band of Fcenters absorption, from many checked most acceptable there was a following system of the kinetic equations.
1.
dn/dt=Wi+(K8nF*+K9iiF)I+(a4S*+a8F*)J-(Ki3Vk+Ki7H+Kiioa)n;
2.

dp/dt=Wi+tTi0aJ -p/x2;

3.
4.

dVk/dt=p/T2+a4 S*J-(1/T3+ Ki3n)Vk;
dSVdt=ßJ2+Ki3nVk+(a5Si+CT6S3)J-l/T4+IC4n+a4J)S*;

5.

dS1/dt=X45(l/T4+K4n)S*-(l/'C5+l/T57+K5n+a5J)S1-K56n(Si-S3);

6.
7.

dS3/dt=X46(l/T4+K4n)S*-(l/'C6+l/T67+K6n+a6J)S3-K65n(S3-Si);
dH/dt=Vk/T3+X47S*/T4+Si/'r57+S3/T67-(Knn+K78F*+K79F)H;

8.

dF7dt=K1i0an++fj9FJ-(l/x8+K8n+K78H+K8iiI+G8J)F*;

9.
dF/dt=X47s7T4+Si/T57+S3/T67+(l/T8+K8n)F*+CT10aJ-(K79H+K9iiI+a9J)F;
10 . da/dt=Vk/x3+o8F*J-(Kiion+Kioiil+al0J)a;
11. dI/dt=K17nH-(K811F*+K9iiF+Kiona)I.
The following labels here are used: n and p - concentration of free electrons and holes, Wr velocity of
ionization, a, - the crossection of absorption by i-that component on wavelength of LR, J-intensity of LR, Käj - a
reaction velocity constants between components i and j, t; - lifetimes of a components, Xy- -exit factors of the
appropriate reactions, ß - two-photon absorption coefficient.
The radiation of KrF- and ArF-lasers with quantums 5.0 and 6.3 eV gets on different sites of the absorption band of
F-centers in MgF2. Therefore debugging of the model was carried out on the base of comparisons of its predictions with
outcomes of a series of experiments first of all on this crystal [7-10].
Major of such outcomes has become preservation of the form of the LR power impulses, past through MgF2 samples at
the moment of their irradiation by e-beam, and also magnitude of the absorption [9]. The preservation of the form of
transparent LR impulse testifies to two important moment.
1. The relaxation time of basic absorbed components does not exceed several ns. And it signifies, that the quasistationary e-beam induced absorption in a band of F-centers at MgF2 is stipulated in basic by STE.
2. The stable F and H centers yield does not exceed 5% from full number of STE. Otherwise to an extremity of
80 ns pulse the noticeable raise of an absorption would be observed.
The debugging of the kinetic equations system was carried out on the base of comparisons of its outcomes
with experiments on e-beam induced absorption in view of the measured distribution of a specific absorbed doze
D(x) about a thickness of a sample [8], which has a view W1(x)=D(x)/3TEg. Here x- coordinate along a
thickness of a sample, T - duration of impulse, Eg - the bandgap of crystal (3Eg - average formation energy of
electron-hole pairs). As the intensity ofLR in these experiments was "1 MW/cm2, the magnitude ßj2 practically
is equal to zero, so a source of EE in crystal is only e-beam.
The optical density was calculated by integration on sample thickness of the induced absorption, received
from the equations, (K£=KT4S*+a5Si+CT6S3+o-8F*+cr9F+o-ioa+ßJ) and was compared to experimental meaning. The
basic absorption here occurs on Si, S3 and F-centres. To vary the specified parameters of model, receiving
agreed with experiment value of optical density and the form of LR impulse (fig. 1), was possible within 20 %.
The chosen thus values of the included in equation coefficients are reduced below.
K13=5T0-8; Kn=2T0-8; K„0=3 10'8; K^ITO"7; K5=110'8; K56=K65=5 10"8; K^llO"8; K78=l 10"10; K79=lT0'n; K8=110-7;
K8n=lT0"10; K9„=1T0"11; K10U=1T0"10 [cm3 s"1].
Tr=ri0-n; T3=110-5; T4=110-10; T5=1T0"8; t57=6T0-7; X^ITO"4; T67=6T0-7; T8=510-10 [s].
18
17
18
20
2
CT4=2'10- ; a5=cr6=CT9=7T0- ; a8=2T0' ; CT10=1 lO" [cm ].
The data of a value CTJ are taken on X,=248 nm.
X45=X46=0,45; X47=0,03.
The behaviour in time of concentration of taken into account components for two modes of an irradiation of samples
MgF2 by e-beam and LR is shown in a fig. 2 and 3.
The check of a model with the submitted coefficients was carried out by a comparison of its predictions with
experimental outcomes on a nonlinear absorption of the KrF-laser radiation in MgF2 [10] at pulse duration of 80 ns. In
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this case Wi=0, and the magnitude ß equals 0,003 cm/GW. This value was obtained at ~lps pulses [11]. The res ■'* of
accounts are shown in a fig. 4 and 5.
Thus becomes clear and reason of a raise of a nonlinear absorption at measurements in a condition of 80 ns pulses.
Two-photon laser-induced STE and the F centers at long pulse have time to absorb still on some quantums, as explains a
raise of a nonlinear absorption in the given condition. Thus "long" it is possible to consider pulses with duration greater,
than formation times of basic absorbing centers, in this case STE. On many data these times do not exceed 10"10 s.
The similar situation was observed with semiconductors and radiation of infrared lasers [12]. An additional absorption
here ensured free electrons. In wide bandgap crystals for UV and, especially, for VUV LR the contribution of free
electrons in an absorption sharply falls. The principal role here is played by others quasiparticles, the own electronic
transition frequencies of which are close to LR frequency.
The model well describes also experimental results on laser damage of MgF2 on 7^248 run and duration of
pulses 80 ns [10]. The account shows, that the crystal at threshold intensities of LR taken from experiment is
heated up to melting temperature, that is a criterion of approach of laser damage [3]. Let's mark, that included
in the base system of equations the coefficients thus are considered as constants in all range of crystal
temperature variation from 300 up to -1600 K. Obviously, that the given assumption requires detailed examine,
before the model can be used for quantitative description of a behaviour of investigated crystals in limiting
extreme conditions of a LR exposure.
In an inference of the section we shall mark the following prediction of a model. The saturation intensity of LR for
the e-beam induced absorption in MgF2 in a quasistationary condition works out about 8 MW/cm2. The experienced check
of the given statement can become resolving experiment for a model.
ABSORPTION OF LR BY F2 COMPLEXES
With promoting in UV area of a spectrum at crystals behind a band of F-centers absorption the wide bands of Vk and H
centers absorption place. These defects represent a molecule F2\ localized on two or one of anion lattice nodes and
insignificantly differ only by distances between the atoms. And basic, the most strong bands of their absorption were in
UV range, practically merge[3-6]. The capture of quantum in this band leads to dissociation of a molecule F2" on F" and
free hole [5, p.73], which fast again is localized.
To describe this variant it is possible on the base of above mentioned set of equations after its small modification. It is
necessary to take into account, that the absorption crossection of F centers with increase of quantum energy decreases. A
final state of electrons here varies also. This is a conductive zone. Is added, as it was marked, also an absorption on Vk
and H centers, and also on a hole component of STE. After absorption of the quantum, in time of a relaxation -100 ps, the
centers are restored and absorption process repeats.
With shortening of LR wavelength the kinetics of EE relaxation in crystals keeps marked above singularities so long as
energy of quantums will not become enough for translation binding electrons of Vk or H centers on exciton levels, or in
conductive zone. In the latter case energy of quantum should be close to E6. The threshold for transition on exciton
levels less and approximately is equal to a difference between E6 and Rydberg energy for the appropriate crystal. At MgF2
and CaF2 this energy equals 5-6 eV, and at BaF2 it is close to 7 eV. We have not while exact information about such
transition, though the mentions of them meet [5, p. 113].
Formed from F2" after electron transition on rather long-lived exciton levels "molecule" F2 in crystal is unstable.
During 10"12 s included in it holes scatter, lose the energy and are localized, turning in new Vk, H centers or STE. Here
absorption of one rigid quantum reduces in birth of two new absorbing centers. The base system of the kinetic equations
in this case can be presented in the following aspect.

1.

dn/dt =W!+ß J2+(K8i iF*+K9i iF)I+(a4i S*+a5i Sj+aei S3+a8H+a9F)J-(Ki3Vk+Ki7H+Ki i0a)n.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

dp/dt = Wi +ß J2+(a3Vk+a10 a)J2 -p/x2.
dVk/dt = p/T2 + (a4iS*+a5iSi+a6iS3)J-(l/T3+K13n+a3J)Vk.
dSVdt = X34Ki3nVk4<a3 Vk+a52Si+a62S3+a7H)J41/T4+K4n+(a4i+a42) J]S*.
dSi/dt=X45(l/t4+K4n)S*+X5a42S*J-(l/T5o+l/T57+K5n+G5iJ+a52J)Si-K56(Si-S3)n.
dS3/dt=X46(l/T4+K4ii)S*+X5a42S*J-(l/T6o+l/T68+K6n+a61J+a62J)S3-K65(S3-Si)n^
dH/dt=Vk/T3+X47SVT4+SI/T57+S3/T67+H*/Ti2+(042SVa52Si+062S3)J-(Ki7n+K78F*+K79F+CT7J)H.

8.
9.

dF7dt=K! ,oan+(a42S*+a10a)J-( 1/T8+K89n+K78H+K8i iI+a8J)F*.
dF/dt=X47S7x4+Si/T57 +S3/T67-K l/T8+K89n)F*-Ka52Si+CT62 S3)J-(K79H+K9iiI+a9J)F.
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10. da/dt=Vk/-c3+(o8F*+CT9F)J-(K1 ion+K8ioH+K10iiI+<TioJ)a.
11. dI/dt=K17nH-(K8iiF*+K9iiF+K10iia)I.
12. dHVdt=o7HI-H*/Ti2.
The equation for H* (atom F with a large kinetic energy and were between nodes of a lattice) here is added.
The total absorption in this variant is defined as follows:
KS=(Cf3Vk+CT42S*+CT52Si+CT62S3+tT7H)+a4lS*+CT5iSi+a6iS3+CT8F*+CT9F+CT10a)+ßJ=
=aj(Vk+S*+Si+S3+H>fog(S*+FVa9(Si+S3+F)+a1oa+pj.
Here is taken into account, that (or3=<*32=<*52=o"62=<*7), (<*8=o"4i) and (CT51 =cr61 =a9).
The debugging of the given model was carried out by results for CaF2 and both KrF- and ArF-laser
radiation[6-9]. The calculation show, that at intensity of LR more than 0,1 GW/cm2 a multiple absorption of
quantums by each center during long pulse provides the much greater input of an energy into the lattice, than
at two-photon absorption.
For demonstration of basic distinctions in behaviour of crystals under action of LR in the first and second
model we shall consider the equations for total concentration of quasi-particles (N) except for concentration of
free electrons. For this purpose we shall combine the equations of the appropriate systems from second up to
last and receive:

dN/dt=ßJ2-[S1/T5+S3/T6+2(K78F*+K79F)H+2(K8„F*+K911F)I+2K,oiiIa] = ßJ2- R =ßJ2- nN2, (1)
dN/dt=ßJ2+(a3Vk+2a42S*+2 a52Si+2a62S3+CT7H)J-R sßJ2+ae2NJ-^N2.
(2)
Last expressions are received so. The concentration of a components are presented as k;N, where k; - a part of given
component in N. After that we bear from brackets N and N2, and the combination, which have stayed in brackets, we
shall designate as u and ae2.
From (1) is visible, that for the first model in a quasistationary regime N=(ßJ2/u)1/2. In this regime the expression for
absorption factor K£ accepts a kind:

Ks=ßJ+aelN=[ß4<jel(ß/^)1/2]J=[l+acl(l/ß^)1/2]ßJ,

(3)

where ael - effective crossection of absorption on all defects. It is obvious, that the expression in square brackets is a factor
showing as far as nonlinear absorption coefficient in a regime of long impulse more appropriate two-photon absorption in
a regime of short impulse.
For the second model in a quasistationary regime is received: N=(o-e2/u)J. Then the expression for effective nonlinear
absorption accepts a kind:
Ks=[ß+(ae2)2/lt]J=[l+(cJe2)2/(^ß)]ßJ.
(4)
Is obvious, that and here nonlinear absorption for long impulses is much more of two-photon absorption in a regime of
short ps impulses. It can explain the large nonlinear absorption at 248 nm in CaF2 with impurity measured at 80 ns
impulses [13].
For each model the own regime of exit of N on stationary meaning is realized at submission of LR impulse of a
rectangular form. In the first model on the initial stage N grows linearly. In the second model is observed exponential
growth of number of particles, that specifies avalanche-type character of development of LR absorption [14]. But in both
cases on a quasistationary sites N linearly depends on LR intensity.

CONCLUSION
Thus in work is shown, that at the description of interaction of an intense short-wavelength laser radiation at
impulse more than ~10 ns with crystals the account of intermediate electronic states arising in crystals at electron-hole
recombination is necessary. It is caused by that on such states much more energy is absorbed with what in classical twophoton absorption.
The base of the models, offered in work, is served by the representations, which have usually for today, about
processes of formation and relaxation of defects in anion sublattice of crystals. These processes are very similar not only
in the considered group of crystals MgF2, CaF2 and BaF2, but also in others ionic crystals. In this connection the
submitted systems of the kinetic equations after a choice of the appropriate coefficients can be used and for the analysis of
experiments on influence of ionizing and laser radiation and on this extensive circle of optical materials.
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Fig. 1. Impulse shape of e-beam power (1), input power of LR (2), output power of LR (3).
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Detuning characteristics
of ionic anti-Stokes Raman laser
S. A. Babin, S. I. Kablukov, S. V. Khorev, E. V. Podivilov,
V. V. Potapov, D. A. Shapiro, M. G. Stepanov
Institute of Automation and Electrometry,
Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Novosibirsk 630090, Russia
ABSTRACT
Continuous-wave generation is demonstrated of the anti-Stokes Raman laser in new A scheme Aril 3d'2G9/2 —>
4p/2F __> 4s/ 2D
with long-lived start and final levels. Red pump radiation with wavelength Xp = oil nm
from a dye laser that excites transition 3d'2G9/2 -► V2F7/2 is converted into the blue radiation at A = 461 nm
(V 2FT/2 -> 4s' 2£>5/2) with efficiency of about 30%. The tunability range spans more than ±10 GHz around exact
resonance, which is five times as wide as the Doppler contour. The output frequency u is found to depend linearly on
the frequency w, of the pump field: u a w„Ap/A. A sharp peak of output power is observed in the detuning curve at
the exact resonance instead of well-known two-photon dip. The model is proposed that includes ionic scattering in
plasma and interaction of the running pump and standing output waves. The derived formula offers an interpretation
of the observed peak.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many interesting optical effects have attracted particular interest to Raman iasing. Recent examples are nonlinear
dynamics, including longitudinal mode competition and bistability,1 inversionless gain, amplification of ultrashort pulses,3 suppression of quantum noise,4 intracavity electromagnetically induced transparency, creation of
the population inversion on transitions involving the ground state.6 Meanwhile, one of major purposes of these
efforts is to achieve short-wavelength amplification and generation (for reference list see ).
Up-conversion methods are based in general on 3- and 4-level systems. Most progress has been made toward
that goal in four-wave mixing schemes.10-12 However, in the mixing experiments the efficiency was low,
or the
frequency shift was small,11 or the output radiation was not continuous.12 Proposed "inversionless" gam schemes
with large shifts13 have not been experimentally confirmed yet. Thus, in spite of obvious achievements in principle
demonstrations, realization of the continuous powerful up-conversion with large frequency shift remains an unsolved
problem.

n

Figure 1. Raman A-configuration with Bohr frequencies umn = (Em - En)/h and wm/ = {Em - Et)/h, Ej are the
levels of energy. The widths of levels are shown schematically by the boxes. Circles denote relative populations.
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In this view, the Raman A-scheme, Fig.l, is still of interest, especially its capability of short-wave generation. Th
largest frequency shift in continuous mode, from the red to blue spectrum, has been obtained in argon plasma.14,lj
In the experimental configurations, 3d-metastable levels were used as starting ones (n), while short-lived 4s 2Pi/2,3/2
served as final levels {I). This group of states is thoroughly studied, since they are utilized as lower levels in argon-ion
laser transitions. This combination of lifetimes provides the maximum population inversion on the Raman transition
nl, as a result the conversion efficiency can be high enough, up to 60%. Meanwhile, the tunability range for that
scheme is limited by the Doppler width, since the stepwise process is the main lasing channel. Pump photon is
absorbed on the transition nm from initial to intermediate state m, after that the output photon is emitted on the
adjacent transition ml.
Schemes with long-lived final level realized in atomic gases, e.g., Nel,16 have lower conversion coefficient (less
than 10%), whenever their tunability range exceeds 100 Doppler widths. The physical reason is the two-photon
process, predominant in these schemes. Simultaneous absorption of the pump photon and emission of the output
photon occur. A narrow dip has been predicted in the output spectrum having the width of forbidden transition (see,
e.g.,17'18). This two-photon dip was observed in neon A-scheme 2pi —► 2s2 —► 2p4 with wavelengths Ap = 1.5 /um,
A = 1.15 /xm.19 The detuning curve displayed a dip with the width of forbidden transition between the start and
the final levels.
In the present paper, the scheme of up-conversion is proposed for Aril transitions 3d'2Gg/2 —► 4p'2F7/2 —►
2
4s' £>6/2 with relatively long-lived final state. Level lifetimes in this scheme are close to that in Nel, while the
wavelength shift is much greater. Our measurement does not reveal the expected two-photon dip. A sharp peak is
observed in the center of detuning curve instead.
In contrast to other gas lasers, an additional broadening of nonlinear resonances occurs in ion lasers, in particular
the two-photon resonance gets broadened. Analysis of the Coulomb broadening due to ion scattering in plasma
is based on Fokker-Plank type kinetic equation (see20 and citation therein). The small-angle scattering leads to
diffusion in the velocity space. This theory was limited by the domain of weak saturation, whereas the strong-field
effects are important to explain the intracavity photon-ion interaction in the Raman laser.
Now the theory is extended for strong field in a standing-wave mode. It occurs that either two-photon, or other
optical coherence effects are suppressed by the diffusion of phase and turn to be negligible under a strong field. The
only essential broadening is that of population distribution over velocity. The derived expression is appropriate to
interpret the peak in the detuning curve, i.e., the output power as a function of the pump frequency.
In Sec. 2, we describe the experimental setup. The frequency curve, i.e., the dependence of output frequency on
the input one, is shown to be a linear function. The detuning curve with the sharp peak in the center is presented.
In Sec. 3, the equations for the density matrix are solved for three-level A-system with Coulomb scattering. A simple
formula for the output power as a function of input detuning is derived. Sec. 4 is devoted to comparison between
theory and experiment. The least-square fitting with reasonable parameters is performed. Validity domains of the
theoretical model are discussed. Sec. 5 summarizes the results.
2. DETUNING CHARACTERISTICS
The three-level A-scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The input pumping field resonant to transition mn with frequency wp
is converted into output field with frequency w, resonant to transition ml. The wavelengths for Aril Ap = 611 nm,
A = 461 nm correspond to up-conversion. Starting level n (3d'2G9/2) is metastable, its radiative decay into the
ground state 3p5 2Pzj2 is forbidden by AJ — 0,1 selection rule. However, in gas-discharge plasma the lifetime of
level n is limited by inelastic collisions with electrons and amounts to T"1 « 40 ns.15'21 For final level I (4s' 2D5/2)
the dipole transition into ground state is also forbidden, since the parent ArlH configuration changes. Nevertheless,
this rule is not strict for Aril, hence the characteristic radiative lifetime is in the interval T,-1 « 10 4- 27 ns according
to calculations by different authors.22,23 The intermediate level m (4p'2F7/2) is similar to the laser level 4p'2F5/2.
The latter is used as the upper level of laser line 501.7 nm, and is well studied. Its radiative lifetime is 8.5 ns. The
electron deactivation decreases this value to T~x « 6 ns, see.20 Thus, the inequality rn,rj < Tm is roughly valid.
The off-diagonal relaxation constant rnj of forbidden transition is much less than those of allowed transitions
Tmn,Tmi. In this case, the effects of optical coherence should prevail in three-level system considered. The ratio of
relaxation constants and their absolute values are close to that of the Raman laser in atomic neon 2pi —> 2s2 —> 2pi.
In neon, the coherence effects led to a narrow dip that appeared in the center of detuning curve. The width of the
dip is given by the constant r„; of the forbidden transition.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup.
Level populations in argon-laser plasma are governed by the balance between radiation and collision processes.
In the scheme under consideration they are Nn * 1011 cm"3 » JV, ~ Nm « 1010 cm"3.21 The starting level is
much more populated than other levels. Population inversion on transition ml in conventional discharge is absent,
correspondingly the continuous generation was never observed at this line, see.2 ,2
A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. Active medium of the Raman laser was created by
means of the low-pressure discharge at current I « 100 A in 7 mm-bored tube T. The length of active part was
L =50 cm. Homogeneous pressure distribution along the tube axis was kept with the help of a slow longitudinal
flow of gas.26 The continuous-wave dye laser (DL) with R6G was used for pumping. Its power was up to 100 mW
in single-frequency mode at the wavelength 611 nm. The pump radiation was directed by mirrors into the tube T.
Internal mirrors Ml, M2 were attached to tube ends by means of vacuum bellows. The reflection coefficient of the
mirrors was high at 461 nm and low at 611 nm. The output transmission at 461 nm in first experiment was about
T ~ 0.3%. An absorption of the weak signal was also measured, in this measurement the power of the dye laser
was lowered. The red and blue lines were separated with diffraction grating DG. The spectra of the dye and Raman
lasers were registered by scanning interferometers SI1, SI2, photodiodes PD1, PD2 and A-meter WM "Angstroem"
with a sensitivity of 8 digits (down to 10 MHz in frequency units). The power was measured with photodiodes PD3,
PD4.
During the scanning of pump frequency the data were synchronously written by a PC. Recorded data gave two
experimental curves: the generated frequency u as a function of pump frequency u>p (Fig. 3) and the output power
WAS as a function of pump frequency up (Fig. 4).
Analyzing the data of frequency measurement we conclude that the generation frequency is proportional to the
pumping one:

n _ üp

(1)

Here fi = u - Umi,Zlp = wp - wm„ are the detunings. A typical series of experimental points in Fig. 3 proves
dependence (1). At different parameters, no deviation from the linear law was observed and the slope was constant.
Some scattering of points is originated from jumps between longitudinal modes of the cavity (about 100 MHz). The
detuning range of the Raman laser exceeded 5 Doppler widths (kvT = 3.2 GHz). The conversion efficiency at the
center was as high as 30%.
The most unexpected feature was observed in the detuning curve, Fig. 4. It was a sharp peak at the center
instead of the dip typical for neon atomic lines.19 The characteristic width of the peak, 500 -r 800 MHz, was
much greater than the expected width T„i « 20 MHz of forbidden transition. The curve had three-scale structure:
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Figure 3. Frequency correlation: the measured dependence of generated frequency detuning Ü = w - umi on the
detuning of pumping frequency ttp = up - u>mn. Solid curve is a straight line with slope k/kp.
relatively narrow peak at the center, the smooth dip of the nearly Doppler width around, and wide wings. The wings
(and consequently, the tunability range of the Raman laser) were almost independent of the discharge parameters
and pump power. The dip exhibited more sensitivity to the discharge current and pressure and disappeared at low
currents I < 40 A. It became deeper, on the other hand, with decreasing the pump power. At low-intensity pumping
the generation at the center vanished and a gap formed in the detuning curve with the width about kvr- Here, the
generation remained outside the Doppler width.
Surprisingly, in the "high-Q" cavity (T=0.3%) the generation on ml transition (461 nm) appeared under lower
argon pressure p < 0.1 torr even without pumping. Note that the continuous laser oscillation at this line was never
observed, while pulsed generation has been obtained under specific conditions.24 In our device, long-term operation
under low pressure was difficult because of discharge instabilities. Although experiment in this regime was difficult,
it was helpful, since it allowed us to find the reason of the dip formation and to provide the Raman lasing in a
"low-Q" cavity (T=7%).
It was clarified that the dip in the detuning curve was caused by nonuniform pressure distribution along the
discharge axis.26 Cathode and anode bulbs contained colder ions under higher pressure compared to the plasma
column. Under condition JVm w Ni the contribution of the electrode layers into absorption leads to significant
perturbation of the Doppler line for ml transition. In particular, there existed an operation mode with the absorption
at the line center and amplification at wings. The effect manifested itself in multimode generation (without pumping):
its spectral profile measured near the threshold at high pressure showed a wide dip that disappeared at lower pressure.
It means that similar effect should exist in the spectral profile of small signal gain.
Under lower pressure, when the longitudinal distribution was more smooth, the Raman lasing could be observed
in the transparent cavity, i.e., at T=7%. When the pump was off, the integral gain was less than the losses for
output mirror transmission. The power of dye laser of about 10 mW (intensity 0.4 W/cm2) was enough for lasing.
Experimental curves recorded at different discharge parameters and pump power showed no dip, Fig. 5. A sharp
peak was evident against the background of the broad wings. The relative peak height was within 30-50% in the
wide domain of parameters. At low pumping power and relatively high pressure a single isolated peak was observed
without wings. However, the accuracy of measurement under these conditions was low due to strong fluctuations
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Figure 4. Detuning curve in the "high-Q" cavity (T = 0.3%): the generated power WAS as a function of the pump
frequency detuning fip at current 100 A, pressure 0.2 Torr. For comparison, the Doppler width kvT is shown in the
graph. The sharp peak at the center is discussed in Sec. 4.
near the threshold. A model interpreting the peak is discussed in the next section.
3. COULOMB DIFFUSION UNDER A STRONG FIELD
The standing output wave has the form
£(x,t) = £e~iut (eikx + e~ikx) + c.c,
where frequency w is close to Bohr frequency of transition ml, x is the coordinate along the cavity. Let us write the
off-diagonal element of the density matrix ignoring higher spatial harmonics e3tkx, e5,kx,...:
Pml(x,u,t)

= e-iut(eikxP+(u) + e-ikxp-(u)).

Polarizations p+ and p- are induced by the waves running in positive and negative directions, respectively. Here u
is the projection of the velocity v onto the wave vector k. The power of induced emission is given by the integral
over velocities
-P(Q) = 2/fcjRe fdu (iG*(p+(u) + /»_(«))),

(2)

where G = £ßmi/2h is the Rabi frequency, p.mi is the dipole moment of transition ml.
In experiment the external pumping field on transition mn enters the cavity
£v{x,t) = £vei{-k*x-"*t) + c.c.
That is a traveling wave propagated in positive direction. It excites ions from the long-lived level n to the upper
level m, increasing, in doing so, the population inversion on the working transition ml.
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Amplitudes p±(u) could be found from the kinetic equation20
(r,m - i(il zp ku))p± = Vplm - iG(pm - pi),
TlPl = VPl + 2Ke{iG*(p+ + p_)) + Aml{pm - P°m) + T,tf,
Tmpm = Vpm-2Bß(iG*(p+ + p_))-2Re(iG*pp)+rmp0m,
(rmn - i(np - kpu))p = Vp- iGp{pm - pn),

(ö)

where pj = pjj is the population of level j, p(u) = exp{-i(kpx - upt))pmn is the polarization induced by the
pumping field, Tj and T^ are the relaxation constants for level j and polarization ptj, Aml is the Einstein coefficient, Gp = £pßmn/2h is the Rabi frequency for pump wave, pmn is the dipole moment of transition mn,
P°i = Nj exp(-v?/v%,)/y/TfvT is the equilibrium population of level j without the field, which has a shape of ID
Maxwellian distribution with thermal velocity vT = ^/2Ti/m, where Tt is the ion temperature in the energy units,
m is the ion mass. In the equation for the density matrix we drop out the terms proportional to polarization pnl at
the forbidden transition and contribution of the higher spatial harmonics.
The operator of small-angle ion-ion scattering V describes the velocity change of an ion. Random wandering of
the ion in the microfield of other charged particles can be presented as a diffusion in velocity space:
du2'

3m2 VT

'

where D is the diffusion coefficient, N,e are the ion density and charge, A is the Coulomb logarithm.27
The pumping field is in resonance with ions having velocity u, = üp/kp. Nonlinear correction to the population
distribution (the Bennett holes) reaches maximum at u = u». In a similar way, the generated field is in resonance with
ions of velocity u* = ±il/k for the wave running in positive (+) or negative (-) direction, respectively. Nonlinear
corrections Spj (u) = Pj - p°. that appear because of interaction with the fields, have the shape of narrow peaks or dips
with extrema at resonant velocities ut. Since the random velocity change of an ion in plasma follows the diffusion
law VDt, the width of a nonlinear structure cannot be less than the diffusion width Au = y/^Jf]. Under typical
experimental conditions I\,- ~ 2 x 108 s_1, kvT ~ 2 x 1010 s_1, Dk2 ~ (2 x 109 s-1)3, N ~ 1014 cm"3, T{ ~ 1 eV,
we can take advantage of following inequalities

From the first relation follows that the diffusion width Au of the corrections is much greater than their collisionless
widths. The second relation means that the diffusion width is narrower compared to thermal velocity vTIf we neglect ion-ion collisions the gain for the generated wave is induced by optical pumping processes, caused
by population transfer from level n to m, and coherent two-photon processes, caused by polarization pj on the
forbidden transition. Coulomb scattering leads to a fast growth of uncertainty A(f> in the phase of polarization on
allowed transition pml. Dephasing results in the additional damping of pml. The growth of A<j> steins from the
uncertainty in the ion coordinate governed by the random velocity change
A0 = kAx - ktAu = kVDt?.
In characteristic time tD ~ (Dk2)-1/3, value A^ reaches the value of the order of vr, then after time tD the polarization
is destroyed. The inverse time tDl ~ 2 x 109 s"1 exceeds the relaxation constant at the working transition t^1 > rroJ.
The polarization decay is determined by the dephasing time tD. While the parameter is small,
Tmi/iDk2)1'3 « 1,
the relative contribution of coherence is small compared to the stepwise population processes. This is why coherent
processes can be neglected in the kinetic equation (3).
Thus, the gain of the generated standing wave has two peaks at resonant frequencies ft = ±Clpk/kp. Their
heights are nearly equal; the width of each is controlled by the diffusion Afi = ky/bjf^. The small-signal gain
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is independent of the sign of detuning, therefore, both ™*^^££Zg%£ZZiZ.. ,
tiny contribution of coherence effect to the gain coefficient of one™ ™ „XXerition,'» as a result the

2S2 AX»" .* *» *• -Plating wave is independent of the detuntug tc,o.
At sutall detuning fi, < ktVW^, *• -™ in '^£*^-«£lthe Por-"^-'ÄeffPeM creft^o —tracts SSÄ -* - = -■ •*•
of the standing wave gain copies the shape o nonhne*."T*T *£?^ where saturation effects are absent. This
the deviation tan -^^^^^^CSSrt^» effect and it rentes saturation on
it does not change the main conclusion about the diffusion»! nature of the peak.
TV, H.™ the egression for detuning curve we take into account the saturation effects on the working transition

narrow contours centered at u = üßp - fl/fc ^ W »™ »^JL.
is determined by the dephasing 8u ~ tD /k ~ (D/fc) ' «C V^/1 r
(3) gives the integrals for polarizations
2Re(iG*5±) =

'fc

m

'
approximations, kinetic equation
accePieu *w

(pm - PJ)L=±U. >
(4)

2Re(iC?;5) = ^^ (p£> - P°n)Uu, ,

where

S± = f dup±(u),

S= I dup{u).

In equation (3) for populations, narrow functions can be replaced by «5-functions
p±(u) = S±6(UTU*)After this replacement the equations for populations take the following form
TlPi = D-TT
+ S + Am,(pm - p£j + Tjp?,
2
Ott

„« Pm

<j

_?![gEÜ*(„ - u.)(p°m(ut) - p° (u.)) + r,X.
ftp

(5)
5 =

?üJGÜ f5(u _ „0(Pm(«.) " P-M)
fe

L

+<J(u + u.)(pm(-u») - Pi(-«*))J •
In the Doppler limit kvT -> oo the set is reduced to algebraic equations that can be solved analytically.
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First, let us show how to solve set (5) without spontaneous decay (Ami = 0), then we treat the general case We
seek the population distributions as two exponential curves
n

4+

I

I«-««I»

Substituting (6) into (5) we get the following equations for Af
2y/DT,Af = ^^ (pTO(±ti„) - Pi(±t*.)),
2y/DT^A+ = -?Ä

{pm(Ut)

_ pi(tt,))

12

-^^ (&(«.) -/£(«.)),
2^/DT^A- = ~^Y~ (Pm(-u*) - P/(-u*)) •
Expressing the population difference at point u = ±u* in terms of Af again, we obtain a linear set of equations
for amplitudes A^. Calculated amplitudes allow one to find the power generated from the unit volume at working
frequency w as a function of the pump detuning tip using (2), (4)
V(Qp) = 2*Mgl2 [ANml(ut) + ANml(-u„)} =
2y/7FMC|2/T 2Nml + PNnm(l + e-*)
kvT
1 + p(l + q + e~z + qe-'li)'
where fr = exp(-fl^/fc^Vy) is the Doppler factor, z = 2\üp\/kpy/D/Tm is the detuning of pumping field normalized
to the diffusion width, q — y/Ym/Ti is the ratio of diffusion widths of levels I and m, JVy = JVj — Nj is the population
difference, p = w\G\2/y/Dk2Fm and P = ir\Gp]2/JDkjTm are the dimensionless Raman-laser and pump power,
respectively.
Expression (7) consists of two terms. The first one describes the linear absorption or amplification and is proportional to the unperturbed (equilibrium) population difference Nmi at the working transition. The second term
is responsible for amplification induced by the optical pumping and proportional to the product PNmn of the
pump power and the population difference between starting and intermediate levels Nnm. In our experiments
Nn » Nm,Ni,PNnm > Nmi, therefore the second term, i.e. the optical pumping, prevails. The pumping induces
the peak at \QP\ < 0.5*/Dk^/Tm. Its shape is described by a sharp exponential curve, copy of the Bennett peak in
the velocity distribution (6). Its height significantly exceeds the linear amplification. In the case of weak saturation
ji«l, the denominator (7) is independent of z. The contrast C of the peak can be defined as the amplification at
its center z = 0 divided by that at the wings z~>\. The contrast turns to be C — 2.
In the limit of strong saturation p » 1 we can ignore 1 in the denominator (7). At q » 1, i.e., for long-lived
lower level, the narrow peak in the gain contour induced by the pumping is also observable under strong saturation.
Its profile is cusp-like and given by the exponential curve, while its width is determined by the diffusion at the upper
level. Its contrast C = 2 is the same, but its height is lowered by factor pq. In the opposite limit of short-lived lower
level q «C 1, as well as for equal relaxation constants q = 1, the cusp in the gain disappears, since factors (1 + e~z)
in the numerator and denominator cancel out. In the intermediate case the peak can combine with a wide dip. Its
width is limited by diffusion at the lower level Ail = JDk2/Vi. Analogous two-scale contour has been discussed
concerning experiments on the Lamb dip in ionic spectra of a two-level system with different level lifetimes.20
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To derive the expression for self-consistent generation power of the Raman laser let us equate the gain of induced
radiation to the losses in the cavity
C£

V(n)-

\ \

1

~r

where r is the reflection coefficient of the coupling mirror, 1 - r ~ T, L is the length of active part of the medium.
Neglecting absorption of the pump wave we get the intracavity power

. . _ MfT + PMl + e-*)-t
' til + q + e-' + qe-*/«)'

m

P{Z)

where

Nm-N,
N —N

is the dimensionless population difference on the working transition,
c\£|2 1 - r
kvT
8TT
L 2hj^\G\'i(Nn-Nm)
is the dimensionless level of losses.
While we seek p, we assume the pump power P constant. For a real laser, the pumping field is inhomogeneous
along the medium due to absorption. To take absorption into account we should average the calculated exponential
dependence over the coordinate P(x) - P exp(-afTx):
L

(P) = ^jp(x)dx = P

1 - expi-afrL)
afrL

where P is the incident intensity of the pump field, a is the absorption coefficient at the line center. If we include also
the spontaneous decay at the working transition, the method of calculation is almost identical. The final expression
for output including both effects of the spontaneous decay and inhomogeneous pumping field has the following form

WAs = c-p{z),

where
B = Aq-1

+ q£

qi-1

A = Ami/Th c - TSy/Dk2/Tm/Ami is the dimensional scale factor, S is the average cross-section of the light beam.
This expression, like formula (7), involves two completely different kinds of terms, each can produce the peak.
The first term in the numerator, proportional to M/t - 1, is responsible for conventional lasing (without pumping)
on the working transition. The second term describes the Raman lasing due to the optical pumping and includes
the parameters of all three levels. The first term has a z-dependence in the denominator only, which is caused by
saturation. When the gain is above the threshold N/t > 1 and pumping is absent (P) = 0 we have the Lamb dip
in the detuning curve of the two-level laser.28 Generally, the Lamb dip in ionic system has three scales because of
different lifetimes of the lower level, upper level, and the duration of dephasing.20 At Af/t < 1 the peak appears
instead of the dip, analogous to saturated absorption peak.29 In this case, the generation occurs with optical
pumping only.
The second term carries a z-dependence stemming from the optical pumping in the numerator. Another zdependence enters in denominator as a result of saturation. Generally, they lead to formation of a narrow peak with
the diffusion width of the upper level and a wide dip with the diffusion width of the lower level. The qualitative
behavior at A ^ 0 remains the same. Totally new features appear at A ~ 1. Even at q ->• 1, the factors involving
z-dependence do not cancel each other.
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Figure 5. Measured detuning curves in "low-Q" cavity (T = 7%) at current 70 A along with theoretical curves:
P/t = 6.89 (80 mW), Äfft = 0.53 (curve 1); P/t = 4.65 (54 mW), M/t = 0.53 (2); P/t = 2.33 (27 mW), M/t = 0.53
(3); P/t = 2.33 (27 mW), M/t = 0.0056 (4). Pressure was 0.1 Torr (curves 1,2,3) or 0.15 Torr (4).
The second term dominates already at relatively small pumping (P) > Af-t. The generation power is proportional
to the pumping. This is a particular feature of the Raman laser in contrast to the two-level laser. Thus, the peak in
the detuning curve is formed due to diffusion in the velocity space, provided that the widths of resonant structures
on levels m and I are different. This difference exists even for equal relaxation constants Tm = Tj if spontaneous
emission is taken into consideration. In the next section, the theory is compared with the experimental curves.
4. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
Detuning curves measured at different pump laser power are shown in Fig. 5. The experiment was performed within
the scope of the theory. Three top curves 1, 2, 3 were recorded at the same discharge pressure, while for the
bottom curve 4 the pressure was higher. In the same picture, the theoretical curves calculated with formula (9) are
also presented. Curves 1,2,3 were fitted by parameter q = ^/Tm/Ti and scale factor c. Parameters P/t and Af/t
have been estimated from independent measurements. In the data processing, the following values are assumed:
v = 1D/v\ = 0.irm, M/t = 0.53, kvT = 3.2 GHz, ah = 1.5, A = 0.5g2 according to experimental conditions. The
fitting was carried out using the central part of the curves (|fip| < kpvr), since the approximation underlying the
theory is not valid at the wings.
As a result of the least square fitting the common value q - 1.3 is obtained for curves 1,2,3. This value corresponds
to rro/rj ~ 1.7 and agrees with the literature. As mentioned in Sec. 2, the data on the lifetime of final level 4s' 2D5/2
by different authors22'23 vary by a factor of 3. The present fitting makes it possible to measure the lifetime ratio
more accurately. From known value T"1 ~ 6 ns we obtain Tj-1 ~ 10 ns with collisional deactivation included. For the
bottom curve 4 value q = 1.3 was assumed and M/t became the fitting parameter. The result is M/t = 5.6 x 10-3,
which almost matches the threshold of linear absorption. The independent measurement in the "high-Q" cavity
agrees well with this value.
Fig. 5 confirms that the shape of detuning curve persists at increasing P. The width of the peak is governed
by the velocity change on level m: 8m = kvT\/vl2Tm = 0.7 GHz. We should take into account that the peak in
the detuning curve is twice as narrow as the Bennett-type hole in the velocity distribution in frequency units. The
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tunability range depends on the excess of the amplification above the generation threshold. The excess is determ:ied
by both pumping P and linear gain JV in agreement with (9). The absence of wings under higher pressure is a resut
of decreased linear gain M at the same pumping P. The same reason increases the fluctuations: points in series 4 are
scattered, since the gain approaches the threshold. Fig. 5 also indicates that the height of the peak is slightly above
the theoretical prediction. Possible explanation is the saturation effect with respect to the pumping field ignored in
the theory. At |0p| > kpvT the contribution of the coherence effect grows and may lead to the observed deviations
at the wings.
Absolute height of the peak (minus the pad) grows up linearly with pumping P. It points to the main role of the
second term of formula (9) proportional to the pumping P and indicates that the effects like saturated absorption
are negligible under experimental conditions. Qualitative understanding of the main processes permits us to compare
Fig 4 with the theory, although the near-electrode plasma absorption is not known exactly. If we fit only central
peak, then the least squares yield reasonable parameters q = 1.2, M/t = -0.5, as shown by the curve. They agree
with the data extracted from Fig. 5 and experimental estimation of absorption, respectively. The deviation from the
theory at the wings is aggravated by the observed effect: average absorption along the tube at the working transition
and corresponding absolute value of Äf/t decreases with the detuning in contrast to the basic assumptions of the
theory.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Thus, it is shown that plasma specifics of the active medium fundamentally changes the detuning curve of the ion
Raman laser with traveling pump wave and standing output wave. As distinct from neutral gas, a comparatively
broad peak is observed instead of a narrow two-photon dip. Its shape corresponds to exponential curve, a copy of the
Bennett hole at the intermediate level with its collisional broadening. Its width was about 700 MHz, that exceeds
more than by an order of magnitude the width of the forbidden transition.
The theory of Raman lasing is often based on assumption of weak output field compared to the pumping power
and ignores the saturation on the working transition. The generation in experiments happened to be strong and so,
violated the perturbation theory. The model was developed with, conversely, strong field on the working transition
and weak pumping field. The second unusual feature in the theory is collisional dephasing of the forbidden transition
polarization. Soft ion scattering in plasma turned to be enough to destroy the coherence effects within the Doppler
contour. The theory provides also the answer to the question why the slope of frequency characteristics is preset by
the ratio of wavelength?. The coherence effect breaks the symmetry among two counterpropagating waves. Because
of nonlinear mode competition the wave parallel to pumping one only is generated.
The proposed model describes well the experimental detuning curves WAS(^P) for different pump powers and
discharge pressures. The sharp peak with contrast 1.5-2 against the smooth pad was observed within the broad
domain of parameters. Under some conditions the isolated peak without a pad was registered, or the peak inside a
smooth dip. Each case agrees qualitatively with the theory.
The shape of dinning curve is very sensitive to the ratio of working level lifetimes rm/ri and the effective
transport frequency v. That permits one to utilize the effect for determination of one lifetime provided the other is
known. Such an estimation has been done in the present paper for an Aril metastable in plasma. If both lifetimes
are measured independently, then the collision frequency could be extracted from the peak shape. The effect may
also be helpful for plasma diagnostics.
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New Simulations for COIL lasers from the University of Illinois
D. S. Stromberg, L. A. Fockler, D. L. Carroll, and W. C. Solomon
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Abstract
Over the past six years we have been conducting detailed studies of a family of closely related supersonic mixing
nozzles These nozzles have performed well in experiments with the VertiCOIL laser. Subtle design changes in these nozzles
lead to highly predictable results when compared to the complete CFD calculations for the three designs under study. Our
conclusion is that mixing within the jets very near the nozzle throat with nitrogen diluent provides a more efficient lasing
process.
Introduction and Background
The first supersonic COIL device was demonstrated in 1987 and reported by the Air Force Research Laboratory in
19881 and technology developments were reviewed in a 1992 paper.2 A number of earlier computational studies have
established the basic modeling approach. Pioneering work with detailed models was performed by Buggeln, and Madden, and
Masuda5 These researchers and ourselves have taken similar approaches to coupling the COIL finite-rate kinetics with a
detailed species molecular diffusion model. Research by Madden,4 Fockler,6 and Stromberg using the 3-D Navier-Stokes GASP
code modeled enough detail to exactly represent the chemically reacting flowield of the COIL under non-lasmg conditions. This
allows one to first determine the nature of the fundamental mixing and reacting flow before coupling the radiation transport to
the simulation. Over the series of comparisons with existing VertiCOIL hardware8' we have established the viability and
accuracy of the existing model. We recently applied the general simulation methodology to evaluating new COIL hardware
configurations.
Over the past six years we have conducted detailed studies of the flow-fields within COIL lasers. We have chosen to
study a family of closely related supersonic mixing nozzles that have performed well in experiments with the VertiCOIL laser.
All designs have been tested experimentally to give substance to the computational results. In the present case we compare the
operation of the VertiCOIL laser in our laboratory to the computational result for the mixing and reacting flow device operating
with nitrogen diluent. In an earlier simulation6 a detailed CFD study of this laser in which helium was used as the diluent was
conducted.
The Numerical Experiment
A schematic representation of a typical COIL is shown in Fig. 1. Our numerical experiment is designed to match
VertiCOIL geometry and flow rates. The singlet-delta oxygen generator in our case is of the rotating disk type. The oxygen
generator is close-coupled to the subsonic mixing chamber and molecular Iodine is introduced with a variety of sonic jets into the
subsonic portion of the flow. The mixing and reacting flow is expanded through a Mach 2 supersonic nozzle into the laser
. cavity. The flow is subsequently discharged into a vacuum exhaust scrubber arrangement. Table 1 shows the rate constants of
the important 13-reaction rate set within the COIL laser.
The chemical reaction set selected for this study is an updated 13-reaction set originally suggested by Carroll10 and later
modified by Carroll" to include the new rates for Iodine deactivation measured by Heaven.12 Our rationale for using this
reduced reaction set in the studies covered here is given by Carroll.10 A close-up view of the important secondary injectionthroat region of the nozzle is found in Figure 2. As can be seen we use a tight grid distribution within the sonic injectors and
around the important injection region.
The flowfield within the VertiCOIL mixing nozzle is a low Reynolds number, viscous, chemically reacting flow with
complex inviscid-viscid flow interactions. The flow is predominantly laminar, and viscous effects dominate a substantial portion
of the flowfield. The second aspect consists of the core flow of the underexpanded jet which expands rapidly to form shocks as it
decelerates. The third aspect is the transonic flow which produces strong streamwise gradients as the entire flow accelerates
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though the nozzle. The Navier-Stokes fluid equations are appropriate to treat this chemically reacting flow, with its strong
viscous-inviscid interactions.
Table 1. Reduced oxygen-iodine reaction set; 13 reactions, 10 species [I, I*, I2,12*, N2, H2O, 02(1A), 02(3£), 02(12), CI2 ],
Refs. 10-12.
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We employ a parallel version of the CFD code GASP to perform all the simulations reported in this investigation.13, M
The code has been extensively validated4 with stability, accuracy, and efficiency demonstrated. The code has a multiple zone
simulation capability that allows the computational domain to be decomposed and adapted to complex geometries in a
straightforward manner. GASP employs finite volume discretization of the integral form of the Navier-Stokes equations as a
description of the fluid dynamics. Additional equations can be included for species continuity and turbulence closure.4 This
version is commonly run employing up to 20 processors which corresponds to the zonal decomposition. The speedup is about a
factor of 10 over the case when our large 3-D case is run on a single processor.7'14
The rationale for this investigation is that the original VertiCOIL nozzle design gave a fairly uniform gain distribution in
the lasing zone when helium was employed as diluent.6 However, when nitrogen was substituted as the diluent, the gain peaked
just downstream of the nozzle throat and dropped off fairly rapidly as it reached the laser cavity.6 This gain "peaking" upstream
of the laser mirrors can be detrimental to laser performance. Thus peak gain upstream of the mirrors can cause a loss of chemical
efficiency and high power densities on the upstream edge of the mirror. Moving the injectors downstream offers the potential to
reduce this deleterious effect by producing a gain distribution which is more uniform, achieving a maximum within the mirror
region. Such a gain distribution would then distribute the power load more uniformly over the mirror surface avoiding the
deleterious effects.
Further, there has been significant experience with Iodine injectors where the flow emanating from the jet was directly
opposed to its partner on the opposite side of the nozzle. It was not known what the difference in performance might be if these
jets were interleaved (or staggered). Thus we included this possibility in both the VertiCOIL experimental arrangement and the
"exact" numerical simulation.
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Approach
In order to realistically simulate the injection process, a nozzle mixing configuration similar to that conducted in
previous studies was employed. The baseline nozzle that we examined for our nitrogen-diluted series had been used in earlier
helium experiments and CFD simulations by Madden.4 In this nozzle the iodine injector jets are located quite far upstream (1.1
cm) from the nozzle throat and consist of banks of opposed (top and bottom) sonic orifices. To improve the design we moved
the large injectors closer to the nozzle throat, 0.47 cm upstream of the nozzle throat, and conducted a second and third numerical
experiment.7 In this experiment the large injectors were interleaved rather than opposed. The purpose of the latter was to
establish the degree of communication (top and bottom) between the jets.
Two additional computational grids (Case II and Case III) were developed for use in this investigation. Both grids were
generated using Gridgen software (Pointwise Corp., Version 13), a structured grid generator for use on a Silicon Graphics
workstation. The principal difference between the two grids generated is that, here, the second grid has a slightly larger laser
nozzle throat with respect to the first grid (0.453" versus 0.353"). Identical grid generation methods were applied to both grids,
see Figure 2. The grid generated by Madden was used in the first of the three computations presented here and his grid
generation method was followed here.4 It is the baseline case from which our study of nitrogen diluted systems departed.
The flow conditions are given in Table 2. All flow conditions for these simulations for Cases I-III are as indicated in
this table, except that the pressure is reduced in Case III from 60 to 45 torr. It should be noted that in the actual lab experiments
that when the throat height is increased and pressure decreased that the yield increases due to a lower pooling reaction loss. For
the purpose of these numerical computations it was desired to study the effects the geometry change has on the fluid mechanics
and mixing phenomena without adding the complexity of the increased yield in trying to understand the numerical results.
Table 2. Flow rates for the numerical experiments.
Experimental Flow Conditions: Simulation 1
0.85 mjjioj/sec
I,
40.6mm.pJ/sec
0.98
Utilization
164 mttipj/sec
N, Primary Flow
40 mmal/sec
N, SecondatyFlow
öOIPJOC
Duct Pressure
278 K
Duct Temperature
176.6 Tot*
Pa secondary
423.2 K
To, secondary
0.615
Yield

a

When the configuration for Case I is operated as a nitrogen-diluted laser the iodine injector quickly penetrates to the
centerline and good utilization of the 02('A) within the iodine jet was obtained.6 I2 disappears almost immediately in the
subsonic portion of the main flow. The I* concentration builds up inside the high velocity portion of the jet to a very high level
and persists down-stream as the jet begins to twist and break up. As a result, the gain builds up and to a very high peak value
within the subsonic region of the flow and drops off rapidly as it enters the optical cavity. This occurs because of the slower
velocity of the flow in the nitrogen-diluted nozzle than in the helium-diluted nozzle. For this reason we moved the large injectors
closer to the nozzle throat, 0.47 cm upstream of the nozzle throat, and conducted a second and third numerical experiment. In
these experiments the large injectors were interleaved rather than opposed.
Results
Results from three simulations are reported here: Case I, subsonic injection I2 with the large injectors located far
upstream, 1.1 cm upstream of the geometric throat and a throat height of 0.353"; Case II, subsonic injection of I2 with the
injectors located 0.47 cm upstream of the geometric throat and a throat height of 0.353:; and Case III, subsonic injection of I2
with the injectors located 0.47 cm upstream of the throat and the nozzle throat enlarged to 0.453".
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Case I with the injectors located far upstream (helium diluent baseline4,6 nozzle) was run with nitrogen diluent for
comparison. We show the penetration by observing the N2/I2 stream as it mixes in Figure 3a and 3b. We note that penetration
into the main stream is good and reaches the centerline at the nozzle throat. Figures 4a and 4b which provide the I2 profile show
that 02('A) penetration into the jet has resulted in rapid dissociation of the I2 in the first couple of millimeters of the flow.
Figures 5a and 5b show an average gain plot with 2%/cm gains appearing in the subsonic section of the nozzle. Rather
obviously, penetration, mixing and reaction are taking place too far upstream of the laser cavity leading to much reduced gains in
the cavity. By inference, this is not an efficient lasing situation (which is confirmed by running a Blaze II quasi-2D Fabry-Perot
power calculation for this case and by experiment in the laboratory in which the laser efficiency never exceeded 16%8,9).
Our numerical experiment was continued with the re-designed nozzle injectors by moving the Iodine injector further
downstream to 0.47 cm upstream of the throat. The calculation was repeated to see how far the gain zone was displaced
downstream. Figures 6a-c show the results of the N2/I2 study of penetration. Penetration appears to be reasonably complete and
Figures 7a and 7b show that I2 gets as far as the nozzle divergent section before disappearing completely. We see a result of the
design change first in the extended passage of unreacted I2 downstream in Figures 7a and 7b. Penetration of the jets by 02('A) is
shown in Figure 8. Here we see that there is about a 50% utilization of 02('A) inside the jets prior to lasing. This represents a
fairly complete mixed and reacting flow case. When we look at the gain distributions in Figures 9a and 9b we see that gains
exceeding 1.6% occur just upstream of leading edge of the mirror. These gains drop smoothly to 1.1% as they exit the important
cavity region. While the increased cavity gain is encouraging with respect to Case I, we note that there is still some room for
improvement in our basic design. We also note the highly three dimensional nature of the flowfield in Figure 10 which shows a
typical Mach number distribution in this kind of a mixing nozzle.
As a result, we examined Case III, which is identical to Case II as far as location of the I2/N2 jets. However we
increased the throat height by 28% to 0.453". This lowered the pressure and decreased the penetration into the flow. If one
observes the nitrogen traces in the N2/I2 jet stream one can immediately see that centerline penetration is not achieved, Fig. 11.
Approximately 90% of the flow channel height is filled with the jet within the important laser cavity region, see Figure 11.
Figures 12a and 12b for Case III illustrate that the iodine disappearance looks very much like that found in Case II, Figs. 7a and
7b. When one examines the gain plots in Figures 13a and 13b one notes smooth gains curves exceeding 1.25% proceed much of
the way through the important cavity region. Thus, from the non-lasing CFD results it is really difficult to tell if case III is an
improvement over case II.
Conclusions
In order to determine the relative merits of the three cases studied we compare them with the calculated gain
distributions for a helium diluted laser nozzle (analogous flow conditions to that shown in Table 2 were used for this
comparison) of the same design as Case I. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the maximum of the average gain of these cases
with the helium diluent case because a large number of measurements are available with helium and this helium case should
show near optimum performance for this type of nozzle-mixing arrangement. Indeed a smooth gain zone of 1.3% cm"1 through
the important cavity region is observed for this comparison case. A direct substitution of helium for nitrogen as in Case I of our
three new numerical experiments shows that the gain peaks long before reaching the optical cavity to be utilized in the lasing
process. Thus, this is the poorest performing laser nozzle for our nitrogen diluent case. The lower velocities and more
completed mixing in the predominantly nitrogen stream account for the early peaking of the gain and the lower gain in the cavity
region. Case II is nearly identical to Case I, but has injection interleaved and relocated as close to the nozzle throat as was
physically possible and still inject upstream of the throat. (Note, we reserve the experiments with injection at the fluid dynamic
throat for later comparisons.)
The injection location in Case II forces the gain zone to move downstream so that it fills the lasing zone much better
than Case I. This is simply the effect of the delayed injection. Case III is identical to Case II except that the throat height is
increased by 28% and the pressure is lower. In this lower pressure case, the temperature is slightly lower and the gain is
distributed better throughout the important cavity region. Everything being equal, we would expect best gain performance from
Case III. However, due to the larger throat (needed to reduce the pressure) this case underpenetrated by about 10%. So, while
we did fill the cavity better we did not quite get the penetration that we desired. It appears that the two effects (better cavity
filling and lower penetration) just about compensate for the other.
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Our study was not totally conclusive regarding the interleaving of jets versus the opposing geometry. However, it
appears that properly penetrated jets do tend to communicate across the centerline.
We have conducted experiments with VertiCOIL hardware configured for Cases I, II and III.9 We found that the laser
performance was successively improved in each case. The numerical results indicate Case III would likely require increased
penetration in order to see any improvement over Case II. We observed about a 15% improvement when this was done in the
laboratory. Overall, these findings are consistent with our observations in the laboratory.
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Figures 3a and 3b. GASP N2 mole fraction contours for N2/CI2 = 4:1, Cb = 40 mmol/sec. Directly
opposed injectors.
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Figures 4a and 4b. GASP I2 mole fraction contours for N2/C12 = 4:1, Cl2 = 40 mmol/sec. Directly opposed
injectors.
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Figures 5a and 5b. GASP gain (1/cm) contours for N2/C12 = 4:1, Cl2 = 40 mmol/sec. Directly opposed
injectors.
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Figures 6a-c. GASP N2 mole fraction contours for N2/Cl2 = 4:1, Cl2 = 40 mmol/sec. Throat height of
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Figures 7a and 7b. GASP I2 mole fraction contours for N2/C12 = 4:1, Cl2 = 40 mmol/sec. Throat height of
0.353". Interleaved injectors.
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Figure 8. GASP 02('A) mole fraction contours for N2/C12 = 4:1, Cl2 = 40 mmol/sec. Throat height of
0.353". Interleaved injectors.
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Figure 10. GASP Mach number contours for N2/C12 = 4:1, Cl2 = 40 mmol/sec. Throat height of 0.353".
Interleaved injectors.
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Figure 11. GASP N2 mole fraction contours for N2/C12 = 4:1, Cl2 = 40 mmol/sec. Throat height of 0.453".
Interleaved injectors.
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Figures 12a and 12b. GASP I2 mole fraction contours forN2/Cl2 = 4:1, Cl2 = 40 mmol/sec. Throat height
of 0.453". Interleaved injectors.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the maximum average gain as a function of distance in the flow direction. In all
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throat, DS denotes injection further "downstream" at 0.47 cm upstream of the throat.
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Current status of chemical oxygen-iodine laser research
S. Rosenwaks, B. D. Barmashenko, D. Furman, E. Bruins and V. Rybalkin
Department of Physics, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva 84105, Israel
ABSTRACT
The chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) is one of the most promising and extensively studied chemical lasers.
Nevertheless the mechanisms governing its operation are not yet fully understood and efforts are underway to find better
singlet oxygen chemical generators and improve oxygen/iodine mixing schemes. The latter efforts are briefly reviewed and
recent results of parametric studies of an efficient supersonic COIL operating in our laboratory are presented. The laser is
energized by a jet type generator, operating without primary buffer gas and applies simple nozzle geometry and mixing of
iodine and oxygen at or after the critical cross section.
Keywords: chemical oxygen-iodine lasers, grid nozzle, slit nozzle, transonic mixing, supersonic mixing
1. INTRODUCTION
The operation of the chemical oxygen iodine laser (COIL) [1] is based on an electronic transition of the iodine atom,
I*(2p ) __>. I(2P3/2) + hv (1315 nm), where the upper level is populated by near resonant energy transfer from an
O 2 ( A) molecule:
02(,A)

+

I(2P3/2)^02(3E) + I(2P1/2)

(1)

Mixing of the 02('A) (produced in a chemical generator by the reaction of gaseous chlorine with a basic hydrogen
peroxide solution) with I2 molecules results in their dissociation to iodine atoms which are subsequently excited via
reaction (1).
Maximum values of both the power (up to 40 kW) and chemical efficiency (-30%) were obtained for supersonic COILs
where the primary gas (Q, - 02(*A) - He) was brought to supersonic velocity via expansion in a converging-diverging
nozzle [2], [3]. Most of the supersonic COILs use a subsonic mixing scheme where the secondary I2 -He flow is injected
into the primary gas in the subsonic section of the nozzle and research in these lasers is described in Refs [2] and [3].
Very often this scheme is not optimal and it is reasonable to move the mixing point downstream to the transonic part of
the nozzle. This was done recently in [4], [5] where we reported on an efficient supersonic COEL applying simple nozzle
geometry and transonic mixing of iodine and oxygen. This scheme of transonic mixing made it possible to obtain output
power of 190 W at 11.8 mmole/s of Cl2 with no primary buffer gas and very small secondary N2 flow rate (~ 1 mmole/s).
The chemical efficiency, 18%, is about three times higher than that obtained in subsonic mixing without primary buffer
gas. The merit of transonic mixing was confirmed in [6], [7] where the power of a supersonic 5 cm gain length COIL was
substantially increased by displacing of the iodine mixing point from subsonic to transonic region of the flow (in these
studies primary nitrogen was used as a diluent). In [8], a supersonic mixing scheme was studied, where parallel primary
and secondary flows with Mach number M ~ 1.5 were mixed. Iodine injection in the diverging section of a slit supersonic
nozzle was studied theoretically in [9] using three-dimensional CFD code. It was shown that for some conditions this
injection scheme demonstrates a performance increase over the traditional subsonic scheme.
To understand the kinetic and mixing processes in supersonic COILs operating without primary buffer gas and different
mixing schemes and optimize the output power it is necessary to get information on the small signal gain and iodine
dissociation fraction. The gain can be easily measured using diode laser based diagnostic [10], [11]. Indeed,
measurements of the gain in supersonic COILs with subsonic injection of iodine were carried out in [10] and [12].
However, it is difficult to measure the dissociation fraction of iodine because the absorption of I2 molecules in the
supersonic portion of the flow is very small, in particular when the gain length is short, as in our laser [4], [5], [10] and
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[13]. The most important parameter affecting both the gain and dissociation fraction is the iodine number density and
hence the iodine flow rate. The changes in iodine flow mainly affect the rates of chemical reactions and gas temperature
and have only weak, indirect (via temperature changes) effect on the flow hydrodynamics.
In the present paper we report on measurements of the gain and temperature in the resonator of a supersonic COIL
operating without primary buffer gas and different slit nozzles. Both the gain and the temperature are measured as
functions of the iodine flow rate for different schemes of iodine injection, chlorine and secondary buffer gas flow rates,
optical axis position along and across the flow and Mach number in the resonator. The results are compared with those
obtained in [13] for a grid nozzle. An analytical method was developed in [13] which enables the use of these
dependencies for calculation of the iodine dissociation fraction F and the number N of 02 ( A) molecules lost in the region
of iodine dissociation per I2 molecule. In this paper this method is modified to be applicable to the slit nozzles and applied
to results obtained for different mixing schemes.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup, including a jet-type singlet oxygen generator (JSOG), is similar to that used in [5] and [14]. The
BHP is prepared from 4 L 50% wt H202 + 3.75 L 55% wt KOH (6.9 M H02 ~ and 2.2 M ILA in excess) and kept at
-20°C. Two JSOGs are used in this study. The first one, with a flow cross-section of 1.2 x 5 cm2 is described in [5] and
used mainly for experiments with smaller chlorine flow rate (11.7 mmole/s). The second JSOG has a flow cross section of
1.2 x 7.5 cm2 and is connected to an adapter where the flow width decreases from 7.5 to 5 cm. The oxygen produced in the
generator flows to a diagnostic cell with a flow cross section of 1 x 5 cm2, which serves as an interface between the
generator and iodine injectors housing. The 02('A) yield, water vapor fraction, Cl2 utilization and the temperature of the
subsonic flow are simultaneously measured in the diagnostic cell as described in [14].
The iodine-oxygen mixing system is located downstream of the diagnostic cell and uses slit supersonic nozzle. In this
paper we study slit nozzles with iodine injection in transonic and supersonic sections of the nozzle and different numbers
and diameters of the injection holes. The results are compared with those obtained using grid supersonic nozzle with
transonic iodine injection described in [13].
The slit nozzles (Fig. 1) have the same critical cross sections of 2.5 cm2 as the grid nozzle described in [5]. They have two
rows of injection holes in each wall (top and bottom). In slit nozzles No. 1 and 2 iodine is injected at the nozzle throat
and in nozzle No. 3 - in the diverging section of the nozzle. The first row of nozzle No.l has 24, 0.6-mm diameter holes
and the second row (lying 1 mm downstream of the first one) has 25, 0.4-mm diameter holes. The total cross section of
the injection holes of nozzle No. 1 is close to that of the grid nozzle. The first row of nozzle No.2 has 31, 0.6-mm diameter
holes and the second row 62, 0.4 mm diameter holes. Thus, slit nozzle No.2 has a smaller mixing scale but higher total
cross section of the injection holes than nozzle No. 1. The first row of nozzle No. 3 is located 3 mm downstream of the
critical cross section and has 49, 0.5-mm diameter holes. The second row has 50, 0.4-mm diameter holes. The total cross
sections of the injection holes for nozzles No.2 and 3 are larger than for nozzle No. 1.
2

The laser section starts at the nozzle exit plane (flow cross section of 5 x 1 cm ) from where the floor and the ceiling
diverge at an angle of 8°. The optical resonator is of 5 cm gain length. For the gain diagnostic system we replaced the
laser mirrors by optical windows. In most experiments the gain was measured at the optical axis of the resonator, i.e., at
the centerline of the flow. Two optical axis positions are available: 4.5 and 8 cm downstream of the nozzle exit-plane. The
flow height at the first position of the optical axis is 1.7 cm. The pumps provide a volumetric pumping rate of 1400 L/s,
which is 3 times higher than the pumping rate in our previous experiments [5] and [13].
The iodine diagnostic system used in the present work was developed by Physical Sciences Inc [11]. It is based on
sensitive absorption spectroscopy by tunable near infrared diode laser monitoring gain for the I*(5p5 2Pi/2, F=3) —> I(5p5
2P , F = 4) transition at 1315 nm. The laser frequency is scanned over the I transition in a single pass configuration
3/2
through the gain region in the resonator. The frequency is calibrated in our laboratory using Fabry-Perot resonator. The
temperature of the gas in the resonator is found from the width of the Doppler profile of the I transition. It is estimated
that the accuracy of the measurements of the gain is + 0.01%/cm and of the temperature ± 10 K. The accuracy of the
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measurements of the other parameters is discussed in detail in [14].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In what follows we present dependencies of the gain g and temperature T in the resonator on the iodine flow rate n\2 for
different flow parameters, types of the nozzles and optical axis positions and find the optimal values of the parameters,
corresponding to the maximum gain. Dependencies of F and N on nl2 and the mixing parameter 77 (defined in appendix
A) are estimated using a simple model presented in Appendix A. Most of the measurements are done for two values of Cl2
flow rates «Cl2 of-12 and -20 mmole/s. The main results are summarized in Table I.
3.1. Optimal secondary nitrogen flow rate
For any type of nozzle and primary flow conditions there is always some optimal flow rate of the secondary N2, «N2,
corresponding to the maximum value of the gain. To find optimal «N2 the dependencies of g on n\2 were monitored at
several values of «N2. For example. Fig. 2 shows dependencies of g on n\2 for different values «N2for nozzle No.l at
«Cl 2 = 20.1 mmole/s. It is seen that maximum gain is achieved for optimal nN2 equal to 8.7 mmole/s. The value of
optimal «N2 depends on the kind of the nozzle, «Cl2 and flow rate of vacuum pump. These dependencies are discussed
below.
3.2. Experiments with low pumping rate in the resonator
In our experiments the pumping rate and hence the pressure p in the resonator are controlled by opening a leak
downstream of the resonator. Some experiments are carried out with opened leak and hence smaller pumping rate and
Mach number in the resonator. It is done to compare our present results with the results of experiments with grid nozzle
[13] performed with old pumps having smaller volumetric flow rate of 450 L/s. The opening of the leak is chosen to get
the samep (about 1.5 Torr) as in experiments [13] with the grid nozzle at «Cl2 = 11.7 mmole/s.
Figs. 3 - 5 show dependencies of g, T and F (calculated using the model described in Appendix A) on n\2 for the slit
nozzles No. 1 - 3 at «Cl2= 11.7 mmole/s. Just as in [13], g, and in some cases F, are non-monotonous functions of
n\2 . The maximum gain and corresponding T, F, flow parameters and measured values of the 02( A) yield 7„ are
presented in Table I.
For the slit nozzles the optimal values of «N2 are higher than for the grid nozzle where the optimal «N2 was about 1.4
mmole/s. This is because penetration of the iodine jets into the primary flow for the slit nozzles should be larger than for
the grid nozzle: larger optimal penetration for the slit nozzle is needed due to the difference in the injection geometry, e.g.,
the height of the critical cross section of the slit nozzle (0.5 cm) is two times larger than the distance between the injection
tubes of the grid nozzle. The optimal wN2 for slit nozzle No. 2 is higher than for nozzle No.l. This is due to the larger
total cross section of the injection holes in the former which necessitate higher /?N2 to reach the same penetration. Nozzle
3 has much higher «N2 than nozzles No.l and 2 since the injection point is located in the diverging part of the nozzle
where larger penetration is necessary.
The maximum gain for slit nozzles Nos. 1, 2 and 3 under the present conditions is higher than that for the grid nozzle
(0.34 %/cm, see [13]). This is probably because the 02/I2 mixing parameter for the slit nozzles is higher than for the grid
nozzle due to larger optimal penetration, which results in faster initial jet-induced entrainment and mixing. As a result the
losses of 02(1 A), I* and I2* for the grid nozzle are larger than for the slit nozzles. The maximum value of g, 0.53%/cm, is
obtained for nozzle No. 1.
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nl2 corresponding to the maximum gain for nozzle No. 3 (iodine injection in the diverging section) is much higher than
for nozzles No. 1 and 2, which is due to higher optimal «N2 (that carries the I2) for nozzle No. 3. The values of nl2
corresponding to the maximum g for nozzles No. 1 and 2 are almost the same. However, as seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the value
of whlg-o corresponding to zero gain (and hence to the onset of dissociation) for nozzle No. 2 is about 0.2 mmole/s, which
is much higher than for nozzle No. 1 where »I2|g=o is about 0.1 mmole/s. The reason for this behavior is higher value of
»N2 for nozzle No. 2.
The dissociation fraction F for nozzles No. 1 and 2 is higher than for the grid nozzle, which is due to above-mentioned
higher mixing parameter in the slit nozzle. For nozzle No. 3, F is much smaller than for nozzles Nos. 1 and 2. This is
because of the short residence time of the gas in the volume between the iodine injectors and the resonator optical axis, due
to the high jet velocity caused by both high «N2 and the fact that iodine is injected in the divergent section of the flow.
To determine the values of the mixing parameter 77 we compared the dependence N(nl2) with Nthas described in
Appendix A. These dependencies are shown in Fig. 6 for nozzle No. 1. Just as in [13], N(nl2) is non-monotonous.
Good agreement between N and Nth is obtained for 77 equal to unity. As shown in [13] for the grid nozzle, the best
agreement between N and Nth is obtained for mixing parameter of- 0.5. Hence the mixing parameter for slit nozzle No.
1 is really higher than for the grid nozzle. The values of // for other nozzles are found the same way and, as shown in
Table 1, are close to unity.
The maximum gain increases with increasing chlorine flow-rate as is seen from comparison of runs 3 and 4. To obtain the
same penetration as for smaller nCl2, the optimal «N2 also increases with increasing «Cl2
The maximum gain decreases as the optical axis is moved downstream. For optical axis located 8 cm downstream of the
nozzle exit, maximum g of 0.44 %/cm is obtained for nozzle No. 3 (all flow conditions are the same as in run 4). This
value of g is smaller than that measured in run No. 4, where the optical axis is located 4.5 cm downstream of the nozzle
exit plane. A possible reason is quenching of I* and I2* (mainly by H20) and 02 ( A) losses with distance. This result is
in agreement with the conclusion of [5] that maximum power is achieved when the distance between the optical axis and
the supersonic nozzle exit plane is minimal (4.5 cm). That is why all the experiments described below are carried out for
optical axis located 4.5 cm downstream of the nozzle exit.
Unlike the gain, the temperature increases monotonously with iodine flow rate (see Figs. 3 - 5). Table 1 shows that the
temperature corresponding to the maximum gain is rather high (e.g., in run 1 the temperature is 260 K). This is due to the
large heat release in the iodine dissociation reaction and the absence of primary buffer gas.
3.3.Experiments with high pumping rate in the resonator
To obtain maximum pumping rate and Mach number the rest of experiments are carried out with closed leak downstream
of the resonator. For high pumping rate the gain measured at 11.7 mmole/s of chlorine is higher than that measured for
low pumping rate. This behavior is illustrated comparing the values of the gain obtained in runs Nos. 5 and 6 and Nos. 1
and 2, respectively (Table 1). The values of optimal iiH2 in the runs with closed leak are higher than in the runs with
opened leak. A possible reason is that for small «N2 the static pressure in the resonator with closed leak is too low to
achieve large gain. To increase the pressure the value of «N2 should be larger than for opened leak.
Increase of /?C12 from -12 mmole/s to -20 mmole/s results in a very small rise of the gain. For example, comparison
between the values of g in runs Nos. 5 and 7 shows that for nozzle No. 2 the gain increases from 0.65%/cm to 0.67 %/cm
which is within our error limits. Small increase of the gain is also observed for other nozzles, e.g., for nozzle No. 3 and
flow conditions of run No. 6, g increases from 0.55 %/cm to 0.60 %/cm.
As seen from Table I, the maximum values of g for nozzle No. 3, with iodine injection in the diverging part of the nozzle,
are smaller than for nozzles with transonic injection under similar flow conditions. It should be noted that for high «N2,
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the stagnation pressure in the diagnostic cell for nozzle No. 3 increases with increasing wN2, which means that the flow at
the injection location is not supersonic. Hence, although iodine is injected in the diverging part of nozzle No. 3, for large
«N2 the injection is transonic since the N2/I2 jets block the primary flow and the critical cross-section moves from the
nozzle throat downstream to the iodine injection location. To create supersonic injection the jets should be injected at
small angle to the flow direction.
Calculated values of Ffor closed leak, shown in Table 1, are higher than for opened leak. Fig. 7 shows dependencies of g,
T and F on «I2 for nozzle No. 2 at «Cl 2 = 20.1 mmole/s. It is seen that the maximum value of F is close to unity, the
same is correct for all other runs with closed leak. To obtain that calculated F is smaller than one for any «I2 one should
assume that the mixing parameter TJ is about 0.7 or even smaller, i.e., that mixing is poor. For larger TJ (close to unity),
calculated maximum values of F are larger than one, which is obviously incorrect. The value 77 = 0.7 corresponds to the
best agreement between N and Nth (see Appendix A). As shown in Table I, rj is smaller than unity for all runs with
closed leak.
To check the above conclusion about poor mixing for closed leak, we measured the gain at a point located 0.2 cm down of
the centerline of the flow at equal distances from the centerline and the floor of the supersonic section. The results are
presented in Table I, run N0.8 (the flow conditions were as in run No. 7). The maximum gain of 0.44%/cm obtained for
very high wl2, 0.43 mmole/s, is smaller than that obtained in the centerline (0.67%/cm). For »I2 = 0.33 mmole/s
(corresponding to the maximum value of g at the centerline), the gain is 0.34%/cm, i.e., only about half of the gain at the
centerline, whereas T is only 220 K, i.e., lower than the temperature at the centerline (250 K). That means that for
wN corresponding to the maximum gain at the centerline of the flow the elemental iodine is concentrated near the
centerline, and the mixing parameter is really small.
That mixing parameter for closed leak is smaller than for opened leak is probably due to higher gas velocity with closed
leak because of the larger expansion ratio and «N2 flow rate. As a result, the residence time of the gas is too small to
provide for good mixing.
To optimize the gain, «Cl2 was varied in the range between 12 and 20 mmole/s. The maximum gain of 0.73%/cm was
obtained in run No. 9 at nCl2 of 15 mmole/s.
The values of T corresponding to the maximum g are 245 - 290 K depending on the type of the nozzle and flow conditions
and are not much different from the values of T obtained with the opened leak. However, the temperature in the "cold"
runs, without adding I2 to secondary N2, Tc (see Appendix A), for closed leak is about 190 K (flow conditions of run No.
7), whereas for opened leak Tc is about 215 K (flow conditions of run No. 1). The difference in Tc is due to different
expansion ratios of the flows for opened and closed leak. Using the fact that in the absence of iodine the stagnation
temperature T0c (measured in the diagnostic cell and equal to 320 K) does not change along the flow, it is possible to
calculate the Mach numbers Mac of the flows with opened and closed leak. Mac is given by [15]

2

— ,

Ma=.
T

K c

(2)

J r-\

where y =1.4 is a heat capacity ratio. Calculated values of Mac are 1.85 and 1.55 for closed and opened leak, respectively.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A parametric study of the gain and temperature in a supersonic COEL operating without buffer gas makes it possible to
find optimal values of the flow parameters corresponding to the maximum gain. The gain is studied as a function of the
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molar flow rates of various reagents, for different schemes of iodine injection, optical axis position along and across the
flow and Mach number in the resonator. Measured values of the gain and temperature in the resonator of the supersonic
COIL are used to calculate the iodine dissociation fraction. Maximum gain is achieved when the distance between the
optical axis and the supersonic nozzle exit plane is minimal (4.5 cm). For this position of the optical axis maximum gain
of 0.73%/cm is obtained at chlorine and secondary nitrogen flow rates of 15 mmole/s and 7 mmole/s, respectively, for a slit
nozzle with transonic injection of iodine. For higher chlorine flow rate of 20 mmole/s the maximum gain is a little
smaller, 0.67 %/cm. Maximum dissociation fractions in these cases are close to unity.
The value of the maximum gain is almost the same for two slit nozzles (Nos. 1 and 2) with transonic injection and
different numbers of injection holes, which means that mixing in the direction of the optical axis is good. However,
measurements at a point located down of the flow centerline show that the gain is strongly non-uniform in direction
perpendicular to both the flow direction and optical axis, which means that the overall mixing is poor. For slit nozzle No.
3 with iodine injection in the diverging part of the nozzle the values of the maximum gain are smaller than for the nozzles
with transonic injection.
Opening a leak downstream of the resonator in order to decrease the Mach number and increase the resonator pressure
results in the decrease of the gain and dissociation fraction at the centerline. However, the mixing parameter in this case
is close to unity.
The gain is found to be non-monotonous function of the iodine flow rate, whereas the temperature increases with
increasing iodine flow. The measured temperatures in the resonator corresponding to the maximum gain are rather high
(> 250 K), which is due to the large heat release in the iodine dissociation reaction and the absence of primary buffer gas.
Maximum values of the gain obtained using the slit nozzles are much higher than the values measured in [13] for a grid
nozzle where the maximum gain was only 0.34%/cm.

APPENDIX A. MODEL FOR CALCULATION OF F AND N FOR SLIT NOZZLE
The model for calculation of F and N for grid nozzle was presented in [13]. Here this model is modified to be applicable to
the slit nozzle. Using the dependencies of g and T on #I2 we can calculate the I2 dissociation fraction F at the resonator
optical axis. To take into account final mixing rate of iodine, assume that total number density of iodine atoms is
non-uniform in direction y perpendicular to both the flow direction and resonator optical axis:

p_rA2
kT
'cT n,

[l]+[l*] = -^^/O0,

(AD

H 12

\f(y)dy = H.
-HI!

where n is the total flow rate, f(y) a normalized form-factor and H is the height of the flow duct. Therefore the iodine
mixing parameter can be defined as
7 = l//(0).

(A2)

For uniform iodine distribution both /(0) and 7] are equal to unity. If the mixing is slow and iodine is concentrated near
the centerline one has /(0) »1 and JJ «1, which means that mixing parameter is small.
The relation between the local gaing, Fand the 02( A) yield Yat the optical axis is [13]
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^300 ^ 1/2 P "h j2K.+l)r-l
FV e V
-,
g = 0"o
kT
n
{Ke-\)Y + \
V i J

(A3)

where Ke = 0.75 exp (402/7) is the equilibrium constant of reaction (1). The following relation connects 7 with the yield 7,
before the iodine injection:
«I F
Y = Y--^-N,
*
n02

(A4)

where nCh = (HC12)0(/ is the oxygen flow rate and U the chlorine utilization in the 02 ('A) generator. Eq. (A4) assumes
that since the diffusion coefficient of Q> is about three times larger than that of iodine, the oxygen is distributed uniformly
over y. For the opposite limiting case of slow diffusion of oxygen, nl2 in Eq. (A4) should be substituted by nl2/TJ.
However, application of the model to the experimental data shows that the approximation of slow oxygen diffusion results
in too small values of Y, and hence in our analysis we use assumption of fast diffusion of oxygen where Y is given by Eq.
(A4).
N can be found from the energy conservation equation:
cp[{np+ns)T0-np{T0l)p-ns(Tjs} = q,nl2FN-qhnl2F
2KeY
(A5)

where cp = 111 k is the specific heat capacity of diatomic gas, np = («Cl2)o + «H20 and ns = «N2 + n\2 are the primary and
secondary flow rates, T0 the stagnation temperature of the flow in the reaction zone, (T0i)p and (T0i)s the stagnation
temperatures of the primary and secondary flow, respectively and qA = 11,340 K, q= 18,400 K and qp = 10,954 K are the
energy of ChCA), dissociation energy of I2 and energy of I *(2P1/2) , respectively. The first term in the right-hand-side of
Eq. (A5) corresponds to the energy lost by CM'A) in the region of I2 dissociation, the second term to the energy of I2
dissociation, and the third term to the energy of excitation of the iodine atoms produced via the iodine dissociation.
Just as in [13], T0 is given by:
T0 = T0c-± + T-Tc-^,

(A6)

where T and ßc are the static temperature and molecular weight in the "cold" runs without adding I2 to secondary N2.
The value of Tcwas found by linear extrapolation of T(nl2), shown in Figs. 3- 5, to «I2 , corresponding to zero gain.
For example, for slit nozzle No. 1 (Fig. 3) zero gain is achieved at «I2 = 0.15 mmole/s and Tc is of 215 K.
^ ^p(T0i)p+nN2(T0i)s
P

2

is the stagnation temperature in the cold runs.
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(A7)

Solving the system of equations (A3) - (A5), with T0 given by Eqs. (A6) and (A7), we find dependencies of F , N and Y
on nli. The mixing parameter rj is unknown parameter. To determine the value of 77 we compared the dependence
N (nl2) with the theoretical value of the number N (indicated below as Nlh) suggested in [16] and [17]:

Af

(kwnU20 + kYn02) ln(l - F)

"'

1+1/

^-

-LM.,

F

+
(A8)

2KJ
(Ke-l)Y + \
where T]äs = kg[02(lA)\/(ks[02^A)\ + J]^[M]) is the dissociation efficiency [16], kw = 2 xlO12 cm3/s and k0 =
M

10"13 cm3/s are the rate constant of quenching of I* atom by water and singlet oxygen molecules, respectively, k7 = 3 xlO"11
cnrVs and k% = 3 xlO"10 cm3/s the rate constants of the reactions (7) and (8^ respectively and k^ is the rate constant of
quenching of f2 by a type M molecule (M = 02,N2and H20). The values of the rate constants are the same as in [16].
Expression (A8) for Nth is correct only for small values of nl2 when the changes of the yield Y are small and F increases
with increasing n\2 [16].
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the slit nozzle. All measures are in millimeters.
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AMPLIFICATION OF IMAGE BRIGHTNESS BY MEANS
OF THE PHOTODISSOCIATIVE IODINE LASER
Ig.V.Bagrov, O.B.Danilov, SA.Tul'skii, A.PZhevlakov.
Institute for Laser Physics, St. Petersburg, 199034 Russia
ABSTRACT
A possibility of the amplification of image brightness by the active
medium of the photodissociative iodine laser have been demonstrated. The
brightness of the test-object image with spatial frequency of 10 mm-1 was
amplified 1600 times for Q-switch lasing action and 250 times for freerunning one. The contrast of amplified image was equaled 0.8 in both
occasions. The smallest input signal achieved the level of 10"13 j per pixel.
Key words: amplifier; iodine laser; amplitude image.
1. INTRODUCTION
The inverted medium of photodissociative iodine laser (PIL) is
characterized by a high optical quality of An«10"6 under favorable
conditions of laser radiation when the relaxation processes are absent and
when it is possible to neglected by the influence of surface gasdynamic
waves [1,2]. This fact allows to effectively amplify a signal with determined
wave front in schemes of PIL, for example, for the reproduction of a lowly
illuminated image. The possibility of amplitude amplification of image
brightness by means of one pass iodine amplifier with a lamp pumping was
investigated in the present work .
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2. EXPERIMENT
The experiments were carried out according to the "master oscillator power amplifier" scheme as shown in Fig. 1. The pump in each of two laser
stages was made by non-magnetic coaxial Xe-lamps therefore the
concordance of corresponding spectral superfine structure with only one
F=3^F=4 component was provided [3]. The inner quartz tubes of the both
lamps served as a cells for gas mixture n-C3F7l:SFg at the same time. The
active zone diameter and length were respectively 0.8 cm and 50 cm in the
master oscillator and 1.8 cm and 100 cm in the amplifier. The pulse
durations were 6p,s for free-running regime and 50 ns for Q-switch one. In
the last case the passive Q-switch modulator placed inside the resonator of
the master oscillator was made with M 1061 -phtalocianine dye by an initial
transmission of 10%. The pinhole of 0 4 mm was installed inside the
resonator to form a single mode laser beam.
The investigations were conducted in two stages. At first we studied a
quality of an image amplified in iodine inverted medium. The liquid-crystal
spatial modulator (LCSM) [4,5] disposed between the master oscillator and
the amplifier was used as the test-object (Fig,2,a). This sample of 35 mm
diameter was produced on base of two BaF2 substrates with a strip Cuelectrodes which had a width of 0.3 mm and between distance of 0.1 mm.
The dark line being in middle of LCSM picture accords to the region filled
by the LC. A single laser pulse was relayed on the test-object by different
energy levels. The LCSM-sample was replaced by the standard grid testobject in the other case (Fig.2,b,c) in order to define a whole quantity of the
pixels in the view field of this laser imaging system.
An electron-optical converter (EOC) was used to registrate a
amplified image in 1315 nm lasing wavelength. The image of the test-object
was reproduced on a EOC photocathode with 2*-magnification by means
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of two spherical lenses. The iodine amplifier was mounted between these
lenses. The distances were 1.5 m from a master oscillator to a test-object and
0.5 m between a test-object and first lens in front of the amplifier.
On second stage we defined a maximal sensitivity of our quantum
amplifier to the input signal transmitted through the standard grid. The
radiation energy level after the master oscillator was varied in the diapason
of six orders, i.e. from 0.1 J to 0.1 nJ, by means of the calibrtated glass
filters. The germanium photodiode with a low noise electron-amplifier by a
coefficient KLl= 300 as a detector was located at 10 m far from out pupil of
the iodine amplifier to decrease the intensity of lamp emission as a noise.
The additional lens was disposed in front of the detector for the collection
of laser radiation.
3. RESULTS
The brightness of the test-object image was amplified 1600 times for
Q-switch lasing action and 250 times for free-running one. The contrast of
an amplified image was produced as well as 0.8 in both regimes (Fig.2,a,b).
The input signal on the amplifier entrance had been reduced to the level of
10"10 J for the Q-switch lasing action. There are 103 pixels in a total view
field. Thus, we reached the value of 10"13 J per pixel as a smallest signal on
the entrance to the iodine amplifier. In this case the contrast of the
amplified image have been decreased down to 0.4. Fig.2,c illustrates that the
fragment of number 10 with a spatial frequency of 10 mm"1 was reproduced
through the iodine amplifier by rather good quality. This magnitude of the
spatial resolution corresponds to the diffraction limit defined by the size of
the amplifier aperture.
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4. CONCLUSION
Our experimental results showed a possibility for the effective use of
inverted medium of the photodissociative iodine laser for a registration of
the image of the feebly illuminated objects. This fact is conditioned by such
specific characteristics of the iodine active medium as a low level of the
noise, a power amplification of the small signal and a high optical quality,
providing diffraction accuracy of the image.
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Fig.l Experimental setup.
1-cavity mirrors; 2-master oscillator head; 3-Q-switch; 4-glass filter; 5-rotate
mirrors; 6-test object; 7,10-lenses; 8-amplifier head; 9-pinhole 018mm; 11electron-optical converter with photocamera; 12-photodetector.
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Fig.2. Amplified image of the test objects.
a-sample of LCSM; b, c - standard grid by the different illumination
intensity (c-magnified scale)
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Possibility of realizing fullerene-oxygen-iodine laser with solar pumping
(Sun-Light FOIL)

0. B. Danilov, 1. M. Belousova, A. A. Mak, V. Yu. Zalesskiy, V. A. Grigor'ev,
A. V. Kris'ko, E. N. Sosnov, V. P. Belousov
Research Institute for Laser Physics
12 Birjevaya line, 199034, St. Peterburg, Russia
E-mail: danilov@ilph.spb.ru
We consider the possibility to design the fullerene-oxygen-iodine laser with
optical pumping (solar, particularly) [1], It is assumed that singlet oxygen is formed at
pass of molecular oxygen through (and interaction with) mixture of lower and higher
fullerenes in the triplet metastable state obtained at illumination of fullerenes. The
presented results of estimates by a photokinetic model show the opportunity to reach
the efficiency of the FOIL with solar pumping at the level of several tens of percents.
We present the results of experimental and theoretical studies of singlet oxygen yield
at interaction of optical pumping with fullerene in solutions. Laser radiation with
wavelength of 532 nm and wideband lamp radiation for imitation of solar radiation
were used as pumping.
Keywords: fullerene-oxygen-iodine laser, solar pumping.
1. Introduction
Paper [2] was probably the first publication, which presented the photochemical
kinetics of the photodissociative iodine laser with solar pumping in details.
Conceptual design of the space-based photodissociative laser with power of 50 kW
and power density per weight of 5 W/kg was suggested in [3]. This result can be
considered as satisfactory, since it is based on very low efficiency of
photodissociative laser with solar pumping (in [2,3] it was lower than 0.1%). There
are two main reasons of such low efficiency: 1) strong mismatching between solar
radiation spectrum and spectrum of alcyliodide molecule absorption and 2) large
value of Stokes losses (ratio of pumping photon energy to lasing photon energy for
the photodissociative iodine laser is about 5). We realized the maximum efficiency of
photodissociative laser (about 2%) by specially designed high-efficiency UV Z-pinch
pumping source and specially selected photochemical kinetics with minimization of
pumping losses, losses of excited atomic iodine, and losses due to the optical
inhomogeneities of the active medium [4]. However, we had no opportunity to
diminish the Stokes losses.
Here we consider the other photochemical scheme of the iodine laser such as
kinetic scheme of the fullerene-oxygen-iodine laser that allows us to essentially
increase the efficiency of the iodine laser with optical pumping, including the solar
one. Simultaneously we present some experimental and theoretical results of studies
on formation of singlet oxygen at interaction of oxygen molecules with optically
excited fullerene molecules in the triplet state obtained at irradiation of sample by as
pulsed laser source, so pulsed lamp, imitating the solar radiation.
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2. Kinetic scheme of Sun-Light FOIL, main reactions and constants
Figure 1 presents kinetic scheme of the fullerene-oxygen-iodine laser with
optical, including solar,
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Figure 1. Kinetic scheme of Sun-Light FOIL
p state may reach
0f
2
10" s. This lifetime essentially depends on the quencher presence. The molecular
oxygen is one of the strongest quenchers. In its presence, the lifetime of the triplet
state reduces down to 330 ns, whereas the molecular oxygen transits into the singlet
state (mainly, x tsOi) with quantum yield up to 0.96 [5,6]. Further operation of the
laser is performed in accordance with the usual scheme of the continuous oxygeniodine laser (COIL). The key part of the considered scheme is the part, which can be
called as generator of the singlet oxygen with optical pumping. First of all, we outline
some moments in the kinetic scheme presented in Fig. 1. In the case of solar pumping,
application of fullerene Ceo enables effective absorption of about 60% of the input
energy. Using the mixtures of fullerenes, containing CöO, C70, C76 and so on, it is
possible to absorb and utilize more than 90% of the solar energy, concentrating
excitation at the lower metastable triplet state of each fullerene type, from which
excitation transfers to the oxygen molecule with its transition into the AO2 state. Such
type pumping results in significant reduction of the effective Stokes losses relative to
the case of optical pumping of the photodissociative iodine laser.
The principle of design of singlet oxygen generator is very important. One of
the possible generator variants is a multilayer membrane of fullerene mixture
illuminated by photon flux. The oxygen flow passes through the membrane towards
the pumping radiation, as it is shown in Fig. 2, with output of the singlet oxygen into
the volume of lasing (cavity). Concentration of
fullerenes in the membrane can reach up to
Ö2
3-102' cm"3. In this case, photons of the optical
illllll Laser
pumping are absorbed in the first 500-1000
layers of fullerenes with total thickness of
(0.5-H)xlO"4 cm. At oxygen flow speed of
several meters per second, oxygen molecule
passes this distance during less than 1 u.s, i.e.,
during the time, compatible with the lifetime of
metastable triplet state of fullerene in the oxygen
Figure 2. Principle of design of singlet
presence. The formed singlet oxygen inputs the
oxygen generator
zone of laser beam formation. The prehistory of
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fullerene pass does not play any role, since energy transfer takes place only at the last
section of membrane layer. Assuming possible creation of the superpure fullerene
membranes, we can consider the following three reactions as the main reactions of the
photochemical kinetics in kinetics of singlet oxygen generation:
1. Absorption of pumping photons by fullerenes in the ground state F in the channel
of singlet states *F with further non-radiative transfer of this excitation to the
metastable triplet state F:
hv+V-VF-Kintersystem crossng)3F
(1)
Effective cross section of this process as a whole can be estimated as
Gefr-5xl0"18-10"17cm2.
2. Interaction of fullerene in metastable triplet state 3F with molecular oxygen in the
ground triplet state with formation of singlet oxygen !A02 and fullerene in the
ground singlet state F:
3F+o2->1A02+°F
(2)
This reaction constant isK2~33x\0~n cm"V [5],
3. Quenching of singlet oxygen by fullerene in the ground singlet state OF:
'A02+°F -VF+02
(3)
16
1
This reaction constant \s Kj-^+fyxW cm'V [5].
On the base of these three reactions, we can make preliminary estimates of
efficiency both for singlet oxygen generator on fullerenes with optical pumping and
for the fullerene-oxygen-iodine laser as a whole. It is necessary to note that
opportunity of chemical reaction between singlet oxygen and fullerene were studied
in [8]. The obtained results show that chemical reactions between fullerenes and other
components of the mixture can be neglected.
In the stationary case of the continuous pumping, we can simply obtain the
estimate of the singlet oxygen flow value at the output of the membrane I0 ( 02):
/oOAO^aefSov/ATa,

(4)'

where the speed of oxygen flow through the membrane v is selected by the condition:
V~1/(GO[°F]T2),
(5).
Here x2 is the lifetime of metastable triplet fullerene state in the oxygen presence,
which depends on the oxygen concentration, [°F] is the concentration of fullerenes in
the ground singlet state in the membrane, S0 is the pumping photon flow, and a0 is the
cross section of light absorption by fullerenes (it can coincide with aef).
The important estimate is the ratio of concentrations of singlet oxygen and
oxygen in the ground state at the membrane output:

[iAO2]/[O2]~(K2[3F])/(K3[0F])

(6).

The performed estimates show that at illumination of the multilayer fullerene
membrane by radiation with power density, corresponding to the solar constant
(1370 W/cm2, i.e., S0~(3-4)xl021 m"V), we can realize the flow of singlet oxygen I0
up to 0.05 m/s at ratio [1AO2]/[O2]~10. Analysis of the numerous experimental data
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(for instance, [9]) shows that in this case we have the real opportunity to design
oxygen-iodine laser with output power of about 400-700 W. It means that the
efficiency of the FOIL with solar pumping (including solar) may reach 30-50%.
This estimate is rather optimistic, but all presented considerations are very
essential stimulus for performance of experiments.
3. Experimental measurement of singlet oxygen yield at optical pumping of
fullerene Ceo in solution

The first stage of the experimental work was devoted to study of photochemical
kinetics in interaction of fullerenes with pumping radiation and oxygen. They were
carried out, as in [5], with solutions of fullerene (mainly, COO) and oxygen in different
solvents, transparent both for pumping radiation and for luminescence lines of singlet
oxygen. After preliminary experiments, we selected CCU, which has the best
solvability of oxygen and fullerene. COO
Pumping
concentration in the studied sample was
Cd]
3.7xl017 cm"3 (it was defined experimentally by
Luminescence absorption and optical limiting). Oxygen
concentration in the solution was 6x10 cm" (it
was calculated on base of physical and chemical
Sensor
data [10]).
Figure 3. Schematic of the
Figure 3 presents the schematic of the
experiment.
experiment.
The optical pumping was
performed by two ways:
By second harmonics of a neodymium laser with pumping wavelength of
532 nm and pulse duration of about 10 ns; the energy density in the
experiments was <0.6 J/cm .
By xenon lamp, spectrum of which was corrected with filters to close it to
solar-like spectrum. Pulse duration in these experiments was 250 u,s,
radiation energy at the sample reached 14 mJ (power density was varied in
the range of 5-35 W/cm2). The chosen duration of the pumping pulse in this
case, according to photochemical kinetics, practically imitated the
continuous operation mode.
Figure 4 presents the main spectral
parameters of the system elements: spectrum of
Laser (0.532 ^m)
Ceo absorption in CCU, line of the second
•-.. Xe-lamp
harmonics of the neodymium laser, spectrum
xenon lamp emission before and after correction.
In these experiments, we measured
intensity of luminescence of singlet oxygen at
wavelength of 1.268 urn (state 'A02) and 0.762
urn (state 'S02). All measurements were
/„Hin
performed in absolute units that gave us the
Figure 4. Main spectral parameters of
opportunity to perform thorough comparison
the system
with results of computer simulation of
photochemical kinetics with account of solvent
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action on lifetimes of fullerene and singlet oxygen. All measurement equipment was
preliminary tested and calibrated. We measured spatial parameters of pumping
radiation and luminescence signals that enables correct account of geometrical actors.
It is necessary to note that application of calibrated pumping radiation (laser pumping
by pulses with different energy) at comparison of measurements performed in
absolute units with results of computer simulation allows us to analyze correctness of
selecting constants for the main reactions. The simulation also take into account other
processes of singlet oxygen quenching, such as homogeneous quenching at collisions
in volume, heterogeneous relaxation on the cell walls, and so on.
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Figure 5. Pulse shape of the singlet
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Figure 6. Luminescence energy as
function input energy: curve is
calculated data, points are
experimental data.
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the corresponding experimental conditions.
Figure 6 presents the measured singlet oxygen luminescence pulse energy as a
function of pumping laser pulse energy. It also shows the calculated results carried out
with the corrected model of interaction of pumping, fullerene, and oxygen in solution
of CCLj.
First of all, it is necessary to note that the
2^ Pium,mW
suggested kinetic model satisfactorily describes
the process of singlet oxygen generation.
Presence of saturation in the luminescence
pulse energy with pumping energy increase
(Fig. 6) proves this. The saturation manifests
itself at sufficiently high pumping energy
densities due to the effect of reverse saturable
absorption (RSA) of pumping photons in the
channel of fullerene triplet states [10] that
results in additional losses of efficiency, since
2 4 6
8
10 12
0
t,ms
the absorbed energy does not go on increase of
Figure 7. The pulse shape of the
concentration of fullerene molecules in the
singlet oxygen luminescence at solartriplet state. Test measurements of optical
like pumping.
limiting in fullerene solution in CCU carried out
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Figure 8. Energy of luminescence as a
function of solar-like pumping energy.
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by standard technique [10] have shown good
correlation with data presented in Fig. 6.
Figure 7 presents the pulse shape of the
singlet oxygen luminescence at solar-like
pumping. It is necessary to note that at the
initial part of the luminescence signal, one can
see the noise induced by the pumping pulse. To
exclude the contribution from this noise to the
luminescence energy, we perform calibrating
experiments in the analogous conditions in the
system without oxygen in the solution.
Figure 8
presents the measured
luminescence energy as a function of solar-like
pumping energy. Comparing these results with

data obtained with laser pumping, we must outline essential increase of both singlet
oxygen yield and total efficiency of this process.
Analysis of the photochemical kinetics shows that this takes place due to
practical absence of nonlinear optical phenomena at light absorption.
4. Conclusion
1. We considered the opportunity to design fullerene-oxygen-iodine laser with solar
pumping and presented the results of estimates, showing the possibility to obtain
the efficiency of such a laser, reaching tens of percents.
2. The presented experimental data on generation of singlet oxygen at optical (laser
and solar-like) pumping of fullerene Ceo show significant increase of singlet
oxygen yield and process efficiency at transition to the solar-like pumping. We
assume that it is caused by practical absence of nonlinear optical phenomena,
which results in losses of energy in the channel of triplet fullerene states, typical
for laser pumping case.
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Technical proposals of Industrial High-Power CO Lasers
I.Ya.Baranov*
Baltic State Technical University
6, Gribalevoj St., Apt. 15, St.-Petersburg, 194100, RUSSIA
ABSTRACT
The commercial lasers with power 20kW and up are created by scaling of well-developed electrodischarge kilowatt C02
laser with circulating of gas. However, there occurs two negative moments: loss of the optical beam quality and significant
increase of laser cost. The first moment is connected not so much with increase of laser beam path between resonator's
mirrors as with quantum efficiency of C02 molecule, which is 0.41, and also with conversion of irremoved vibrational
energy to heat in a resonator. The cost of lasers with power lOkW and higher is considerably increased in scaling of
kilowatt CO- lasers. This is associated with the necessary increase of consumption of active medium, resulting not only in
a change of circulating system, but in a change of regeneration system, source of power supply, cooling system, system of
extracting radiation, etc. as well. It is know that the production of high power, high efficiency, high specific energy and
high optical beam quality can be obtained in the experimental systems of a quasi-cw electro-ionisation CO laser with
cooling a CO mixture by its expansion in the nozzles. The quantum efficiency of CO molecule is substantially higher
(0.95). Moreover, at supersonic speed of CO mixture flow the radiation can be removed from a resonator before the
conversion of vibrational energy to heat. The way of transfer to industrial high-power CO lasers is proposed by the present
author through the use of continuous formation of a CO laser mixture during laser operation and by excitation in a radiofrequency (RF) electric discharge without an electron gun. The given conception was used on a small-scale model system
to demonstrate that the laser radiation was possible in a CO mixture with combustion products and air, which are excited
by RF discharge in a supersonic flow. The possibilities for scaling the experimental system and the creation of industrial
high-power CO laser were considered. The lower cost for the proposed laser system can be made by using the system with
small sizes without special circulating units, electron gun. sectionalised electrodes, ballast resistance, block of mixture
regeneration and with possibility of using the optic manipulators with fibre-optic cable and hence standard robots. In spite
of the open working cycle of laser, high specific energy and high efficiency define reasonable service expenses with high
stability of radiation parameters without ejecting toxic CO into the atmosphere by converting CO molecules to CO? ones.
Estimated cost of proposed laser is cost of kilowatt C02 laser.
Keywords: industrial, high-power lasers, electrogasdynamic CO laser, radio-frequency discharge
The technical proposal is developed for industrial high-power electrogasdynamic CO laser with power 20+40 kW,
cost« 100.000 US dollars and open working cycle.
The cost of industrial C02 lasers higher one million US dollars at the power higher 10 kW:
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Power growth of industrial C02 lasers on years:

mo

1980

2000

Yeax

The reasons of saturation of power growth:
-high cost of C02 lasers with power higher 10 kW;
-deterioration of optical quality of a beam at growth of power by increasing an optical path.

Hansen C.F.,
1973

A electrogasdynamic laser as a combination of gasdynamic laser with Efficiency less than 1%
and electric-discharge laser was proposed.

Bhaumik ML.
Lacina W.B.,
Mann MM,
1972

Pout ~ 100 kW and electric-optical Efficiency ~ 50% were obtained experimentally from quasicw electrogasdynamic CO laser installation with an electron gun.
(A unique properties of the CO molecule provide low divergence 9).

Monson DJ.,
1976

Calculations of the closed working cycle and the open working cycle in an electrogasdynamic
CO laser were made:
Efficiency of closed cycle < Efficiency of open cycle.

Hertzberg A..
1978

Problem of a CO mixture recirculation was noted in the closed working cycle because of the high
chemical activity of the CO molecules, the increase of contamination in an active medium and
attachment of beam electrons.
(A problems of the open working cycle cover the release of a toxic CO mixture into the
atmosphere, availability of an electron gun and prior formation of the mixture).

Baranov I.Ya.
And his colleagues.
1993

Model installation of an electrogasdynamic CO laser was used to demonstrate practically that a
laser radiation was possible in an installation with combustion products and air and with radiofrequency (RF) discharge in a supersonic gas flow1.
It makes possible continuous formation of a laser CO mixture during laser operation and
excitation of this mixture without an electron gun .

Baranov I.Ya.,
1994

Multipurpose self-contained industrial high-power laser system with formation of a laser mixture
by combustion of a chemical fuel and air during the operation of the laser was proposed3.

Baranov I.Ya.,
1998

Technical proposals were developed for the industrial high-power laser on combustion products
and air with power supply from electrical socket and conversion of oxide (CO) molecules to
carbon dioxide (C02) ones for ejecting the gas into the atmosphere4.

Baranov I.Ya..
2000

The continuous formation of carbon oxide (CO) mixture is offered with using the catalytic
decomposition of molecules of carbon dioxide (C02) and propane (C3H8).
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The low cost in the proposed CO laser gets by using:
-open working cycle of laser;
-RF-discharge in a supersonic gas flow.
In this laser there is absent following:

closed contour;
pumping system on a closed cycle;
system of mixture regeneration;
electrode sectionalized;
active ballast resistance;
electron gun.

The open working cycle of laser is put into effect by following:
-continuous formation of a CO mixture (air « 90%) using the catalytic decomposition of molecules C02 and CÄ
(propane);
-the conversion of molecules CO to C02 for ejecting the gas into the atmosphere.
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The condition of effective laser operation on the mixture of (CO:N2.'H2:02)5 is following:
Tw < < TeVC0 < Tp < TeVto < TeVm < TeVa. < TvT ~ Ta

,

(1)

where T with different indices are the characteristic times of excitation, W-, VT-, eV-processes and electron attachment,
respectively.
The conditions (1) for the times is satisfied by selecting the values of E/N and the composition of a mixture:
E/N K IQ-'6 Vcm2.

CO > 10%, N2 < 90%, 02 < CO, H2 < 90%

The feasibility of using the available electric-field energy in direct excitation of CO molecules in a mixture with N2
molecules has been reported:
- Dolina V.l., Koterov V.N., Pyatakhin M.V., Urin B.M.;
- Islamov R.Sh., Konev Yu.B., Kochetov I.V.. Kurnosov A.K.;
- HallR.J.,EckbrethA.S.;
- Iyoda M., Sato S., Saito H., et.al.
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If the value of E/N [Vcm2] is fixed and the density of energy deposition j'E [W/cm3] is limited by allowable heating the
value of current density j [mA/cm2] is also limited:
j «10 mA/cm2 « jnormai

(2)

The condition (2) is readily realised in a subnormal RF discharge with dielectric-coated electrodes. In this case, the
losses by reactive load are not available, a field-strength in the electrode boundary layers is reduced, a secondary electronemission coefficient is increased, and the contribution of an electron current to electrode is respectively increased.
The discharge zone is tolerant to blow-off by high-speed gas flow. The discharge is uniform. The high-energy
electrons, which are typical to use an electron gun, are unavailable. Because of this, in the discharge zone the electron
losses are small owning to an electron attachment.
Prerequisites for creating the proposed CO laser:
-one cylinder with carbon dioxide (CO;) and one cylinder with propane (C3Hg) are needed for one hour of laser operation.
It will be enough to weld steel seam with the length « 200 m (the thickness of steel ~ 30 mm);
-getting of stable uniform RF-discharge in a supersonic gas flow 6;
-getting of laser radiation on a model installation with formation of CO mixture during laser operation ;
-creation of mathematical model of scaling ;
-developed technical proposals of CO lasers on combustion products of fuel with air \
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The competitiveness of proposed CO laser in comparison with C02 lasers with power > 20 kW consists in following:
-simplicity and reliability of a design at use of catalytic decomposition of accessible gases (C02, C3H8);
-acceptable operating costs caused by high specific energy and efficiency of laser and use of atmospheric air;
-high quality of laser radiation as a result of the small sizes, low pressure and properties of CO molecules;
-high stability of radiation parameters owing to continuous reproduction of a CO mixture;
-the ecological safety, which is caused by absence of ejecting the toxic CO molecules into the atmosphere by converting
CO molecules to C02 ones;
-the low cost of proposed CO lasers, which is connected to simplicity and small sizes of the installation and opportunity of
using serial standard elements.
Estimated cost of proposed laser is calculated as the sum of following:
-gasdynamic laser with similar sizes:
75.000 USD
(Proceedings SPIE 3092 456 (1997))
-RF electro-generator:
20.000 USD
-air compressor:
10.000 USD
-gas-discharge chamber:
10.000 USD

CONCLUSIONS
The scaling of well-developed industrial C02 lasers with power > 20 kW has two negative moment: significant increase
of laser cost and deterioration of optical quality of laser radiation.
Industrial CO lasers with power > 20 kW, low cost and high optical quality of radiation can be created with open
working cycle and continuous formation of CO mixture excited by RF-discharge in a supersonic flow.
Laser mixture is formed of atmospheric air («90%) and the products of catalytic decomposition of accessible gases
(C02 and C3H8 (propane)). At the same time for one hour of laser operation it is required on one cylinder of each gas (40
liters).
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ABSTRACT
For the various pumping rates and for the various heights of the gap were calculated the average value of the small-signal
gain and its profile across the gap. For the high power slab C02-lasers, RF-excited at 40.68 MHz, were analyzed the ranges
of their geometry parameters variation, providing for the possibility of diffraction limited performance. In theory and in
experiment was shown the possibility to select the basic waveguide mode of radiation.
Keywords: slab C02-laser, small-signal gain, mode selection, radiation losses.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today the RF-pumped slab C02-lasers have a well-established positions at the market of material-processing lasers.
High efficiency and beam quality of such lasers stimulate the search for the approaches to their cost reduce. For the higher
output power of such lasers the problem of laser beam quality becomes more emphasized, and thus the problem of
optimization of laser parameters becomes more important.
The majority of published results indicates that the main advantages of slab C02-lasers are realized for the
discharge gap height (h) about 2 mm when the laser gas excitation frequency (F) lies within the range of 81 - 125 MHz1"3.
For such values of gap along the slab coordinate one observes the waveguide mode of light propagation, while along the
width coordinate the light propagates as in the free space. In the space between the butt-ends of electrodes and optical
resonator mirrors the light also propagates as in the free space. For the optimal design of slab laser the parameters F and h
are tied by definite relationships4. The values of these parameters influence onto the size of laser head and onto laser
reliability and cost.
In the paper5 was shown that it is reasonable to excite the high-power slab C02-laser of kW-power range by the RF
power with F=40.68 MHz. The reason is that this frequency is, on the one hand, the one permitted for the technology
applications, and, on the other hand, its use makes it possible to simplify RF generator, to make it cheaper and to reduce the
accuracy requirements to the laser head design. Obviously, for the smaller F the larger is the RF-wavelength (for F=40.68
MHz ^RF=7.3 m), and thus the mode of RF-wave propagation is more close to the mode of DC-excitation. So in practice for
such F it is more simple to provide the uniform excitation along the discharge length, than for, say, F=81 MHz. The latter is
especially important in the case of high-power slab lasers, which have long (~ lm) active medium. In some papers, for
example in papers4,5, it was shown that for such frequency it is reasonable to use he gap height of h > 4 mm. However, for
the standard geometry of the discharge gap (two plain parallel electrodes) with such height it is impossible to provide the
single-mode generation. For example, in the already mentioned work5 the authors did not manage to provide for the high
quality of the output beam - some 50% of the generation power went to the third waveguide mode. In the said paper it was
proposed to use the new type of electrodes. These electrodes, acting together with the optical resonator mirrors, were
creating a kind of interferometer, selecting the basic mode. However, in the said work the authors still had to use the spatial
filter at the laser head output so as to provide final separation of the basic mode.
Worth mentioning, that the use of lower radio frequencies has its disadvantages. In this case one meets the growing
danger of discharge transformation to the unstable a-y stage6, when for the large specific energy deposition the discharge
current and the average energy of electrons are growing very fast. The increase of the gap height from, for example, 2 to 4
mm, also results in corresponding reduce of the specific energy output, related to the unit of the discharge surface1, because
one has to reduce the energy deposition so as to prevent overheating of active medium.
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Note also, that the provision of the high generation efficiency in slab laser requires positioning of the resonator
mirrors as close to the butt-ends of electrodes as possible so as to reduce the losses. (Typical distance Az=5-15 mm). In this
case the mirror surfaces are subjected to the action of discharge plasma ions, which shortens the lifetime of mirrors and leads
to gradual reduce of the laser output power. So the choice for the optimal value of Az is also very important.
In this paper we present the theoretical and experimental study of the problem of the generation mode formation.
We discuss the selective properties of the discharge gap butt-end, which works as the slot diaphragm. These properties were
studied in their dependence upon the resonator mirror curvature and upon the distance from the mirror to the gap butt-end.
2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS
The mathematical model and calculation algorithms, used for the numerical simulation of the physical processes in
the slab C02-laser with the diffusion cooling of active medium, were described in the paper7. The software package consists
of four main parts, simulating
1. structure of RF-discharge;
2. processes of inversion formation;
3. laser radiation propagation through the resonator;
4. and chemical reactions in plasma.
The first code makes it possible to calculate the characteristics of the RF-discharge: "current - voltage - input
power". The output parameters of the kinetics code are the profiles of the temperature and the gain across the height of the
discharge gap and also the output radiation power. The calculation of the light propagation inside the resonator makes it
possible to study the modal structure of radiation, the angular distribution of the output power, to calculate the radiation
losses and also to obtain the near-field and the far-field distribution patterns.
The calculations, which were done with the use of this package has shown good correlation with the results of some
published experiments3,6. In particular, the calculations of the radiation parameters for the conditions of the paper5, have
confirmed, that under such conditions some 30-50% (depending upon the pumping level) of generation power go to the third
waveguide mode. According to the analysis, under the intense pumping and for the gap height of 4 mm, used in the said
work, in the neighborhood of the resonator axis the active medium is overheated and the small signal gain in the central zone
is depleted. These processes are illustrated by the calculations of T(x) and g(x), made for h=2, 3 and 4 mm for two rates of
pumping (Fig. 1 a,b,c).

P,n=35 W/cm

-1.0 mm

Rn=60 W/cm

+1.0 mm

Fig. la. Distributions of T(x) and g(x), calculated for two values of the power, put in the discharge and for:
(a) h=2 mm, 1 - F=41 MHz, 2 - F=81 MHz, 3 - F=125 MHz.
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Fig.lb.c. Distributions of T(x) and g(x), calculated for two values of the power, put in the discharge and for:
(b) h=3 mm, F=41 MHz and (c) h=4 mm, F=41 MHz.
The calculations were carried out for the active mixture of C02:N2:He:Xe=l: 1:6:0.4, for the gas pressure of 50 Torr
and for rate of C02 molecules dissociation 60%. Under the conditions of the insufficient selection of the basic mode (h=4
mm, Az=13 mm) the third mode efficiently competes with the basic mode. In Fig.2 is shown the light field distribution at the
resonator mirror, calculated for the conditions of experiment .
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Fig.2. Calculated distribution of the light field at the resonator mirror
for the conditions of the experiment5 (h=4 mm, Pout=800 W).
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The value of the small-signal gain go(x) is influenced not only by the gap height, but also by the rate of C02
molecules dissociation in the discharge 8. In Fig.3 are shown the values of the gain, averaged across the gap <go(x)>, for the
set of heights from 3 to 6 mm, calculated in their dependence upon the pumping power, varied in the range from 5 to
40W/cm3. One can see that changing of 8 value from 60% to 80% (typical values for the high power slab C02-lasers, results
in <g0(x)> reduce in 2 and more times.
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Fig.3. Calculated value of small signal gain, averaged across the discharge gap <go>. Curves 1 and 4 correspond to the
height h=3.0 mm, 2 and 5 - h=4.0 mm, and 3 and 6 - h=5.0 mm. Solid lines correspond to the rate of C02-molecules
dissociation 8=60% and dotted lines - to 8=80%.
According to the calculations, one can observe the depletion of go(x) in the central zone of discharge gap even for
the gap height h=2 mm, when the specific energy deposition is some 50-60 W/cm3 - quite typical values for the slab laser.
This process can reveal itself in experiment as the instability of the average generation power within the range of some 510%. We explain it by the competition of the basic and third waveguide modes.
According to our experiments, this process is also accompanied by the instability of angular divergence of laser
output. Excess of pump leads to the divergence aggravation. It is well seen from Fig.4a,b, shown the far-field distribution of
radiation from the slab C02-laser "Olymp-250". The images were taken by the matrix of photosensors (SPIRICON
production), providing the possibility of real-time observation of radiation power re-distribution from the basic to the nearest
third symmetrical waveguide mode.

Fig.4. Far-field (focal length 1 m) distribution of laser output,
(a) POui=250 W, maximal output power and (b) Pout=230 W, optimal output power.
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We have already said in the Introduction, that for the slab COrlasers it is important to optimize the distance Az
between the butt-end of the discharge gap and the resonator mirror. This problem has two aspects. The first of them is the
influence of the resonator mirror curvature onto the distortion of the modal structure due to the wave interaction with the
mirror The second one deals with filtration of modes by the butt-end of the discharge gap. The distortions of the modal
structure at the mirror can be rather high, because in the compact slab lasers with the short active medium the curvature of
resonator mirrors can be rather high. After reflection from such a mirror even the basic mode is substantially attenuated,
because some part of laser energy is transferred to the higher order (3, 5 etc.) modes. One can see from the experiment (see
Fig 2) that up to 50% of the power can be transferred to 3rd and 5th modes for the typical case of mirror radius R~l m and
gap height h=4 mm According to the calculations, for the height h=2 mm and the same radius of the mirror, the total energy
of higher (3,5,7) modes is about 1% ofthat of the basic mode. So it is obvious that the increase of the discharge gap height
results in substantial deterioration of selective properties of the discharge gap butt-end.
At the same time advantages of the use of the high (h=3-5) discharge gaps, which we have outlined earlier, indicate
the necessity of more thorough study of the problem, aimed onto the search of the approaches, providing the preservation of
the high beam quality. According to the calculations, one can provide the efficient performance of the slab C02-laser with
the gap height of both 2 and 4 mm, when the distance to mirrors Az fills to the range from 20 to 55mm. However, its
realization requires the very accurate choice of the curvature radiuses R of the resonator mirrors. In Fig.5 are shown the
dependencies of the loss of the basic mode energy vs. the mirror curvature, calculated for the various values of the distance
from the butt-end of the electrodes to the mirror Az (gap height h=2 mm).

0.08

0.06
Az=50mm
third

0.04

0.02
basic mode

0.8
1.2
1/R (1/m)

Fig.5. Calculated dependencies of the basic mode energy
losses at the butt-end of electrodes versus the curvature of
the concave mirror of resonator. h=2mm.

Fig.6. Calculated dependencies of the energy losses for
three symmetric modes at the butt-end of electrodes versus
the curvature of the concave mirror of resonator for
Az=50mm. Solid lines correspond to the gap height h=2mm,
and the dotted lines - to h=4 mm.

For the large Az, for example, for Az=50 mm; see Fig.6, the optimal shape of the resonator mirror can be not the
spherical one, but some toroidal (R**Ry). The proper choice depends upon the relationship between the length of active
medium and the discharge gap height. This approach was confirmed by the experiments. The slab laser with the active
medium dimensions 3(4)x60x600 mm, pumped by RF-frequency F=40.68 MHz, provided the output generation power of
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150-170 W with the efficiency 9-10%; beam divergence was nearly diffraction limited. The resonator was comprised by
toroidal mirrors, placed at the distance 50 mm from the electrodes. The magnification of the unstable resonator (gap width
coordinate) was M=1.17. In Fig.7 is shown the 3-D far-field distribution of laser output, registered by means of Spiricon
matrix.

■^sssasMsV'

Fig.7. Experimentally measured 3D plot of far-field (f=l m) radiation intensity distribution.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Influence of the active medium excitation frequency, of the discharge gap height and of the specific input power
onto the small signal gain distribution across the discharge gap was studied by means of numerical simulation. It was shown
that the shape of g0(x) distribution influences onto the mode structure of the slab C02-laser radiation. The dependence of
laser radiation losses upon the curvature of the resonator mirrors and upon the distance between the mirror and the discharge
gap butt-end was studied. In theory and in experiment was shown that for the chosen gap with the height h=3-5 mm and the
excitation frequency F=40.68 MHz it is possible to select the basic waveguide mode by means of proper choice of the
mirrors' curvature along the slab coordinate and of the distance from the mirror to the butt-end of electrodes.
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ABSTRACT
The physical nature and manifestation of several types of instabilities and fluctuation processes in the
cavity of the fast-flow C02 -laser are considered. It was established by experiment that optimal design of optical
and gas-dynamic laser sections depresses totally the high frequency fluctuations and reduces low-frequency
fluctuations to the level 6-10%. It was shown that inhomogeneities in the laser cavity are apt to complicate
appreciably the space-temporary structure of output laser radiation. To interpret the experimental results
influence of phase aberrations on the process of formation of caustics and wavefront dislocations in laser beam
is considered.
Keywords: unstable cavity, laser beam, diffraction, wavefront dislocation, caustic, power instabilities.
1. INTRODUCTION
The actual now-a-days actual problem of the improvement of the characteristics of high power
technological lasers is closely connected with the investigation of the physical nature of optical inhomogeneities
and instabilities in laser cavities as well as with their influence on radiation structure. High peak intensity
values inherent in high power fast-flow lasers reinforce the optical inhomogeneity of the active medium, cause
termodeformation of the cavity mirror and generate nonlinear self-action effects and multimode lasing in active
media1,2. The important role in development of generation instability in fast-flow lasers is played selfmodulation processes. They are typical for the devices with cross flow of active medium using a cavity with an
unstable configuration under the condition of separate pumping and generation. The auto-oscillations of the
power having the period close to time of medium crossing the cavity offer the depth of power modulation up to
100 % 34. Speed inhomogeneities of an active medium flow can result in stabilisation of a generation mode .
However speed inhomogeneities strengthen the phase inhomogeneities of the medium6. Aforesaid testifies that
there are a lot of factors, which influence negatively on stability and quality of laser radiation. The result of this
influence is usually estimated by analysis of the far-field radiation structure. At the same time much less
attention is paid to the study of the light field characteristics in the near diffraction zone, the length of which
for wide-aperture beams is rather significant. In this paper the spatial-temporary structure of C02-laser beam of
the near field diffraction zone is considered.
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As a source of radiation the technological electrocharge C02 - laser of continuous action with flowing
active medium and wavelength X=10,6n was used. The design of the laser investigated was similar to that
described earlier7. Active medium in the resonator cavity was formed by replenish of C02 gas components to a
binary mix N2+He, previously exited in a discharge chamber. The flow speed of active medium varied in the
range of 100-150 m/s. It was possible to change the pumping mode as well as the gas formula and optical cavity
characteristics. The depth of energy-input modulation in the discharge did not exceed 5 %. The instability of
gas-dynamic parameters was not more than 3 %. To pick up the energy from active medium of the laser several
constructions of unstable resonators with magnification number M=l, 12-2,2 were used. Depending on the
scheme of the resonator the scope of active medium of the laser was carried out by single or double passage of
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radiation through the active volume. In the optical scheme of the double passage unstable resonator the angle
reflectors consisting of two or three flat mirrors were used. The application of such reflectors not only allows to
fill effectively the active medium with radiation, but also to level the intensity distribution in cross section of a
beam by the rotation of a field in the cavity. It was possible to form radiation at the resonator output as a
rectangular, square or circular with the central part shadowed by the output mirror.
Measuring of power fluctuation value and the intensity distributions in the cross section of the output
radiation was carried out in the previously weakened laser beam. To attenuate the high power radiation the
grooved gratings made on the mirrors base, diffraction couplers on the basis of mirrors with regular sieve
structure were used, as well as couplers in the form of narrow fringes of spherical mirrors ensuring the
scanning of a laser beam over a small aperture of the photoreceiver. In case of insufficient value of radiation
attenuation the edges of optical plates made of KC1 or ZnCe were applied. Depending on the power of
weakened laser beam the registration of radiation was carried out directly or by using the integrating sphere.
The time of the beam aperture scanning was about 102 - 10"3 s. On occasion to measure the intensity
distribution in the beam cross-section the small spherical mirrors with the diameter of about 5-10 mm were
placed instead of mirror fringes. It allowed to scan the output beam aperture thus give the opportunity to
register the intensity distribution with the resolution of about 3-7 mm in any given beam scan.
It was established that the average value of power fluctuations does not exceed 6-10 % under the
magnifying factor equal to M = 1,5. The varying of the magnification number in the limits M=l,4-2,2 did not
result in appreciable changes of the character of temporal power behaviour. Under such conditions the power
picked off the laser active medium decreased with increasing of M because of insufficient power density in the
cavity. The reduction of the magnification number of the unstable resonator from M=l,4 up to M=l,12 resulted
in increasing of power fluctuations. The same effect was observed when the reduction of the cavity aperture
along the flow took place. However the power modulation depth in this case did not exceed 20 %. It is
important, that in all experiments the generation power modulation was conducted in the low-frequency band
(up to 10 Hz) and did not contain spectral components corresponding to the time of medium crossing the
cavity. One can explain this effect by the fact that at the high power levels an increasing of the effective mode
volume and averaging over generation area all effects, which decrease of the power stability.
Contrary to the temporal behaviour of the total power the intensity in the beam cross-section was
extremely unstable. Besides its transverse distribution was very complicated. The spatial modulation of
intensity distribution in the beam cross-section in the near zone varied with the distance from the plane of
measurement in relation to the output aperture of the resonator.
The registration of intensity distribution in cross section has shown, that in this distribution the "hot
spots" with intensity much higher than its average value may randomly occur. In some cases intensity in such
spots differed from average value by 5-10 times. The quantity of such spots in cross section of a beam varied.
From one up to six such spots was registered. At registration of distribution of intensity on distance 19M from a
output aperture of laser cross size of spots varied in a range 10-20mm. They occurred by a random way in a
various areas of the aperture of a beam.
To improve the registration of channels with high meanings of intensity the special aerosol chamber was
designed. It allowed to visualise the spatial fragments of the beam which intensity surpasses the certain level.
As working medium in the aerosol chamber the fine particles of corundum weighed in air were used. To
increase density of power and to achieve a threshold level of a luminescence corundum, the radiation was
directed through the aerosol chamber, being previously focused with the help of a long-focal-length a mirror.
Such technique allowed by character of a luminescence corundum to investigate transformations of spatial
distribution of intensity in a laser beam. In fig. 1 the typical photo-picture of a luminescence of corundum
particles in a converging laser beam is given. In it the channels with high meanings of intensity are precisely
visible. The amount and position of such channels in process of generation are varied.
Simultaneously with registration of spatial distribution of intensity of radiation the research of features of
phase distribution using the help shift interferometer was carried out. The analysis of interferograms has
shown, that alongside with essential phase aberration on the wave front screw dislocations are formed. Their
identification was carried out on points of branching of interference fringes. In fig. 2 interferogram of wave
front with the screw dislocation is given. The registration of screw dislocation is in the consent with the earlier
discovery8,9 of topological distortions of wave front in laser radiation of a rather wide class of lasers.
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Fig.l. Sructure of the convergent laser beam.
Thus, investigated type of the laser at a stable level of total output power has the complex and unstable
form of distribution of amplitude and phase in cross section of radiation. The mechanisms of stochastisation of
a amplitude-phase structure of a beam and formation of channels with high meanings of intensity radiation can
be different. One of them is connected to excitation of a superposition of transverse modes2 in a laser cavity.
Another mechanism of formation of complex distribution of amplitude and phase in the near zone can be
caused by the presence smooth distortion of wave front of the laser beam near output mirror.

Fig. 2. Transverse shift interferogfam of the laser beam.
Block—screw dislocation.
3. DIFFRACTIONAL MECHANISM OF FORMATION OF CAUSTICS AND PHASE
DISLOCATIONS IN LASER BEAMS
Let's consider in more detail the process of formation of caustics and dislocations in the field of a laser
beam. The general representation about character of considered process can be received on an example about
propagation of a gaussian beam, the phase of which varies in an initial plane on the harmonic law. The
amplitude of a field of such wave under longitudinal coordinate z=0 is
¥(x,y) = exp{-(x2 +y2)/w20 + im 12 ■ sm(2nx I a)},

y
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(1)

where TO - is a parameter describing the depth of phase modulation, x,y - are cross coordinates, a -is period of
modulation. At the distance z from the initial plane the field can be presented as a superposition of gaussian
beams10:

^-fJJq(m/2)G(x\y,z'),

(2)

9=-

where Jq - is the bessel function about q order, Gqfx',y,z'J-is a function, which describes a field of a gaussian
beam",
x -z sin(qa)+x cos(qa),
z'=z cos(qa)-x sin(qa),
a=a/A.
Using for calculations of the characteristics of a field expression (2), and also the ray method used in work12, it
is possible to establish the basic features of transformation of initial amplitude - phase distribution. The
calculations show, that even at small depth of a phase modulation in an initial section the diffraction effects
result in significant spatial redistribution of intensity. So, at meaning m = 0.1 the contrast K (K = ImaJI^ of
the picture of intensity distribution is equal to K=1.28, and at m=0.5 K=2.82. At excess of the certain critical
level of modulation there are qualitative changes in wave structure. At m>l in a field of a wave occur the beakshaped caustics12 occur, and at m>rc/2 near of caustic generatrix edge dislocations (ED), in which wave phase
jump is equal to it, begin to form.
ED is located symmetrically relatively to the axes of beak-shaped caustic. Their arrangement in relation to
the caustic generatrix corresponds to phase structure of a field given in work13. In this work the field is
calculated on base of Persy integral. With increase of initial modulation depth of a phase the number of ED
grows. The appropriate dependence is given by fig. 3. Longitudinal structure of intensity distribution is given
by fig. 4 for m=1.2 and W(/a=5. From it one can see, that the phase modulation results in formation of the
longitudinal channels. These channels are extended along a propagation direction of the beam and have power
density much greater than its average meaning. The axes of these areas coincide with the axes of symmetry of
beak-shaped caustic.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of edge dislocations number on the phase modulation depth.
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal structure of intensity of modulated gaussian beam. zx-2a IX.
If the phase modulation in an initial plane is taking place not on one, but in two cross coordinates there is
an opportunity of formation of screw dislocation2 (SD) of wave front. SD differ from ED fundamentally by
topological structure (at path-tracing around SD a phase varies by 2%). In fig.5,a the equiphase lines structure
of wave front in an initial plane is given, if the distribution is as follows:

VAx,y) = V(x,y) + itf¥(y,x) + C.

Fig.5. Structure of equiphase
lines in initial (a) and z=a2/2X (b)
planes, xx-caustics.
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(3)

The function Viy.x) coincides with function ¥ (x,v) at replacement of
cross coordinate x on cross coordinate v, C, % are constants. The
structure of equiphase lines in fig.5,a is constructed for C=0.2, ;jf=l,
W(/a=5 and m=2. The position of lines testifies the presence of smooth
regular distortions of wave front. In fig. 5,b the equiphase lines structure
at the distances z= C?I2X are represented. SD are located in points of
equiphase lines crossing.
They form the original quadrupoles, each of which consists of four
SD. Two of them have positive signs (are "right" ones), the other two negative signs (are "left" ones). Quadrupoles surround the axes of
caustics. As well as ED, screw dislocations arise only as the depth of
initial wave front modulation exceeds certain critical meaning. If to
designate through A& a difference between the maximal and minimal
meaning of a phase in an initial plane (when modulation by one
coordinate A& coincides with m), SD arise, when A0 > n/2. Contrary to
ED, each of which, in the strict sense, is formed in the certain plane z =
Const., SD are characterised by certain longitudinal length. Fig. 6
represents the dependence of SD length changes and their longitudinal
positions on parameter m in the region with width a and length a 121. It
is clear that some dislocations have a large length compared with value
a2IX, length of the other are very small.
Process of formation of wave front dislocations was investigated
also by using the stochastic theoretical model. The wave with uniform
amplitude and stochastic phase in one transverse coordinate in initial

plane was considered. Fig 7 shows the dependence of average amount of ED n in phase correlation interval Rcor
on the root mean square a of phase in initial plane. Value n was estimated in plane Z=A2I2X, where A - period
of largest harmonic of wave front disturbances. It is seen that n tends to unity under a tends to five. However
individual dislocations are formed in laser beam even if a is equal to unity.
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a72A.
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a72X
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0,0 -i.

Fig. 6. Longitudinal dimensions of screw
dislocations a-A^=2.0, b-A^=2.5, c-A^=3.0, dAf=3.5, e-A<zH4.0. 1,2,3,4,5-labels of
dislocation.

Fig. 7. The dependence of average amount of ED n in
phase correlation interval Äcor on root mean
square of phase cr.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The results of computations specify the important role, which the smooth small-scale disturbances of wave
front play in transformation of an amplitude-phase structure of radiation and formation of caustics and
dislocations. The occurrence of caustics and dislocations of wave front is of threshold character and is directly
connected with the depth of initial phase modulation. For practice it is important that the occurrence of the
specified formations in a laser beam is connected to formation of narrow channels, in which the intensity of
radiation considerably exeeds its average meaning. These results have shown agreement with experimental data
concerning fast-flow C02 laser. Thus, the problem of improvement of wave front quality in output laser beam
as well as stabilisation of total power is very vital.
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Construction and characterization of a C02 wave guide laser with a
special electrode design for materials processing
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ABSTRACT
We describe the design and construction of an efficient tunable C02 wave guide laser which was used for thermal graving
of predigitalized images over polymeric materials. The small internal diameter of the cylindrical wave guide allowed the laser
operation in high pressure regime ranging from 50 Torr to 100 Torr, which gives higher gain per cavity length. The operation
of the laser at 80 Torr with the gas composition C02:N2:He:: 11:9:60 gave a 400 MHz laser linewidth. For the proposed laser
design we used an electrodes configuration which provides a symmetric discharge. The laser cavity, divided into three pieces,
show great light coherence.
Keywords: gas lasers, industrial applications, optical waveguides
1. INTRODUCTION
Wave guide lasers have interested the scientific community since many years ago due to their great applicability in high
resolution molecular spectroscopy,1 optical pumping of far infrared (FIR) lasers,2 high temperature plasma diagnostics,3
controlling of pollutant in atmosphere 4"8 and materials processing. 5 The main feature of this kind of laser is that it may
operate in a pressure range higher than the conventional one, giving a higher gain per unit length,9 allowing the construction
of very compact light sources that may operate as sealed-off devices.10'13 These characteristics of such lasers make them the
candidates for several applications in materials processing due to its inherent low operational cost. Another important feature
of such lasers is that under the high pressure operation regime the collision-broadened laser linewidth is wider than the
separation between two consecutive longitudinal oscillating modes inside the laser cavity, allowing one to realize a
continuous tuning over the spectral range that may exceed 1GHz ,14 Such tunable coherent light source maybe used as a local
oscillator in heterodyne detection of weak light signal coming from the interstellar gas clouds.15
In this paper is described the project of a compact C02 wave guide laser that may be used in a wide range of
applications encompassing high resolution spectroscopy as well as material processing. The present project was used together
with a computer-controlled x-y translator for thermal graving of plastic materials.
The design of the optical cavity using a 2.7 mm of inner diameter and 300 mm long cylindrical quartz wave guide
allowed the operation at pressures ranging from 50 Torr up to 100 Torr. This pressure regime gives higher gain per cavity
length than the conventional C02 lasers, due to the more efficient cooling processes by heat diffusion through the cavity
walls. In this regime of operation the pressure-broadened laser linewidth is larger than the longitudinal intermode separation
allowing one to explore a continuous tunability in a frequency range of 490 MHz around the central line. The laser works
with a current of 10 mA at a voltage of 10 kV giving an output power of 2.5 watts. The coaxial aluminium disk electrodes
provide a singular stable discharge. The laser uses a 99 % reflector gold mirror and 89 % reflector Ge mirror built at the
IEAv-CTA research group contributing for the total nationalization of the laser project. It is also presented and discussed the
characterization and the operational advantages of this easily handling laser as well as its application in thermal graving of
predigitalized images.
1
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2.

LASER PARAMETERS

The schematic diagram and the photograph of the laser cavity is shown in FIG. 1. It consists of a 300 mm long cylindrical
quartz tube with 2.7 mm of internal diameter divided into three pieces (two of 60 mm and one of 180 mm). The cavity has
two coaxial aluminum electrodes separated by a 180 mm-long quartz piece. The electrode thickness is 3 mm. The optical
cavity is formed by the quartz waveguide and two mirrors. The 100 % reflector mirror is made of a gold film sputtered over a
Pyrex™ substrate with flatness of X/4 (for ^=6328 A He-Ne laser line). The 89 % reflector mirror is made of a polished
concave (R=10m) Ge substrate whose surface was covered by several dielectric layers in order to improve its reflectivity. The
quartz wave guide has lower losses than the Pyrex™ wave guide (a quartz = 2.5 x 10"4 cm'1 ; a pyrex = 1.8 x 10" cm ), for
infrared radiation propagation.15 The wave guide is formed by a Pyrex™ jacket inside which circulates water for cooling
purposes The aluminum electrodes have internal channels for circulating cooling liquids as distillate and de-ionized water or
high voltage transformer oil. The advantage of using such kind of electrode configuration is that one may work in cold high
current regime, minimizing the oxide and silicate formation over the electrode surface that is in contact with the quartz tube
inside the laser cavity. The ring-shaped electrodes provide a extremely uniform and symmetric discharge avoiding the
appearance of hot points caused by electric field inhomogeneities. Such discharges are more efficient in transferring electron
energy to the molecule internal degrees of freedom.

s4
®* J>V;|j

■JJ

>*■'

Figure 1 a-) Schematic diagram of the laser cavity showing the terminal blocks, the disk shaped electrodes, the quartz
waveguide and the Pyrex™ jacket as well as the stainless steel bars used for mechanical stabilization of the laser cavity.
b-) Photograph of the assembled C02 waveguide laser showing the high voltage cables and the PVC tubes used for
electrodes and waveguide cooling.
The rigid laser structure is constituted by four stainless steel bars that hold the terminal aluminum blocks where mirrors are
fixed. This layout may be optimized from the mechanical stability point of view by using invar or quartz bars which have a
thermal expansion coefficient about one order of magnitude smaller than the stainless steel, assuring a stable laser operating
condition even in the absence of any dynamical cavity length stabilization system.16 The output mirror is adapted to a
piezoelectric transducer that is used for cavity tuning. The output power fluctuation due to the cavity thermal expansion could
be controlled by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric ceramic through a stabilized high voltage DC power supply.
The laser electrodes are electrically insulated by two acrylic resin blocks with a dielectric rigidity of 15 kV/mm, assuring a
non-risk accidental operating condition. The electrodes are cooled by bi-distilled water and de-ionized water circulating in an
appropriate closed loop, with a flow rate of 50 liters/hour. The laser waveguide is cooled by water at 17 C, circulating in an
open circuit. The waveguide cooling may be improved by circulating a more volatile fluid in a closed loop, like CH3OH for
ln^itfincG

The laser power supply whose schematic diagram is shown in Fig.2 is basically a complete wave form rectifier with a
capacitive filter operating at a maximum voltage of 15 kV and 10 mA current with a ripple less than 2%. The power supply
is connected in series with the laser tube through a 325 kQ ballast resistor that keeps the current at reasonable levels after the
dielectric breakdown of the gas mixture inside the laser cavity. The voltage drop through the laser tube is controlled by
varying the voltage applied to the primary stage of the high voltage transformer. Typical operating values are 8 mA for
7.5kV.
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Figure 2- Schematic diagram of the laser power supply showing the
complete waveform rectifier, the capacitive filter and the load resistor.

The optical cavity was aligned using a He-He laser through an appropriate experimental set up that allowed simultaneous
monitoring of the position of the near and the front mirrors. The position of each laser's mirror was adjusted through three
screws that defined the mirror's plane. The final adjustment was performed maximizing the laser output power and
optimizing the shape of the far field mode pattern that could be seen like a dark spot over the surface of a fluorescent screen.
The gas circuit operated in a open flux regime was composed by a double stage mechanical pump whose pumping speed is 40
liters/min. The gas flux within the laser cavity was controlled through three needle valves. Typical values of gas flux were 8.4
liters/min at 80 Torr of total gas pressure.
3.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WAVE GUIDE LASER OPERATION

To characterize the operational condition of the waveguide C02 laser it was necessary to measure simultaneously the current
and the voltage applied to the laser tube for several gas mixtures at different pressure as well as the output power variation
with current and voltage. Typical results are presented in Figs. 3 to 5.

Figure 3- The voltage vs. current dependence for total pressure
of 55 Torr and gas mixture compositon (in Torr)
CO2:N2:He;19:10:26. The curve shows the non-ohmic behavior
of the discharge for this pressure range of operation. The output
power is 2.1 watts.
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Figure 4- The voltage vs. current dependence for total
pressure of 80 Torr and gas mixture composition (in Torr)
C02:N2:He; 11:9:60. The curve shows the non-ohmic
behavior of the discharge for this pressure range of operation.
The output power is 1.6 watts.
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Figure 5- The power vs. voltage and power vs. current
dependence for total pressure of 55 Torr and gas mixture
composition (in Torr) CO2:N2:He;19:10:26. The curves
show the non-ohmic behavior of the discharge.
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Figure 3 presents the voltage vs. current characteristic for a total gas pressure of 55 Torr and a mixture composition in the
proportion (in Torr) of C02:N2:He; 19:10:26, giving a maximum output power of 2.1 watts. Quite similar results are presented
in Figure 4 for a total gas pressure of 80 Torrr with proportions C02:N2:He;l 1:9:60, giving a maximum output of 1.6 watt. It
can be seen from the results that the discharges present a non-ohmic behavior for those values of applied voltage, since the
current increases as the voltage decreases. This behavior is closely related to the electron stripping and acceleration by the
electric field. In order to reach the discharge's electrical breakdown, very high values of voltage are applied to the laser tube,
producing high energy electrons that are inefficient in exciting the metastable upper laser level. These high energy electrons
contribute significantly for the molecular fragmentation through inelastic collisions. Many of these inelastic processes
contribute for the decreasing of the current inside the laser cavity. As the voltage applied to the laser tube is decreased, the
current increases favoring the inelastic processes resulting in upper laser level excitation. Therefore it is reasonable that
current should increase with the voltage decrease.
The output power dependence on voltage and current, for a total gas pressure of 55 Torr and composition mixture of
CO2:N2:He;19:10:26 is presented in Figure 5. It can be seen that the output power decreases with voltage increasing and
increases with current increasing, in close agreement with the discharge behavior presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Therefore the
decrease of voltage produces electrons within discharge that are much more effective in converting kinetic energy into radiant
energy through inelastic collisions.
The increasing of current and output power when the voltage decreases is observed in all the voltage range below the
discharge breakdown. This behavior follows the same trend, up to the values above those when the discharge turns off. The
disruption of the discharge happens before reaching the optimum value of the voltage and current, for that the output power
and the current should decrease after reaching the optimum value, which is different for other values of total pressure and gas
mixture composition.

Figure 6- The time dependence of laser output
power, (in arbitrary units), for a PZT adjustment
performed in each one minute or one minute and
half. The main agent responsible for power
fluctuations is the thermal expansion of the laser
cavity,
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The output power was monitored using a power meter and the fluorescent screen to follow simultaneously the change in the
output power and in the far-field transversal mode shape. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 6 It was observed during the
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measurements that the thermal fluctuations causing cavity expantion is the main responsible for the laser output power
oscillations. These fluctuations may be corrected by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric ceramic in order to maximize the
output power. It is seen from figure 6 that the power was kept almost constant during approximate 40 minutes applying the
correction voltage for a period of one minute to one minute and half. The main agent responsible for cavity length variation is
the Nylon end blocks that hold the mirrors.
The tuning curve of the laser cavity is shown in Figure 7. The PZT ceramic was calibrated using an He-Ne interferometer
giving an expansion rate of 8 |am/kV. The distance between two minimum correspond approximately to 500 V applied to
PZT. This gives a laser linewidth of about 400 MHz. This result is in close agreement with the expected by the
phenomenological model proposed by Abrams and Bridges.
Figure 7- The tuning curve for the 10P(20) laser line. The cavity
longitudinal mode separation is approximately 500 MHz. The collisionbroadened laser linewidth is smaller that the intermode separation for the
operating gas pressure.

4. LASER APPLICATIONS
Infrared Lasers operating in the 9-10 urn region of the electromagnetic spectrum at lower power level, i.e., around 1 or 2
watts, may be used in thermal processing of many kind of polymers and plastics such as polyethylene, polypropylene,
Polyvinylchloride and so on. This thermal processing includes, for instance, materials drilling, cutting helding and graving.
In this paper the C02 waveguide laser was used for thermal graving of a thermal plastic resin commonly used in
thermographs, in order to demonstrate its capability of creating a permanent register of a digitalized image previously stored
on a personal computer (PC).
The PC controlled two step motors that drive a x-y positioning table. The step motors were controlled through an
appropriate analogic/digital card (A/D converter) designed and built at out laboratory. The laser beam was focused by a
germanium lens with a focal distance of 6.4 cm. The spot size of the laser beam over the thermoplastic resin sensibilized a
circular area of approximately 100 urn of diameter. This area was scanned driving the step motor over 32 steps. The variation
of the period of time that a region of the plastic surface was exposed to the laser beam allowed one to get the colors contrast
needed for the image definition. The thermal graved image over the thermoplastic surface, realized at the atmospheric
pressure is shown in Figure 8. It can be appreciated that the contrast obtained with a maximum exposition time of 8 ms and a
minimum exposition time of 2 ms is very good, allowing one to get the complete definition of the image. It also can be
observed two vertical cuts resulted from the over exposition to the laser beam (approximately 16 ms) at the point where the
positioning system reverses the direction of the sample translation.

Figure 8- Photograph of the thermal graved digitalized image
of "Mr. Spock" from "Star Treck" TV's series. The laser beam
is focused over a thermoplastic resin that is moved by a
computer controlled x-y positioner. The variation of the time
that the sample is exposed to the laser beam, between 2 ms and
8 ms allowed one to get the contrast enough to define the
image.
.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize this paper describes the construction and the characterization of a C02 waveguide laser. The operation of the
laser at 80 Torr with the gas composition of C02:N2:He;l 1:9:60 gave a 400 MHz laser linewidth. The results obtained are in
close agreement with those predicted by phenomenological models. Also this laser was applied to the thermal graving of a
plastic material These small coherent light source allowed one to get a compact computer controlled thermal marker that
may be used for drawing patterns over several kinds of surfaces in very small areas. The system may also be used for drilling
and cutting several kinds of plastics and polymers as well as to produce thermal induced oxidation over metal surfaces.
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Energy Parameters and Resource of High-Power Pulse-periodical
Sealed-off TEA-CO2 Lasers
Boris A.Kozlov, Sergei G.Fomin
Electronic Eng. and Techn. Dept., Radio-Engineering Academy
59/1 Gagarin str., Ryazan, 391000, GSP, RUSSIA
ABSTRACT
Physical processes proceeding over the active electrode surfaces and their influence on a spatial plasma homogeneity of the volume discharge as well as the energy parameters and the resource of sealed-off pulse-periodical TEA-C02
lasers have been investigated. Microstructures of the active electrode surfaces which lead to the increase of autoelectronic
emission have been found to be formed under the influence of the volume discharge plasma and the products of plasma
chemical reaction. The increased values of these currents initiate the formation of local channels in the cathode area of a
volume dischargeand initiation complete transition of volume discharge into a local one. The electrode materials, which
provide the formation of stable volume discharges are determined and a maximum resource of sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers
is achieved.
Keywords: sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers; volume discharge; spatial plasma homogeneity; plasma-chemical processes; fotoand autoemissivity processes; microstructure of the active electrode surfaces; local channels; electrode materials; resource.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most urgent problems which arise in developing the sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers and in determining the
range of their possible applications is refered to the question of providing their high-resource. The solution of this problem
is closely connected with generating a spatial and homogeneous volume discharge, stable to localization under the conditions, when an accumulation of plasma chemical reaction secondary products in laser mixture takes place " .
The sealed-off TEA-CO2 lasers resource is actually determined by the time when it is possible to form a spatial and
homogeneous volume discharge. The localization of a volume discharge is believed to occur due to the development of
plasma instabilities when secondary compounds are accumulated in the working mixtures of TEA-CO2 lasers. This point
of view is not universal.
As it is shown in a number of publications the localization of a volume discharge in the active mixtures of sealedoff TEA-CO2 lasers can be also caused by the processes occurred on the active electrode surfaces1-4"6.
The investigation results of the interrelated processes, initiating volume discharge transformation into a local one
and limiting the energy and resource characteristics of pulse-periodical sealed-off TEA-CO2 lasers are presented in this
experimental work.
Laser Optics 2000: High-Power Gas Lasers, Oleg B. Danilov, Editor,
Proceedings of SPIE Vol. 4351 (2001) © 2001 SPIE • 0277-786X/01/$15.00
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2.Experimental Set-up
The experimental investigations were conducted in the following directions:
1

A long-term visual and photographic observations of a spatial volume discharge plasma structure.

2

Microstructure investigation of the active electrode surfaces for a volume discharge forming.

3.

The electron emissivity energy measurements out of the active electrode surfaces.

4.

Studying the autoelectronic characteristics of the cathodes.

5.

Choosing the electrode materials and the resource testing of different types of sealed-off TE A-lasers.
The investigations were conducted in an experimental set-up which consisted of a discharge chamber with ten

identical discharge gaps and with electrodes made of different materials; it contained a pulse generator for exiting the
volume discharges in investigated gaps; a system of pumping out and filling in a discharge chamber by the gases being
examined; a measurement device of electron emissivity energy out of the active electrode surfaces; an optical and raster
electronic microscopes; an autoelectronic currents meter and the measuring devices for determining laser parameters.
We used Al, Mg, stainless-steel, Cu, Ni, Mo, Ti, Ta, Nb and W as cathodes materials for excitation the volume discharges. The height of every gap was 0,7 cm, cross-section -0,8 cm2. A volume discharge of a nanosecond duration
was simultaneously excited in all discharge gaps at 40 Hz pulse repetition rate and energy density up to 250 mJ*cin3.
Blowing of laser gas mixtures into a discharge chamber was done by an "electrical wind" 7'8. The volume discharges were
being glowed in mixtures with an initial composition of C02:N2:He=l:l:8 -1:1:2 and at the total pressure P =1 -1,2 Atm.
The control of plasma spatial homogeneity of volume discharge was being done within definite time intervals according to the photoes of plasma glowing made by a microphotometer MF-4. In order to make measurements of autoelectronic currents out of cathodes the discharge chamber was evacuated up to residual pressure P <10"7 Torr and interelectrode gaps were decreased up to d =1 mm. The condition of electrodes surfaces were observed with the help of optical
microscope (Carl Zeiss, m <500 ) or a raster electronic microscope (JOEL-7, m<5000). For this reason the discharge
chamber was opened and the investigation of microstructure was carried out in the open air ( optical microscope) or in the
vacuum (electron microscope). The measurements of electron emissivity energy out of active electrode surfaces were simultaneously conducted with the method of "vibrating condenser" 9 according to a contact potential difference. These
measurements were carried out in the vacuum (P <10"7 Torr). The value of electron emissivity energy out made it possible
to define a coefficient of amplification of the electrical field on the cathode surface and an area of emissive centers on the
basis of the Fowler-Nordheim equation1011. The control of chemical composition of working mixtures in the TEA-C02
lasers operation process was made by a monopolarity mass-spectrometer.

3.Experimental Results
3.1.Volume Discharge Resource
Fig.l shows the photographs of volume discharge plasma glowing in C02:N2:He =1:1:4 mixture, in the initial
mixture (a) and in the mixture with chemically stable composition after 106 discharge pulses (b). The structure of volume
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discharge plasma in the initial mixture is characterized by a high spatial homogeneity with the increased glow brightness
in the cathode zone in all discharged gaps. It means that a space plasma homogeneity of a volume discharge in the mixtures without secondary compounds does not depend on the type of electrode material.
As the number of discharge pulses in the volume discharge cathode area is being increased the thread-like channels with a fixed position to the anode side are being formed . The length of these channels are being increased as the
number of discharge pulses is being increased. After 106 discharge pulses the thread-like channels completely overlap the
discharge gaps formed by Al, Mg and stainless steel electrodes. In the gaps formed by the copper and nickel electrodes the
linear dimensions of the thread like channels reach -20 -40 % of the interelectode gap value. When making molybdenum,
tutanium,tantalum, niobium and tungsten electrodes a plasma spatial structure of volume discharge does not undergo the
visible changes.

As the number of discharge pulses is increased

a structure of the active electrode surfaces is signifi-

cantly changed.
Fig. 2 shows a state of the active surfaces of electrodes made of Al and Ni after being acted upon them by a
volume discharge plasma ( a) and after 104 ( b) and 106 ( c ) discharge pulses. These photos are obtained by means of a
raster electron microscope. In the photos we see that when the electrode surfaces are effected by a volume discharge
plasma it results in visible disruptions of the electrode surface.

Numerous island-like formations consisting of oxide

compounds appear on it. The measurements of their geometrical sizes after 106 discharge pulses showed that they achieved
0,03 -0,1 mm10.
The microstructure changes of electrode working surfaces result in the increase of autoelectron currents from
these surfaces. In order to determine the nature of these phenomena the autoelectronic currents from these surfaces and a
value of electron emissivity energy were meassured in synchronism with the change in a microstructure of the active surfaces. The volt-ampere autoelectron current characteristics in Fowler-Nordheim coordinates5'611 for aluminium, nickel,
copper, molibdenum, tantalum and tungsten cathodes prior to the effect of a volume discharge plasma on them and after
106 discharge pulses are shown in fig. 3. The given volt-ampere characteristics obtained in the result of the measured electron emissivity energy values allow easily determine the amplification coefficient of the electric field over the microheterogeneities ß.
The measurements of the electron emissivity energy prior to the effect of a volume discharge plasma on the
electrode surfaces and after 106 discharge pulses showed that the electron emissivity energy changes only to 0,05 -0,2 eV.
It makes it possible to state that the main contribution to the change of autoelectronic currents is made by a value of the
electrical

field

ß. Some experimental values of the amplification coefficient of the electrical field over mic-

roheterogenities prior to the effect of volume discharge plasma -ß0 and after the affect of volume discharge plasma -ßt on
the electrode working surfaces are given on the diagramms in fig.3.
The highest changes of the amplification coefficient of the electric field after the affect of a volume discharge
plasma on the electrode working surfaces are observed at aluminium, nickel and copper. The value of the amplification
coefficient on the electrodes made of molibdenum, tantalum and tungsten are changed insignificantly. The comparison of
autoelectron values of the currents coming out of the investigated material surfaces while changing the electron emissivity
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energy to 0,05-0,2 eV together with corresponding current changers in the case of increasing the amplification coefficient
indicates that the increase of autoelectronic currents are mostly connected with the increase of the local values of electrical fild occurred on the microheterogenities being formed. These results directly point out that it is advisable to make
the sealed-off TEA-CO2 lasers electrodes using such materials as molibdenum, tantalum, tungsten and niobium. These
results indicate that the resource of sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers is determined by the period of time during which the
plasma-generated microinhomogeneities at the surface of the electrodes are achieved of the value enough for transition of
the autoelectronic emission current to an explosive one.
The formation of the local channels in the volume discharge area and the increase of their geometrical dimensions synchronically with the increase of the amplification coefficient of the electric field on the microheterogeneities, appeared as a result of volume discharge plasma effect, witness of the leading role of autoelectron emission in a volume discharge localization in the sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers in the process of their functioning.
According to the electron explosive emission concept the regeneration process can be developed in the following way. Small values of autoelectron currents at "natural" microheterogeneities on the electrode surfaces are increased
as far as the geometrical dimensions of microneterogeneities and changes of their electric properties such as density, conductivity, heat capacity and electron emissivity energy are increased. When the threshold autoelectron current value is
achieved the emitter heat destruction takes place, forming plasma in evaporated material vapours where the concentration
of charge carriers is increased to several orders " .
The electrical field in the case when autoelectron emission current is transformed into electron explosive emission current, initiating correspondingly the regeneration of the volume discharge into local one, has the value of 10 -10
B*cnfM6n,thatis
EAV*ß =107 -108 ,

(1)

where EAV - is an average value of electrical field in the "anode-cathode" vacuum gap or an avarage value of electrical
field in the range of cathode potential drop of the volume discharge;
ß - the amplification coefficient of the electrical field in the range of emitter (on the cathode area).
The initial values of the amplification coefficient of the electrical field that is the values which are typical of
electrode surfaces prior to the effect of a volume discharge plasma are ß0 -101 -102. If we suppose that the amplification
coefficient ß, of the autoemitter electric field under the influence of the volume discharge plasma is changed according to
the law:
ßt=ßo*(l+a*tn),

(2)

where a - is a parameter, characterizing the change velocity of the field amplification coefficient and is determined by
the grow velocity of microheterogeneities geometrical dimensions;
t - is the total time of volume discharge plasma interaction with a cathode surface.
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We can have an expression for a volume discharge resource and for the sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers resource re
spectively as:
T=((ßt-ß0)/a*ßo)1/n

(3)

As we know the initial meaning of the amplification coefficient of the electric field and the value, corresponding to an autoelecton emission transfer into an explosive one as well as the value "n" we can determine the resource value
of the sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers volume discharge.
The value ( ßt - ß0 ) / ßo in the expression (3) can be used as a parameter, characterizing an "initial stability"
of the volume discharge to localization.
As far as it is problematic to determine the "a" and "n" values in the expression (3) theoretically then we
can get the information about the resource only from the experimental research results.
Resource tests were conducted at two types of small-size sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers operating at a repetition
pulse rate of F =20 -50 Hz ( metall-ceramic TEA-CO2 lasers with gases mixture blowing by "electrical wind" ) and F
=0,5 -2,5 kHz. In both cases the volume discharge was formed in the gap, having the following geometrical dimensions
Va =18*0,8*0,8 cm3. The ratio of the volumes of the active elements to the discharge exciting zone was respectively, k,
~ 155, k2 -830. Aluminium, nickel, copper and tantalum were used as electrodes material. The working mixtures consisted of C02:N2:He in proportions of 1:1:6 and 1:1:8 at a total pressure P =1 Atm. Spatial plasma homogeneity of volume
discharge was inspected visually through optical resonator and special windows, being located along the discharge gap.
Photographing of a volume discharge plasma glow was made in the definite time intervals.
The results of the research showed the following. The volume discharge in the gaps of aluminium electrodes
saves its spatial heterogeneity during 3-7 hours. For the active laser element, operating at a repetition pules rate F =40
Hz it corresponds N -4,3* 105 -106 pulses. For the active element with F =103 Hz the resource has close values in time,
the number of discharge pulses, however, is increased up to N ~(1,1 -2,5 )*107 ones. The formation of a volume discharge between copper and nickel electrodes results in the increase of a resource up to 50-80 hours. The highest resource
- T =120 -130 hours (N ~ (4,3 -4,6 )*108 pulses) was achieved when the electrode was made from tantalum. These results were obtained when the formation of a volume discharge was made in a C02:N2:He =1:1:8 mixture. The use of
C02:N2:He =1:1:6 mixture results in the two fold decrease of the resource .
The chemical composition measurements of the working mixtures after the resource testing was done, showed
very low amounts of oxigen concentration in all cases.
The refilling of the active elements with fresh mixture without changing electrodes, after having been done
the resource testing , and the repeated resource measurements showed that the glowing time of a spatial volume discharge
( volume discharge resource) has from 2 to 5 fold decrease.
The results obtained indicate that the volume discharge resource in C02 -laser mixtures at atmospheric pressure
is determined by the type of electrodes material and the chemical composition of the working mixture. The highest resource is achieved when the electrodes are made of materials less affected by plasma interaction, containing the "active"
forms of oxygen and nitrogen oxides.
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3.2. Sealed-off TEA-C02 Lasers Resource
Fig. 4 shows the dependence of pulse radiation energy on operation time of a small-size TEA-C02 laser with an
exciting zone of a volume discharge Va =18*0,8*0,8 cm3 and the aluminium (a), copper (b), nickel (c) and tantalum (d)
electrodes. The active laser element was made of ceramic 22XC with the diameter of 8 cm and the length of 35 cm. The
initial mixture consisted of C02:N2:He in relation to 1:1:5 at total pressure of P =1 Atm. The gas mixture regeneration
was conducted by means of two palladium catalysts.
"Transversal" blowing of gas mixture in the active element was carried out by the "electrical wind". TEA-C02
laser operated at a pulse repetition rate F = 40 Hz. The active laser element was cooled by an air stream.
It is seen that the radiation energy in the pulse does not directly depend on the type of electrode material after
switching the laser on and after achieving the stationary value. Laser resource with aluminium electrodes is ~ 7,5 hours
(N -1,08* 106 pulses). In the laser with copper electrodes, the geometrical dimensions of which are identical, the radiation
energy drop in the stationary mode pulse occurs 37 hours later (N ~5,33*106). The use of nickel electrodes provides the
laser resource for -52 hours (N~ -7,5* 106 pulses). At last forming the volume discharge between the tantalum electrodes
continuous laser operation is provided within -78 hours (N~l,12*107 pulses).
The filling of the active element with mixtures C02:N2:He in proportion of 1:1:6 and 1:1:7 (P =1 Atm) and the
use of tantalum electrodes allow to increase the total operation time for lasers to 90-120 hours at a pulse repetition rate
from 40 to 50 Hz12.
The dependencies of the average radiation power on time of two TEA-C02 lasers , operating at a pulse repetition rates F =0,5 KHz and F =1 KHz are shown in fig 5. The volume discharge in these lasers was excited between a
profiled tantalum cathode and grid copper or nickel anode. The dimensions of the excitation zone of the volume discharge
consisted respectively of Val =28*2*0,6 cm3 (curve 1) and Va2 =45*2,5*0,8 cm3 (curve 2). The active elements of these
cylindrical lasers had the following dimensions: diameter d, =32 cm, the length 12 =40 cm; diameter d2 =22 cm, the
length 12 =70 cm. The first active element was made of stainless-steel, the second -of aluminium. Heat release from the
active elements was obtained by air-cooled copper heat exchangers with the area of plate surfaces S, =5 m2 and S2 =8 nr
and the water consumption up to 5 1* min" .
The working mixture of the first laser consisted of C02:N2:He in proportion of 1:1:7. Mixture regeneration was
obtained by a set of catalysts of the palladium origin. The working mixture of the second laser consisted of C02:N2:He in
proportion of 1:1:8 and being regenerated by catalysts of the (CuO*Mn02) and adding carbon monooxide to the initial
mixture. The working pressures of the mixtures in the lasers active elements were equal to atmospheric.
With a flow of operation the average radiation power of both lasers is decreased monotonously . The breaks in
the function of the lasers lead to the changes in the stationary power level not more than 10%. In spite of the high excitation energy density, radiation power drop of the first laser (V, =28*2*0,6 cm"3)(see Fig.5, curve 1) occurs lower than of
the second one. Such behaviour can be stipulated by a large volume of gas area in the active element against the excitation
zone of a volume discharge and the kind of coating material of the active element (stainless steel).
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The increase of a drop speed of the average radiation power after 70 hour uninterrupted work of lasers is connected with the destruction of the plasma spatial homogeneity of the volume discharge. After a hundred hour uninterrupted work of lasers the length of the microchannels in the cathode area of the volume discharge (macro-heterogeneous
zone) achieves -5-7 mm. In their further functioning over that hundred hour time-period the dimensions of these channels are rapidly increased and a discharge gap is completely overlapped by a highly current local discharge, causing a
breakdown of the laser radiation generation. In TEA-C02 laser with Va=15* 1,2*0,5 cm3 and electrodes made of copper at
pulse repetition rates of up to 3 kHz ( average power of laser radiation Pav <20 W ) the lifetime of 30 hours is obtained.

4. CONCLUSION
Experimental results corraborate the autoelectronic nature of a local increase of the volume discharge current
density and microinhomogeneities and their liding role in localization of the volume discharge and in limitation of the
energy parameters and resource of sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers. Much more effective the formation process of microinhomogeneities takes place over the electrode surfaces made of Al, Mg, stainless-steel, Cu and Ni. The formation of microinhomogeneities over the electrode surfaces made of Mo, Ti, Ta, Nb and W becomes much more slower. Polishing of
active surfaces of electrodes of Mo, Ta, W and the decrease in oxygen concentration of the laser mixture enable to gain
the higher resource of sealed-off TE A-C02 lasers.
The resource tests conducted with the two types of sealed-off TEA-C02 lasers, such as small-size ones with
metal-ceramic envelope and blowing of gas mixtures by "electrical wind" (F = 25 - 50 Hz, radiation energy in pulse W =
25 -50 mJ ) and high-frequency ones ( F = 0,5 -1 kHz, average radiation power P >120 W ) showed that the minimum
resource is typical of TEA-C02 lasers with electrodes made of Al and Cu. The highest resource T =100 -120 hours is
achieved while producing the tantalum cathodes.
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Fig. 1. Plasma glowing of the volume discharge in an inifial mixture (a) and after 10 disharge pulses (b). All the cathodes
are placed at the bottom of all photos.
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Fig.2. A microstructure of the electrode surfaces of Al (an upper row) and Ni (a lower row) before influence of plasma of
the volume discharge on them (a), and after 104 (b) and 106 (c) pulses of the volume discharge.
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plasma of the volume discharge (1) on them and after 106 discharge pulses (2).
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Fig. 5. Dependencies of the average radiation power in stationary mode versus the operating time of TEA-C02 lasers with
Va,=28*2*0.6 cm3 (1) and ^=45*2.5*0.8 cm3 (2).
1. Initial mixture composition -C02:N2:He =1:1:7, total pressure P =lAtm. Electrode materials: cathode - Ta; anode - Cu.
Pulse repetition rate F =lkHz.
2. Initial mixture composition- C02:N2:He =1:1:8, total pressure P =lAtm. Electrode materials: cathode - Ta; anode - Ni.
Pulse repetition rate F =0.5 kHz.
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ABSTRACT
The aerodynamic windows are intended for a high power extraction from the gas laser optical cavity, where
the pressure is much lower than environment pressure.
The main requirements for the aerodynamic windows are to satisfy a low level of optical disturbances in a
laser beam extraction channel and an air leakage absence into the optical cavity.
One way of the optical quality improving consists in density drop decrease by working gas heating. Optimum
heating of the jet gas improves the optical quality of aerodynamic windows. In this case they became useful for
powerful DF, HF chemical lasers and COIL. Registered aberrations of the aerodynamic windows are insignificant for
divergence quantity of the laser beams with wavelength from 1 to 10 microns.
1. INTRODUCTION
The description of "free-vortex" aerodynamic window has been published 25 years ago1. Maximal pressure
ratio on the aerodynamic window is 6003. It's achieved by using double stage window. Interferometry investigation
of free vortex aerodynamic windows has been showed good optical quality2 for COz lasers with wavelength 10,6
microns but not so good quality for shot wavelength range.
Usually for stream geometry choice a reason of minimum working gas flow rate maintenance is used. Such
approach is justified in case of aerodynamic windows using as output element for high power C02 lasers with
wavelength 10,6 microns. The registered aberrations in a visible wavelength range were insignificant for 10,6
microns laser beam.
In case of aerodynamic windows using for extraction of power with 3,8-4,2 microns wavelength gas-dynamic
inhomogeneity become more significant. And the parameters of the flow in aerodynamic window have to be chosen
in accordance with reasons of minimal optical aberrations in output laser beam.
The experimental data analysis shows that the main aberrations introduced in aerodynamic windows on a free
vortex are directed along a stream. Across a stream the main perturbation is observed near the walls, that is related to
a boundary layer presence.
The inhomogeneity of the aerodynamic windows can be divided on large-scale, related to a stream curvature,
and small-scale, related with a turbulent mixing layer. The large-scale perturbations are stationary in time and space.
The curvature of gas stream boundaries generates a cylindrical lens presence in the aerodynamic window with a free
vortex. The small-scale aberrations are non-stationary in time and rise downstream.
2. ANALYSIS
Let's consider a flow pattern schematically shown in fig. 1 to estimate large-scale inhomogeneity . The
medium is divided on three parts by jet boundaries:
1 - ambient air
2 - gas stream
3 - gas in a low-pressure cavity.
Jet boundaries divide gases with various densities, and hence with various refraction indexes.
l
R
\
°
+
Area 1 is a dispersing lens with a focal length
and a matrix Wi-1

"'-1

[R +

1

where n, is the ambient air refraction index. R+ is an external radius of a vortex.
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Fig. 1 Main parts of flow in aerodynamic window

Fig. 2. Flow pattern.

1
Similarly area 3 is a collecting lens with a matrix

0

«3-1

RArea 2 has a variable on a radius refraction index. The radial matrix of area 2 can be received, having divided
it on thin layers 8R and having multiplied layers matrixes.
Considering a refraction index of an elementary layer 8R to constant (fig. 2), the layer matrix will look like a
matrix of a dispersing lens:

1

Ol

{n,-\)8R
R'

1

where n> - refraction index of gas flowing on a radius Rj.
The overall stream matrix is an all layers matrix product

n

1
(«,-l)<SK

0"
1

n

i
(w,-l)<SR
R?

If 8R directs to 0, the product will pass into an integral
We'll calculate integral, using a theorem of mean.
ffi-X)11

j?2

J

P2

R

R^

where n - some average refraction index
The refraction index in jet is changed with a radius and depends on stream density only.

n(R)-\ = Ap(R),
where A is an air refraction coefficient; p(R) is an air density on a radius R.
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The density is changed with a stream velocity

p(A) = p* (1——£)

*"'

>

where

*• '

reduced flow

velocity

/C 11

/I = 7 * ; k is a specific heat ratio.
/a*
. const C
In a vortex the velocity is changed inverse proportional to a radius A = —-— = — (C is a constant ot
R
R
i

k-\ c 2 *"'
vortex), and the refraction index with a radius R is changed under the law n(R )-l = Ap* (1———(-) ) ,
K'Tl

p* is a gas stagnation density.
Taking into account a smooth refraction index changing with a radius it is possible to calculate approximately
^ n(R_) + n(R+)
n, n «
•
As a result the layer matrix will take on form:
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The total matrix of perturbations in the window is received after a multiplication of matrixes of three parts.
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fz is a focal point of a total lens, f,, f2, f3 are lens focuses of appropriate areas.
Let's carry out a numerical evaluation of a lens speed and we'll find out the most significant part.
1
_/?■-!
f~
R+
n,=l .000257 - the refraction index of the air for normal conditions.
1

m-1

n3 - refraction index of the rarefied air.
The density behind a jet is equal to 1/20 density of the ambient air for the free vortex jet with the pressure
ratio 20.
«3-1 _ pj _ 1

«.-I

p,

20

For upper and lower stream bound radiuses for the jet with pressure ratio 20 we have:

^ = ^=1.35
The focuses of lenses created by an external and internal lens ratio is:

-L : -L = 0.067
\J3!

\J\\

Thus, the lens power produced by the internal air is very small in comparison with the lens power produced by the
external air.
For the lens produced by a supersonic jet we have
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P0 - full pressure in a jet, Pa is the ambient pressure
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It is easy to see, that generally the lens is formed by an external air and — «1.1 — .
Jz
J\
The obtained results concern to the idealized case and indicated evaluations of the lens power appear hardly
overestimated, but they give actual concepts about major factors influencing to large-scale optical aberrations. On the
ground of indicated reasonings it is possible to make two conclusions:
1. the lens is formed by an external air layer, the lens speed practically does not depend on gas refraction index of a
stream, and depends only on a external jet boundary curvature.
2. In case of linear scaling of the window an induced lens is scaled.
The absolute value of small-scale aberration is smaller and linearly increase downstream and can be estimated
from interference fringes contrast loss. So the bands become invisible, if the probing beam wavefront ripple becomes
comparable with X/2, where >t=0,63 microns is a probing wavelength.
The ratio of jet boundary gas density to ambient gas density is equals pjet/patm«l -8. To decrease the density
ratio it necessary to warm jet gas. The optimal gas warming lies in limits of T*/Ta=1.4-1.8, where T* is a working
gas stagnation temperature, Ta is an ambient air temperature. The working gas warming reduces small-scale
aberrations, because the density difference of a supersonic jet and an ambient air decreases. The turbulent density
ripples and hence also refraction index ripples are decrease in a mixing zone.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The shearing interferometer was used for wave front disturbance measurements in aerodynamic windows
(see Fig.3). The interferograms were fixed by the digital video camera and were transmitted to the personal
computer, where they were processed. The double stage aerodynamic window was used as the test object. The
window size was 50mm downstream. To decrease cylindrical lens the free vortex angle was 22°.
Aerodynamic window interferograms for hot and cold working gas are showed in Fig. 4. The interferogram fringes
are invisible if use cold working gas and become visible if working gas has been heated in 1.6 times. In this case the
refraction difference between ambient gas and stream gas is smaller and boundary turbulent pulsation become
invisible. The average fringes luminosity decreasing along the flow is showed in Fig.5.
Wavefront reconstructed from interferograms for hot working gas is represented in Fig 6. "Free vortex"
produces cylindrical lens aberration. The maximal wavefront phase difference is not exceed 0.18p..
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Fig. 3. Scheine of the interferometric measurements.
1 - Shearing interferometer; 2 - Camera; 3 - Laser; 4 - Collimating lens; 5 - Beam splitter;
6 - Aerodynamic window; 7 - Volume; 8 - Mirror.
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Fig.4. Aerodynamic window interferogram for hot and cold working gas
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4. CONCLUSIONS.
Heating of the jet gas improves the optical quality of aerodynamic windows. In this case they became useful
for powerful DF, HF chemical lasers and COIL. Registered aberrations of the aerodynamic windows are insignificant
for divergence quantity of the laser beams with wavelength from 1 to 10 microns.
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Small-sized TEA -N2 and TEA-Xe Lasers with High-Average
Radiation Power
Boris A.Kozlov, Roman I.Ashurkov
Electronic Eng. and Techn. Dept, Radio-Engineering Academy
59/1 Gagarin str., Ryazan, 391000, GSP, RUSSIA
ABSTRACT
The conditions of forming the spatial homogeneous volume discharges in N2:He; Xe:He; Kr:He and Ar:He mixtures
at total pressures of P =0,5 -1,5 Atm and at pulse repetition rates up to F = 7 kHz are investigated. The influence of
macro- and microinhomogeneities of the volume discharge plasma on the maximum pulse repetition rates and average
radiation power of TEA-lasers are determined. A maximum value of the average radiation power of PAv =20 W on
molecular nitrogen ( X =337 nm ) and PAv =28 W on transitions of neutral atoms of Xe ( X =1-5 urn) are obtained.
Keywords: TEA-N2 lasers; UV-laser radiation; pulse periodical volume discharges; macro- and microinhomogeneities;
pulse repetition rate; laser average radiation power, "electrical wind".

1. INTRODUCTION
A powerfull laser radiation of the near UV- and IR- ranges of spectrum may be effectively used in laser chemistry of
polymers, technique of isotopes separation, laser microtechnologies, optical location and ecology.
A high resource and stability of energy parameters of pulse radiation are of great importance in developing lasers
with high level pulse radiation and average radiation powers. The active media such as molecular nitrogen and the
mixture of inert gases having the minimum chemical transformations due to the volume discharge plasma meet these
requirements to a great extent.
The aim of this work was to determine the conditions which help to reach the maximum levels of radiation power in
small-sized sealed-off TEA lasers with "electrical wind" (Fmax~100 Hz) and with high-speed blowing of gas mixtures (F max
>1 kHz) on N2:He, Xe:He; Kr:He and Ar:He mixtures at total pressures up to 1,5 Atm.

2. Experimental set-up
The research work has been conducted with two types of TEA-lasers. The first type is small-size sealed-off TEAlasers with a metal-ceramic envelope, the discharge excitation zone Va =18*0,8*0,3 cm3 and "transverse blowing" of the
gas mixtures with the "electrical wind" '"3. The second type - TEA-lasers with envelopes made of aluminium and stainless
steel ( 32 cm in diameter and 40-70 cm at length ) and excited volumes Va =42*1,2*0,5 cm3, Va=28*2*0,6 cm3 and Va
=45*2,5*0,8 cm3. The "transverse blowing" of gases mixtures N2:He, Xe:He, Kr:He and Ar:He at the total pressure of
0,5-1,5 Atm through a discharge gap was done by small-size electrical fans at a velocity of 15-50 m*s"'.
The excitation of active atoms and molecules with large partial concentrations of helium at pressures up to 1,5
Atm was connected with the necessity of convective release of great quantities of heat out of the discharge gap.
In order to increase the rate of energy dissipation into plasma of the volume discharge a circuit inductance of
"peaking codensers - volume discharge plasma" was decreased to values L<1 nH. Peaking condensers were placed
immediate on the discharge chamber and connected to the main electrodes up to 74 inputs. Maximum amplitude of high
voltage pumping pulses was 40 kV. A volume discharge of a nanosecond duration and energy density W =100-150
mJ*cm"3 was being formed with pulse transformers. 5 thyratrons with an auxiliary discharge TGI2-500/20 were used as
switches". In a number of experiments the magnetic compression chains were used. The volume discharge had been
initiated between Bruce profiled electrodes. In some experiments one of the main electrodes was the grid with the
transparency ratio of -50%. Preionization of the gas mixture had been performed by an auxiliary crown or spark
dischargas, which can be placed at the side of the main discharge gap or behind the grid electrode. Initiation of the main
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discharge and the auxiliary one was proceed by independent pulsed generators. Metal mirrors with the curvature value of
R =5 -20 m and the plain plates of quartz or germanium were used as the resonator mirrors.

3.Experimental results
3.1.Macro- and microinhomogeneities of plasma of the volume discharges
We consider macroinhomogeneities as the areas with a higher brightness of plasma glowing of a volume
discharge. These areas are commensurable with a value of a discharge gap5. In so doing the volume discharge plasma
within these areas has a spatial homogeneity. The macroinhomogeneities of the volume discharge plasma are mostly
visible in the process of a volume discharge formation at " increased" pulses repetition rates. For example, the
macroinhomogeneities of the volume discharge plasma are formed at 25-30 Hz pulse repetition rate in the TEA lasers with
a transverse pumping of gas mixtures produced by the "electrical wind" and at a maximum pulse repetition rate of 50-70
Hz. We observe the plasma macroinhomogeneities visually at 0,6 -1 KHz pulse repetition rate in TEA lasers with a highspeed pumping of gas mixtures and at a maximum pulse repetition rate of 3-5 kHz.
The redistribution of a current density of the volume discharge over a discharge gap length disturbs the optical
properties of the active atmosphere, resulting in the decrease of its effective length. The latter influences the conditions
when the increase of active media correlates with the optical resonator parameters and leads to an appreciable decrease of
laser radiation power in a pulse.
Besides, the macroinhomogeneities of a volume discharge plasma initiate the local channel formation and the
subsequent complete regeneration of a discharge in the local area and the break-down of the generation. This process is
accelerated by the increase of pulse repetition rate and (or) pumping density.
The investigations showed that plasma macroinhomogeneities of a volume discharge are caused by the thermal
inhomogeneities over the cathode area and in the gas flows and by the inaccuracies in the process of the electrodes
production and their positioning.
Fig.l show the examples of the macroinhomogeneities of the volume discharge.
To remove a thermal contact with the main electrodes and the gas flow as well as to use the " distributed" preionizers results in the increase of spatial plasma homogeneity of volume discharge at higher pulses repetition rates.
The electrodes production or the inaccuracies of more than 20 urn at a gap length of d =1,5 -2 cm appearing in the
process of volume discharge set-up also lead to the formation of volume discharge plasma "macroinhomogeneities".
When is in the range of 5 -20-30 pm the most intensive plasma glowing of a volume discharge at the "increased"
pulse repetition rates is observed in the central part of a discharge gap. A preliminary caving of electrodes in the central
part results in balancing of a volume discharge plasma and allows to reach the higher pulse repetition rates. The
formation of macroinhomogeneities in the central part of a discharge gap may be connected with a thermal deformation of
the electrodes resulted from their heating in the "inner" discharge side with respect to plasma.
In order to define the qualitative values of the size of the electrodes caving when they are being heated by the
warmth releasing in a volume discharge plasma the following theoretical model was used:
-the electrode is a flat plate with a thickness of "d" fixed at the edges;
-the temperature of the "external" electrode wall is being kept constant and equal to T0.
The heat flow leaving plasma acts on the "inner" surface of the electrodes and is proportional to the electric power
releasing in a pre-electrode area of the volume discharge. While calculating the T, on the inner surface of the electrode
and the length corresponding to this temperature we can determine the size of the electrode caving in its central part. This
value is:
lW~0,5*(2*lo*Al)0'5 ,

(1)

where Al -the length increment of the heated part of the electrode;
10-the length of the electrode.
The size of the electrode caving depends on their length, thickness and the type of material. The maximum cavings
of electrodes made of Al, Ni, Co and W with the length of 1 =50 cm have the following values correspondingly: 5 -10-100
um; 5 -18-180 pm; 8 -5-50 pm; 3-30 pm at heat flows leaving plasma 100 W and 1000 W. The highest cavings are
typical for the Al and Ni electrodes which have the low heat conductivity coefficient. The minimum cavings are typical
for W having the average heat conductivity coefficient and the lowest heat extension coefficient.
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The theoretical and experimental investigations made in6 showed the following:
-inhomogeneities of the electric field in a discharge gap are proportional to the inhomogeneities of the inter-electrode gap;
-the 0,2% inhomogeneities of the electric field ,being caused by the inter-electrode gap inhomogeneity of 5 =120 ^m when
the gap is 6 cm, result in the inhomogeneities of pumping energy density by more than 50%.
So the heating of the electrodes by the volume discharge warmth can cause the electrodes thermal deformation
large enough for the noticeable redistribution of the current density of a volume discharge, that is the formation of plasma
"macroinhomogeneities" of a volume discharge, and create the conditions for the subsequent complete regeneration of the
volume discharge into the local one.
The plasma microinhomogeneities of a volume discharge or individual spark channels are formed in the main
discharge gap as a result of voltages mismatches7'8 that is in the "afterglow" of the volume discharge plasma.
The main danger of the spark channels formation at the increased pulse repetition rate in the main discharge gap
lies in the fact that they initiate the subsequent complete regeneration of a volume discharge into the local one and limit
the excitation rate of the volume discharge at the level of9:
F=a*B*(L*C*U )■',

(2)

where a -temperature conductivity coefficient of electrodes material;
B - constant (for air B ~10"8);
L - complete inductance of a discharge contour;
C and U - the value of storage capacitance of pulse generator and the voltage of the capacitance charge.
The existence of such interaction between the maximum rate of a volume discharge stable formation and the
electrophysical parameters of the pulse pumping generator points at the expediency of gap discharge sectioning and
volume discharge excitation by the independent pulse generator in every gap8'9.

3.2. Generation characteristics of small-sized TEA lasers on N2:He and Xe:He
mixtures
Generation characteristics of small-sized TEA-N2 lasers with blowing of gas mixtures by "electrical wind" are
shown in Fig.2 - Fig.8. These dependencies of the average radiation power upon the period of time are achieved for various experimental conditions. The dependencies shown in Fig.2 are gained using the TEA-N2 laser without a heatexchanger. Excitation of the volume discharge was effected in geometrical dimensions of Va =18*0.8*0.3 cm3. The active
mixture consisted of N2 and He at total pressure P =1 Atm. Partial pressure of N2 was 65 Torr (an optimal value).
It is obvious that the average radiation power is linearly increased with the pulse repetition rate and does not
change its meaning during 30 minutes at pulse repetition rates up to 20 Hz. At F =25 Hz a decay of power in relation to
time is observed, which is bound up with the redistribution of the current density of the volume discharge ("macroinhomogeneities").
Fig.3 shows the average radiation power versus the time for TEA-N2 laser with a heat-exchanger made of Cu
plates of total area S =1500 cm2 and water is not supplied to the heat-exchanger. Presence of the heat exchanger helps to
noticable increase the radiation power of the laser. As it was earlier a few minutes later after laser switching-on the average radiation power at pulse repetition rate F =25 Hz begins monotonously to decrease.
Water supplying to the heat-exchanger (Fig. 4 ) results in increasing of the average radiation power.
The heat-exchanger from Ni (S =1500 cm2) placed in the laser tube helps to increase the average radiation power
(Fig.5, 6) at other similar conditions.
Fig.7 shows the average radiation power versus the pulse repetition rate for the heat-exchanger of Cu (1) and Ni
(2). The results gained show that usage of the heat-exchanger made of Ni results in increase of the average radiation power
by -10 % (in comparison with the Cu heat-exchanger ). Usage of the heat-exchangers with plates area S =1500 cm2 enables to increase the average radiation power of small-sized sealed-off TEA-N2 lasers by a factor of 1.5 -1.8 compared to
lasers without heat-exchangers.
When SF6 was added to a mixture of N2:He (optimal pressure of 7.6 Torr ) the initial value of average radiation
power was significantly increased. However, during 2.5 hours of continuous laser operation it is decreased by a factor of
2.5. The results achieved are shown in Fig.8.
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Fig. 9 shows the average radiation power of a small-sized TEA-Xe laser versus the pulse repetition rate for
various pumping conditions. The laser radiation was registered at all wavelengths. The active mixtures were consisted of
Xe and He at partial pressures of 20 Torr and 760 Torr correspondingly. With laser in operation at the pulse repetition
rates of up to 100 Hz the average radiation power increases linearly with the pulse repetition rate. Energies of radiation in
a pulse decrease and a "saturation" of the average radiation power is observed. Such behaviour of energy parameters is
connected with a break in spatial homogeneity of plasma of the-volume discharge. Dependencies are finisched at pulse
repetition rates, above which the volume discharge becomes a local one.

3.3.Generation characteristics of TEA lasers on N2:He, Xe:He, Kr:He and Ar:He
mixtures on high pulse repetition rates
The increase of the velocity of gases mixtures blowing in discharge gap Va = 42*1,2*0,5 cm3 up to 25 m*c~
allowed to increase the excitation rate of the volume discharge up to 2 kHz and reach the average radiation powers of PAv
=2,8 W8.
Fig. 10 shows the dependence of the average radiation power on the operating time of TEA-N2 lasers at different
pulses repetition rates (a) and on pulse repetition rate (b). These dependencies had been got at the optimal ratio N2:He
=1:23 and at the total pressure of P =1 Atm. The average radiation power of TEA-N2 lasers operating at the F=250 Hz
pulses repetition rate (curve 1 on Fig. 10a) is weakly changed within the time. At the initial moment the radiation energy
in a pulse has the value of W=l,6 mJ. Within 10 minutes the radiation energy in a pulse is 1,5 mJ The average radiation
power (curve 2, Fig. 10a) at the pulses repetition rate of F= 500 Hz is decreased by ~ 20% within 10 min. The initial value
of radiation energy in a pulse is 1,5 mJ. At the initial moment the average radiation power is 1,5 W at the pulses repetition
rate of F= 1 kHz (curve 3, Fig. 10a) and it reaches the stationary value of 0,75 W for 5 minutes. In doing so the initial value
of radiation energy is 1,5 mJ. At the maximum pulses repetition, rate of 2 kHz the initial value of the average radiation
power is 2,8 W. Within 3 minutes the average power is decreased up to quazi-stationary level of 0,8 W. The initial value of
radiation energy in a pulse is 1,4 mJ, the stationary one is 0,4 mJ.
At the initial moment the laser efficiency has a value of 3*10-4 but at a stationary mode its efficiency at the pulses
repetition rate of 2 kHz is 9*10"5. Such low efficiency values are the result of the ineffective energy transfer from the
pumping generator into a volume discharge plasma ( the pumping energy is dissipated from 20 up to 30% in a clipper
circuit) and the input of the most part of pumping energy into the discharge not in the breakdown period.
Fig. 10b shows the dependencies of the average radiation power of TEA-N2 laser on the pulses repetition rate
obtained at the initial moment (curve 1) and at the stationary mode (curve 2). One can see that at the initial moment, after
switching on the laser, the average radiation power is lineary increased alongside with the pulses repetition rate. At the
stationary mode the average radiation power aims at some value at the level of P =0,8 W.
The dependence of the average radiation power on the time, which we observe, while increasing pulses repetition
rate may be connected with the insufficiently effective separation of metastable states of molecular nitrogen on the heat
exchangers plates which is intended for releasing the average heat power of 3,5 kW out of active area.
The increase of geometrical dimensions of the volume discharge area (Va =45*2,5*0,8 cm3), the speed of gas
mixture blowing (50 m*c"') and the heat exchanger parameters ( a release heat power 12 kW ) as well as the improvement
of the matching terms of the pulse pumping generator with a discharge gap allowed to increase pulse repetition rate up to
3-5 kHz and reach the average power of laser radiation at the initial moment and at a quazi-stationary state 7-12 W
(Fig. II)8.
The excitation of the volume discharge at the segmented gaps ( 5 sections ) allowed to increase pulses repetition
rate up to 7 kHz but we could not however reach the higher levels of average radiation power.
The main factors limiting the level of average radiation power of TEA-N2 lasers are the insufficient
effectiveness of pumping energy input into the volume discharge plasma and the speed of heterogeneous deexcitation of
the metastable states of molecular nitrogen. The solution of one of these problems will allow to obtain the average powers
at the level of 20 W and even more on molecular nitrogen at a stationary mode.
Fig. 12 shows the average radiation power of a TEA-Xe laser with Va =42*1,2*0,5 cm3 in range of 0,6-2,2 kHz for
optimal relations Xe:He =1:100010. A value of a peaking condenser acts as a variable parameter. Value of pumping energy
was supperted as unchangable and equal to 1 J. The average radiation power ( at all wavelengths ) is greatly dependent on
the peaking condenser and proportional to the pulse repetition rate. A maximum average power PAV =2 W is achived at
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pulse repetition rate F =2 kHz with the value of the peaking condenser C =5 nF. Laser energy has a maximum value W -1
mJ in that case.
Fig. 13 shows pulse oscillogramms of laser radiation at all wavelengths for various values of a peaking condenser.
The first peak corresponds to radiation at the wavelength (X =2,027 um and its value and duration very slowly depend on
value of the peaking condenser. Radiation in a pulse "tail" is focused at wavelengths X =2,65 um, X =3,51 um, X =3,65 um.
The energy value at those wavelengths is defined by value of the peaking condenser.
Energy parameters of laser radiation at transitions of Kr and Ar atoms are greatly lower. Maximum average
radiation powers at these atoms are PKT =0,3 W and P^ =0,05 W, correspondingly.
Increase in velocity of energy dissipation in plasma of a volume discharge, increase of pulse repetition rates and
increase in excited volumes of gas mixtures have made it possible to raise greatly the radiation power level at transitions of
neutral atoms Xe, Kr and Ar.
Fig. 14 shows an average radiation power versus the pulse repetition rate of TEA-Xe lasers with the active volumes
Va =28*2*0,6 cm3 and Va =45*2,5*0,8 cm3. Active mixtures of Xe and He were in relations as 1:1500 (1), 1:1200 (2),
1:1000 (3) and 1:900 (4). Total pressure was 1,5 Aim. Maximum average radiation power PAv =28 W is gained in a TEAXe laser with Va =28*2*0,6 cm3 on the pulse repetition rate 6 kHz. Such a result is connected with provision of the better
matching between a pulse pumping generator and plasma of the volume discharge of a laser with smaller geometrical
dimensions of the active zone.
Maximum average radiation powers PKT =3 W and PAT =0,5 W are achieved with mixtures of Kr:He and Ar:He,
correspondingly.

4.Conclusion
The research results showed that the gowerning factors of the limitation rate of the stable formation of the volume
discharge and a level of the average power are macrosopic inhomogeneities connected with a redistribution of the current
density in the main gap due to inaccuracies in manufacturing and mounting of electrodes and in creation of local
discharges during "afterglow" of the volume discharge under the influence of mismatch voltages. Application of preionizers disturbing a homogeneous distribution of temperature in a gas flow or temperature at the electrodes in order to
form a volume discharge also results in the macroscopic redistribution of the current density in the volume discharge. In
order to increase the ignition rate of the volume discharge and to improve a level of the average power measure were taken
to reduce the mismatch voltages and to improve an accuracy of electrode manufacturing and their mounting.
Average radiation power of TEA-N2 lasers are limited by the insufficient effectiveness of pumping energy input
into the volume discharge plasma at high pulse repetition rates and the low speed of heterogeneous deexcitation of the
metastable states of the molecular nitrogen. Mixtures N2:He with partial pressure molecular nitrogen 40-70 Torr provide
the maximum average radiation power.
An average power of TEA-lasers working with mixtures of inert gases when the proportions of the mixture
components and the pumping energy are fixed is increased linearly with the pulse repetition rate. The laser energy value
per pulse depends on a concentration of helium in a mixture and the capacitance value of the sharpening condenser and
reaches a maximum value in mixtures with helium content exceeding a concentration of the "working" atoms by a factor
of (1-2)*103. An optimal value of capacitance of the sharpening condenser is 25-40% of the value of the capacitance of the
storage condenser.
A formation of a stable volume discharge at the pulse repetition rates up to 5-7 kHz made it possible to reach a
maximum average power of 12-22 W in mixtures N2:He -1:20 and 28 W (at all wavelengths) in mixtures Xe:He =1:10001:1200 at the total pressure of 1-1,5 Atm. A maximum value of the average power in mixtures of Kr:He and Ar:He are 3
and 0,5 W correspondingly.
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Fig. 1. Macroinhomogeneities of the volume discharge initiated-by auxiliary corona discharge (a), inaccuracies of the
electrodes productions or interelectrode gap positioning (b) and thermal deformations of the main electrodes (c). PE auxiliary electrode.
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Fig. 2. Dependencies of the average radiation power as a function of operating time for TEA-N2 laser without heater-

exchanger. Working mixture: N2 :He = 65 :700 Torr.
Pulse repetition rates: F =5 Hz -25 Hz. C„ =10 nF, Uc =20 kV.

Fig. 3. Dependencies of the average radiation power as a function of operating time for TEA-N2 laser with Cu heaterexchanger and without water cooling. Working mixture: N2 :He = 65 :700 Torr.
Pulse repetition rates: F =5 Hz-25 Hz. C0 =10 nF, Uc =20 kV.
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Fig. 5. Dependencies of the average radiation power as a function of operating time for TEA-N2 laser with Ni heaterexchanger and without water cooling. Working mixture: N2 :He = 65 :700 Torr.
Pulse repetition rates: F =5 Hz -25 Hz. C0 =10 nF, Uc =20 kV.
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Fig.6. Dependencies of the average radiation power as a function of operating time for TEA-N2 laser withNi heaterexchanger and water cooling. Working mixture: N2 :He = 65 :700 Torr.
Pulse repetition rates: F =5 Hz -25 Hz. C0 =10 nF, Uc =20 kV.
Fig.7. Dependencies of the average radiation power as a function of pulse repetition rate for TEA-N2 laser witth Cu
andNi heater-exchanger and water cooling. Working mixture: N2 :He = 65 :700 Torr. C0 -10 nF, Uc -20 kV.
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Fig. 9. Dependencies of the average radiation power of a small-sized TEA-Xe laser with "electrical wind" on pulse
repetition rate. Working mixture: Xe :He = 1 :38, P^ =780 Torr.
1 - Co = 10 nF, Uc = 7 kV; 2 - C0 = 6 nF, Uc = 10 kV.
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1 -initial level of the lasers power;
2 -stationary mode.
Working mixture: N2:He =1:16, total pressure P = 1 Atm.
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Fig. 12. An average radiation power of TEA-Xe
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1 - Cp = 0 nF; 2 - Cp = 1.5 nF; 3 - Cp = 3 nF;
4 - Cp = 5 nF; cE = 10 nF.
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Fig. 13. Oscillogramms radiation pulses of Xe:He
lasers for all wavelengths and various values of
peaking condensers for a fixed pumping energy.
1 -Cp=2nF; 2 -Cp=4nF; 3 -Cp=6nF; 4 -Cp=8nF;
5-Cp=10nF;Cv=20nF.
Mixture Xe:He =1:1200; P£=760 Torr.
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Fig. 14. Average radiation power of TEA-Xe
lasers with active volumes Va = 4.5*2.5*0.8 cm
(1.4) and Va = 28*2*0.5 cm3 (2.3) as a function
of pulse repetition rate for all wavelengths.
Mixtures - Xe:He = 1 - 1:1500; 2 - 1:1200;
3 - 1:1000; 4 - 1:900; PL = 760 Torr.

IR lasers in a struggle against of the dangerous
cosmic objects
Boris A. Kuzyakov
Moscow State University of Technology "STANKIN",
"SPO ASTROPHYSIKA"
ABSTRACT
Humanity can struggle with the small dangerous cosmic objects in our time and its parameter knowledge are
needed. A present paper deals with prospects for the perspective of the laser methods applications for a dangerous
asteroids discovering and a remote sensing and for the course correction systems of the influence expedients. The
cosmic IR lasers will be used for remote sensing measurement of the various cosmic objects parameters: dimensions
are more then 50 m, velocity is more then 10 km/s. The laser methods have the good perspectives among a large fleet
of diagnostics technical means. The more effective C02 - laser parameters were defined for the solar systems smaller
bodies velocity analysis. The laser is supplied with modulated laser radiation and an automatic tuning optical system.
The C02 - lidars are needed for the asteroids detections and remote sensing at the distances of 30 000 km to 1
Mkm. A laser Doppler anemometer method with adaptive selection is used. The power calculations were made for
the various asteroids in a cosmic space.
The possibilities are estimated for remote sensing and for the course correction systems of the influence expedients
also. The such system must be good for the distances nearby 12600 km, as the asteroids velocity can be more than 70
km/s.
Keywords: Asteroids, laser, solar energy, cosmic platform, sensing systems, influence expedients
1. INTRODUCTION
Three hundred or so large craters1,2 and a geological record stretching over billions of years provide ample
evidence that, time and again, explosive impacts by asteroids or comets have devastated large parts of the polanet,
wiped out species and threatened the very existence of terrestrial life. Astronomers are all too aware that more läge
hulks are out there, hurtking through space, some of them ultimately destined to collide with Earth.
Civilization as we know it will come to end, if a asteroid with dimentions more than 1-2 km hits our planet. When
it comes to asteroids wreaking disaster on Earth, the real question is not if, but when. Therefore, developing the ability
to detect and destroy or divect asteroids is needed.
Planetary scientists have developed a new means of conveying the risks associated with asteroids and comets that
might collide with the Earth. A risk-assessment scale will assign values to celestial objects moving near Earth. The
scale3 will run from zero to 10. A near Earth dangerous object (NEO) with a value of zero or one will have virtually
no chance of causing damage on Earth, the 8-10 means a certain global climatic catastrophe.
The total asteroids kinetic energy (MV2) / 2 will be transform to the explosion energy in during of the impact
process as we know. Therefore it is very important to know the general asteroids mass, structure and velocity. The
modern astronomical data were used for an estimation of the known integral Mi„t asteroids mass.
The several common programs are exist in the world today. NASA's search program designed to discover 90% of
NEO population within 10 years is the biggest. Note the significant increase in the discovery rate in late 1998 due
primarily to the linear program almost according to NASA websites. However, the such function can be approximate
by the MathCad program more exactly. The fig. 1 below shows the commutative total known near-Earth objects
(NEO) vyj versus time VXJ and versus in month within 2 last years. A double scale is used on fig. 1 for a MathCad
procedure illustration.
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Fig. 1. The commutative the total known and the prediction NEO's
The known number- solid line, the prediction number - dotted line
It may be the several prediction versions, but only three of there are shown on fig. 1 by the dotted lines. It can be
used the such polynomial function with the computing coefficients, for example:
VYj (x) = 0.761 x3 - 24.968 x2 + 259.018 x

(1)

The such function (1) is the best approximation of the VYj (x) function.
The asteroids dimensions distribution is known today. The such distribution function can be approximate by the
MathCad service. The very good results were recieved under «Unfit» procedure. The polinomial koeffisients were
computing by the such procedure. It can be used the next polinomial function:
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log(VYj) = vXj = 0.061 x2 - 3.628 x + 8.023 (1+x)'

(2)

The asteroids dimensions distribution log (VYj) is shown on fig. 2.
The such function (2) is the best approximation of the log [ VYj (x)] function. A double scale is used on fig. 2 for a
MathCad procedure illustration also.

8
log VYj

log D, km
Fig. 2. The best probable asteroids dimensions distribution

The asteroids by dimensions more then 100 m can reach the Earth surface. The asteroids known number with
dimensions more then 1000 m are more then 5 hundred as it is shows on fig. 2. The various asteroid materials are
known today: stone, ice, different metals etc. Therefore it can be received an estimation of a middle asteroids density
P mid ~3.6 ton/m3. The estimation of the asteroids integer mass, with a sphere suggestion of the all asteroids,
Münt= ( p mid n D3 ia/ 6 ) can be received at the such suggestions. The asteroids integer mass Mi ^ is nearby
2 1014 kg has been taken by an integration of function log (VY j) for D, ~ 10 m (upper left plot on fig. 2). The
mass M2mt is nearby 6 1015 kg has been taken by an integration of function log (VYj) for Dt~ 103 m (middle
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plot on fig. 2). The mass M3 mt is nearby 4 1015 kg has been taken by an integration of function log(VYj)
for D; ~ 104 m (bottom right plot on fig. 2). The maximum mass contribution in M im are got the large asteroids (D, is
morethen 500 m) in according to the such estimations. The such no complicated estimations and it a combination
with the function vyj on fig. 1. are shown that the known asteroids mass M ^ is arisen very quickly, a Miint rise
velocity across time in month is more then ~ t .
Humanity can struggle with the small dangerous cosmic objects in our time and its parameter knowledge are
needed. A present paper deals with prospects for the perspective of the laser methods applications for a dangerous
asteroids discovering and a remote sensing and for the course correction systems of the influence expedients. The
cosmic IR lasers will be used for remote sensing measurement of the various cosmic objects parameters: dimensions
are more then 50 m, velocity is more then 10 km/s. The laser methods have the good perspectives among a large fleet
of diagnostics technical means.
Now, the laser methods of objects velocity measuring are elaborated sufficient well and its can be used in the
velocity measuring systems of the small particles4 so as of the other objects. Sufficient progress in understanding
of a cosmic space was achieved by humanity during the 40 last years. The cosmic information systems are
developed intensively and they can contain over 10 cosmic apparatus on the polar or the helio-stationary orbits. A
humanity can struggle with the dangerous cosmic objects in our time, but the its parameters knowledges are needed.
Therefore, the tasks of their monitoring are very urgent at present time. The laser methods have the good perspectives
among a large fleet of diagnostics technical means.
2. DISCOVERING SYSTEM
A present paper deals with prospects for the cosmic IR lasers using for the remote discovering measurements of the
various cosmic objects parameters: dimensions are up 1000 m, velocity is up 30 km/s. The cosmic diagnostic systems
must have the minimum dimensions and weights. The optimization procedures are needed for this. A C02-laser under
solar energy pumping was elaborated 5. The more effective C02 -laser parameters were defined for the solar systems
smaller bodies velocity analysis. The laser is supplied with an automatic tuning optical system. Possibilities are
estimated for diagnostic measurements with using modulated laser radiation 6. The C02 lidars are needed for the
asteroids detections at a distances of 30 000 km to 1 Mkm from an Earth surface. A laser Doppler anemometer
method with adaptive selection is used. A laser field sounding is made by adaptive space unfolding of a laser beam
focusing sounding. An exit laser power and a divergence are the lidar complex main parameters. The peak transmitted
optical power is given by :
WT = 7i64RnYs / (PTSo r) eopt B2 SY,)

(3)

where R is the range to the object, n is a degree index, Ys is the postdetection electrical-signal power, PT is the
transmitter antenna gain, Sc is the effective object cross section, B is the aperture diameter, r\ is the space line
transmittance, sopt is the optical efficiency of the system. The value Ys depends on photoreceiver parameters.
The photodetectors with a coolant up to 77 K were used usually in the C02-lidar systems. The high sensitivity
( 1000 V/W ) photoreceivers without a cooling can be used for the sputnik diagnostic systems today. A
photoreceiver with Cd Hg Te crystal is a best. The crystal is made as an optical resonator itself and it uses an
avalanche injection effect. The total photoreceiver noise £ Y; are include various components: Yt is the thermalnoise power, Ya is the power of the electronic postdetection amplifier noise, Yd is the detector darc-current-noise
power, Ysh ' is the signal shot-noise power, Yb is the background-illumination shot-noise power.
The two last
terms are unaffected by the Ys for a such photoreceiver.
The main cosmic system components, are shown on fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Laser system general setup for an asteroids discovering
The power calculations were made with using Eq. (3) for the asteroids in a cosmic space. The T| is nearly equal
1 for the wavelength X= 10,6 jx in this case. Substituting the values for R= 105km, S0= 1,6 km2, B = 20 m, PT
= 1500, Wr = 9,5 10'9 W into Eq. (3), yields WT = 100 kW, for example. Therefore, a such diagnostic task can
be solved by the measuring system utilization which contains a power laser and the new 7 photoreceivers.
The
constant
C02 lasers exit power are upper 100 kW, at present . The such diagnostic systems can found
application for the asteroids velocity measurements and for the various cosmic and aerophysical measurements in a
cosmic space.
3. THE MORE SUITABLE LASER GENERATORS
The various type of the high power lasers under solar pumping can be used in the such systems,
its are discussed below. But each of the these laser types can be used in a general optics system.
3.1. Optics System
A high power laser beam is on the its output window. An exit laser beam is a ring type laser beam
( [R - r ] « R) at our system8> 9. Then, it input in a laser beam transformer axicon. A transformed laser beam ([ D
- d ] ~ D ) is created at a axicon output. After that, a laser beam put on a scanning system that is discussed below.
Then a laser beam put on a laser beam expander 10. A high power laser, laser beam transformer, a laser beam
scanning system and laser beam expander are a part of general laser optical system (fig. 4) example. Our scanning
system is made on a tradition chime. The high power laser beam can be scanned to the field that we want detect. The
receive light beam of this direction of our scanning field is collected by the objective and it is scanned back to the fixed
beam by the line and frame scanner, at the same time. The one of the beam splitters reflects most of the fixed beam to
the focal lens. The letter focuses the whole receive light and local laser to the photoreceiver. A high power laser beam
with needed parameters (origin diameter and origin divergence) is created by the such optical system.
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Fig. 4. Laser system scheme

3. 2. The Lasers Pumped by blackbody emission
At earth orbit, the solar flux Ws well known to be about -0,14 W/cm2, which ultimately provides the energy
source with which to pump the solar laser system. The lasers pumped through an IR absorption spectrum, the use of
an intermediate blackbody offers substantial and important advantages n. The undesirable energy losses in the
laser tube can be controlled. If materials such as ZnSe or KC1 could be used in the laser construction, the optical
absorption losses of these materials are small, and the utilization of the solar spectrum may be increased many orders
of magnitude. If the re-radiation losses were the only loss mechanism, the utilization of the suns energy for laser
pumping could be as high as 98% for black body temperature TBD=1500° K. The necessary collector size S
for laser power
W, = 100 kW is S = Wi (Ws p)"' = 100 x 100 m2,
if the overall efficiency p = 10 "3.
It would seem that the indirect solar pumping has great promise for IR lasers.
3.3. The Gas Lasers with R.F. Excitation
Now, various company produces a range of C02 lasers from 1 W to 30 000 W, using Radio
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Frequency (R.F.) power excitation. These lasers are compact, low voltage devices which can easily be integrated
into systems and supplied with a sophisticated micro-processor control systems. Output power may be adjusted
continuously from 0% to 100% in few millisecond time duration. Voltage of power supplies is very small -2060 V. Therefore, the solar cell modules can be used in such power supplies 8. Some specifications of solar cells
provided by industry supplies are presented in the Table 1 (for the earth surface normal conditions).
Table 1.
Solar module type
MC-550
MC-870
C3Y-1

Power, W
50
70
220

Power / Square,
W/m2
100
114
80

Power/Weight,
W/kg
6,9
7,8
2,4

The front surfaces of solar modules are coated with long-lasting polymeric material. No fragile materials like
glass or single crystal silicon plates are used. Modules design ensures reliable operation even if only the part of its
surface is illuminated. The warranty period for flexible amorphous silicon solar cells is 3 years. For the system
which consists of 4 lasers 30 kW laser power each for 100 kW cosmic laser system the solar cell module (as
MC-870 ) with dimensions 140 x 140 m2 is need for such laser system power supply. The such plate dimensions is
not too large for the laser cosmic systems and can be made in our time already. This is the real scientific project as
the solar power modules cost will be less 0,3 $ / W near 2005.
The several scientific works were realized for solving the such tasks. The modern technology scheme for silicon
solar cells was developed in our Institutes. The such solar power cost will be less
2$ / W in 2001, by our estimations. In the same time our solar cells are more lighter then its were 2 years ago,
according to table 1.
3.4. The Various Solid State Lasers
We are developing the solid state lasers under solar pumping also. In one of a such laser model is used a single solid
state rod at phosphate glass, its length is near 0,5 m, laser wavelength is 1.06 u. The optics waveguides with the
selective properties and ceramic laser chamber are using at a such laser construction. A general mirror concentrator
has selective covering also. The such laser construction can be base for 1 - 5 kW solid state laser under solar
pumping. If we can combine the several such lasers, we can produced a high power laser module. The examples of
the such laser modules are shown in Table 2.
1rabl
Version
N 1
N 2
N 3
N 4
N 5

Power, kW
5
10
30
50
100

Laser number
20
10
4
2
1

General power, kW
—
100
- « -« -« -« - « -« —
100

4. THE SOME ASPECTS FOR THE COURSE
CORRECTION SYSTEMS OF THE INFLUENCE EXPEDIENTS
The possibilities are estimated for the course correction systems of the influence expedients also. The such system
must be good for the minimal distances nearby 12600 km, as the asteroid velocity can be more than 70 km/s. The
laser power for the course correction systems of the influence expedients may be nearby 30 kW in according to
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expression (3). Therefore for the such tasks may be used as the same modules which are shown in Table 2, so as ;;«
other types modules, which are shown in Table 3.
Table 3.

Version
N 1
N 2
N 5

Power, kW
3
5
10

Laser number
10
6
3

General power, kW
30
-« - « 30

5. CONCLUSION
In our paper cosmic orbits C02 -lasers and solid state lasers are discussed because of the ecological requirements.
A cosmic system with the such lasers has some advantages and may be used in the object velocity remote sensing
systems and for the Earth defense problems solutions in the nearest future. Therefore, the possibilities of the three
types of high power lasers with solar pumping are discussed. The possibilities of the other various types lasers with
solar pumping were described at several early works I1,12.
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ABSTRACT

With the aim of a parameters control of multiwave lasers the influence of the competition of C02 molecule rotationalvibrational transitions on the original two-channel technique has been investigated experimentally. The strong competition of
transitions is observed only at two-wave generation on lines of one band, for example, 00°1-10°0. At the two-wave lasing on
lines of various bands the competition of transitions can be essential weak.
Keywords: two-wave C02 laser, competition of rotational-vibrational transitions, dynamics of the connected systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
Laser sources which operate at two or more wavelengths are required in various fields. For example, lasers oscillating
on several rotational-vibrational transitions in the mid-IR are of interest for vibrational excitation and dissociation of
molecules, remote and local gas analysis, metrology, nonlinear conversion in crystals, effective optical pumping of FIR
lasers. For these and number of other appendices it is important to receive multiwave generation with the stable output.
However, in the case of molecular gas lasers achieving simultaneous oscillation on several given lines with stable output
parameters, is a complicated problem due primarily to the strong competition between rotational-vibrational transitions.
With the purpose of achievement of a steady mode the certain methods allowing to avoid influence of a competition are
used, for example, light beams diversity in the active medium. However in some cases the competition can play and positive
role, for example, at study of dynamics of the connected systems ', generation of pulses of the special form 2, intracavity gas
analysis3. Therefore it is important to study the mechanism of a competition of transitions, that then, depending on a circle
of soluble tasks to have an opportunity to operate a mode by multiwave generation.
In the given work the results of experimental researches of a two-wave mode of generation in the low pressure cw C02
laser with the longitudinal discharge are submitted. The features of such mode were studied in the two-channel cavity with
independent adjustment everyone on the certain line, and in active medium the two-wave radiation was distributed strictly on
one ways. On the basis of mutual influence of channels of generation the competition of transitions for various combinations
of rotational-vibratonal lines is investigated.
2. COMPETITION BETWEEN ROTATIONAL-VIBRATIONAL TRANSITIONS
It is known that a cw C02 laser with a nonselective cavity oscillates spontaneously on one or several rotationalvibrational transitions 4. The spectral distribution of the output is changed at random due to competition between these
transitions. Two main processes are at the heart of this competition effect, firstly a deviation from the Boltzman rotational
distribution or quasi-equilibrium distribution of particles among vibrational levels by laser field. Secondly, rotational or
vibrational relaxations which are trying to restore the equilibrium state. To obtain stable cw oscillation on several given lines
simultaneously, it is necessary to choose laser parameters correctly, considering the competition and relaxation processes.
In our recent papers, on simultaneous oscillation of two and more rotational-vibrational lines in a pulse TEA C02 laser,
it was shown both theoretically and experimentally that stable multiline operation is possible at high laser intensities. Under
these conditions, due to a rotational bottleneck effect, the competition influence on the laser stability is weakened
considerably 5"9. To moderate the competition it is necessary for the intracavity intensity to reach the saturation intensity (I)
for the transition. This intensity can be estimated from the expression:
Is = C7ty/rB
(1)
where c is the speed of light, g is the collisional halfwidth at halfmaximum, r is the collisional relaxation time, and B is the
line center Einstein coefficient. This mechanism, which we named the "field mechanism", is applicable both to rotational
transitions of one band and of various bands including nonregular bands 00°2-02°l, 00°2-10°l, 01 'l-l 1 '0. In the last case it
is simplest to moderate the competition influence on laser stability. In this case the vibrational bottleneck effect operates at
Laser Optics 2000: High-Power Gas Lasers, Oleg B. Danilov, Editor,
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significantly smaller values of the saturation intensity due to slower vibrational relaxation processes.
Despite of the study of multiline oscillation in a TEA C02 laser, the temperature model used for calculations is also
applicable to cw C02 lasers. On the other hand our results are in a good agreement with earlier theoretical works on
multiline oscillation in a cw C02 laser l0". Calculations 10" showed that in order to weaken the competition, among
transitions with Lorentzian-shape line broadening, it is necessary to generate conditions such that the laser field disturbs the
Boltzman rotational distribution. Thus, in our opinion, the field mechanism is universally applicable and can be used to
explain the multiline oscillation in both TEA C02 (pulse duration of approximately 1 microsecond) and other cw molecular
gas lasers with Lorentzian line broadening. It should be noted that for lasers with the Doppler line broadening different
volumes of the active medium can be responsible for the oscillation on different lines.
In this work the field mechanism approach is applied to explain the experiments of the simultaneous oscillation on two
lines in a cw C02 laser where the line broadening is close to homogeneous. The stability of this system has been studied in a
multichannel cavity taking into account the mutual influence of lasing channels. To explain the peculiarities of the multiline
oscillation in a cw C02 laser, the competition effect has been studied for various combinations of rotational-vibrational lines
over a wide spectral range. To demonstrate the principle multiline laser systems, this paper presents a two-wave C02 laser
for study of nonlinear dynamic effects, designed according to conclusions of this investigation.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup for investigating the simultaneous oscillation on two lines is schematically shown in Fig.l. The
experiments were conducted using a commercial sealed-off discharge tube GL-501 cooled by water. The length of the active
medium was 1.2 m. The discharge tube was powered by a stabilized high-voltage power supply. The cavity was formed by a
totally reflected mirror 2 installed in the tube, a 150 lines/mm grating 3 operating in first order in a non-Littrow arrangement,
and mirrors 4 (A,) and 5 (X2) set at small angles to the cavity axis. The reflectivity of the grating in the first diffraction order
was greater than 90%. The laser output was approximately equally distributed between the 00 and OO'-orders of the
diffraction grating (see Fig.l).

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. 1- discharge tube; 2- nontransmitting mirror; 3- diffraction grating; 4, 5, 6- mirrors;
7- chopper or acousto-optical modulator; 8- generator; 9- iris aperture; 10- photodetectors; 11- two-channel analogue-digital
converter; 12- computer; 13- dual-trace oscilloscope; 14- spectrum analyser.
When this system operates with the 00-order of the grating, radiation of different wavelengths, A,, and A2, propagates
along the same optical path. Radiation output using the OO'-order provides spatial separation between A, and A2 components
so that we could investigate multiline oscillation. Using this arrangement for the cavity it was possible to tune the lasing
channels to a desired line independently and analyse the oscillation on several lines simultaneously
With the help of additional mirrors 6 the OO'-order output was directed to Ge:Au detectors 10 cooled by liquid nitrogen
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with a bandwidth of -10 MHz. The electrical signal from these detectors reached a two-channel analogue-digital converter
11 and then a computer 12. Additionally we used a dial-trace oscilloscope 13. To analyze the spectral characteristics of a
laser, the 00-order radiation modulated by an electromechanical chopper and directed through a SPM-2 monochromator 14.
Loss modulation in the active channel was performed by an electromechanical chopper 7 or an acousto-optical
modulator 7 made of KRS-5 crystal. An ultrasonic wave in this modulator was excited by a generator 8.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An investigation of the stability of simultaneous oscillation on various transitions was carried out for various pairs of
lines belonging to different vibrational bands 00°1-10°0 and 00°l-02°0. The vibrational bands and the rotational (J) quantum
number were varied. Typical measurement results of the competition of rotational-vibrational transition on a two-wave C02
laser generation mode are given in Fig. 2. To investigate the effect of one lasing channel on the other the following
procedure was used. Two channels were adjusted to the lines at \l and X2 by alignment of mirrors 4 and 5. Then the
intracavity loss modulation in the active channel was performed by an electromechanical chopper 7. In case of small
frequencies of modulation (up to ~5 kHz) in the active channel the quasi-stationary generation is observed, i.e. the Q-switch
regime is not shown. Thus the amplitude of pulses correspond to generation output in a continuous mode, when the
modulation is absent.
2 ms
P,W
P(34)00°l-10°0
active channel
r*
N
1-.

P, W
R(38)00°l-10°0

Fig.2. Generated pulses of a two-wave C02- laser with loss modulation (modulation frequency fm =250 Hz) in one of
the channel (active channel) and tuning the other channel (passive channel) on generation lines.
The competition between rotational-vibrational transition should result to synchronous oscillations of the output
radiation intensity in the passive channel. And, laser pulses in the passive channel will follow in an anti-phase laser pulses of
the active channel '. The depth of modulation in the passive channel should characterize degree of a transition competition.
At the less modulation depth the transitions are less connected.
Studying the interaction between the lasing channels has shown that tuning the cavity mirrors to various vibrational
bands, independently of the rotational line choice, leads to modulation depth of the passive channel output radiation intensity
far less than 100% (bottom curve on Fig. 2). And the modulation depth has a common tendency to reduction in process of
increase of frequency of modulation (f) and aspires to 0 at f ~ 1,5 kHz. However exists the high depth of modulation (-70 %)
is abnormal at f - 500 kHz. It can be caused by resonant properties of the used laser system or by relaxation processes in
active medium.
The most significant interference of the channels was observed when lasing on various rotational lines of the same band
(see Fig. 2). In this case the competition resulted in a 100% output power modulation in the passive channel irrespective of
loss modulation frequencies down to 40 kHz. At the large frequencies are observed complex nonlinear-dynamic effects '.
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The observed difference in the competition effect on interference between channels for various combinations of
rotational- vibrational lines can be explained on the basis of the field mechanism criteria introduced earlier by expression
(1). To do this compare the value of saturation intensity /, and the laser field intensity / achieved in the cavity. Notice, that Is
is dependent upon the transitions probability and relaxation rates.
For C02 the absence of the competition effect on interference between channels may be only observed at channel
tuning to different bands which are not connected by common vibrational states, e.g. 00°1-10°0 and Ol'l-ll'O, 00°2-10 1
and 00°l-02°0, and so on. Calculations have shown that at intensities -100 W/cm2 attained in the cavity and a relatively low
V-V exchange'rate (~106 s"1 x Torr"')12 for C02 under typical conditions of low-pressure cw lasing "vibrational bottleneck"
takes place and the competition between the transitions weakens. In the case of transitions which are coupled through a
common vibrational state, for example 00°1-10°0 and 00°l-02°0, the output power, as illustrated in fig. 2, is dependent on
the presence of oscillation in the neighboring channel. For these transitions the output power of the passive channel already
begins to feel the competition between the transitions.
The rate of rotational relaxation is several orders of magnitude higher than the rate of vibrational relaxation (about of
100 times higher for experimental conditions), and the radiation intensity / is inadequate to produce the "rotational
bottleneck" (I«h) and consequently for the reducing the competition between rotational transitions.
A theoretical analysis is required to explain the observed dependencies more accurately. However, the detailed
numerical analysis of multiline oscillation in the cw C02 laser, as was done for the TEA C02 laser9, is complex owing to the
quasiequilibrium vibrational distribution in the electrical discharge.
4 APPLICATION OF THE TWO-WAVE CW C02 LASER
One more possible application of a multiline system is using them to study nonlinear dynamics processes. Single
line cw C02 lasers have been used to investigate many types of nonlinear dynamics processes 13. In our opinion, it would be
useful to investigate the problem of a few coupled oscillators system ' with the help of a multicavity system coupled through
the common active medium. In this case the coupling efficiency can be easily varied from low (lines belong to the different
vibrational bands) to high (lines belong to one vibrational band).
Such a two-wave laser with independent tuning, in each channel, to a specific rotational-vibrational line in various
vibrational bands of the C02 molecule represents a system of two coupled "optical" oscillators undergoing forced
oscillations'. Consequently, the proposed method provides new opportunities for investigating the relationships governing
the nonlinear response (doubling of the period and of the repetition frequency of the pulses, deterministic chaos, etc.) in the
specific case of coupled oscillatory systems.
In this work experimental investigations were made of nonlinear dynamic regimes of the operation of the two-wave
C02 laser described above. Our laser system made it possible to tune the cavity channels to various lines in the traditionally
investigated 00°1-1000(02°0) and nontraditional Ol'l-l l'O and 00°2-1001(02°1) bands. Figure 3 gives the experimental time
dependencies of the outputs Pactive and Ppassive when the laser was tuned to a pair of lines P(16) (passive channel) and R(18)
(active channel), in the 00°1-10°0 band. The output powers of the lines obtained in the fundamental mode regime were
approximately the same and amounted to ~ 2 W (coupling via the 00' order) in the case of cw lasing without loss
modulation. When the losses were modulated, the peak power reached 12 W.

Fig. 3. Experimental time dependencies of the radiation
powers Pacl and Ppass obtained from two-wave laser at the
following loss modulation frequencies v (kHz): (a, b) 34;
(c, d) 74; (e, f) 98; (g, h) 164; (i, j) 48; (k, 1) 32; (m, n) 175.
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Nonlinear dynamics of the laser was investigated as a function of the loss modulation frequency in the active ca ;ty
channel. Nonlinear amplitude- frequency characteristics of each of the laser channels have two low- frequency resonance
spikes, associated with forced linear oscillations of two coupled oscillators, and high-frequency spikes, corresponding to
doubling of the period of the output radiation oscillations. These nonlinear amplitude-frequency characteristics are differed
fundamentally from the corresponding characteristics obtained in the one wave lasing regime. It was established that at low
loss-modulation frequencies the oscillations of the output radiation in the coupled channels are in antiphase. At high
modulation frequencies the dynamics is cophasal. Under certain conditions, we observed such nonlinear dynamic effects as
doubling of the period and of the repetition frequency of the pulses, as well as deterministic chaos.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work multiline oscillation on two transitions in a cw C02 laser was investigated by use of a multichannel
cavity. The field mechanism approach was applied for experimental data analysis. It was shown that the influence of
competition between transitions on the laser stability is weakened considerably at high laser field intensity (higher than the
saturation intensity), when a vibrational bottleneck effect is induced.
The field mechanism approach may be useful when considering simultaneous multiline oscillation in other
molecular gas lasers (e.g. CO, N20, HF, DF, etc.). It should be noted that in the case of simultaneous oscillation of two
orthogonal polarised waves on the same transition 6, to enable competition weakening one needs to switch on the
polarisation bottleneck effect which is defined by the orientation constant of the transition dipole moment.
It is also possible to apply our approach to investigate simultaneous oscillation on different molecular components
in the same active medium (CO-C02, C02-N20, l2C02-13C02) where a common reservoir of stored vibrational energy is
used jointly 14. In this case the bottleneck effect is determined with an intermolecular vibrational exchange. Preliminary
experiments with a cw CO-C02 laser which has an output containing 5.4 and 10.6 urn radiation confirm this conclusion.
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Action of pulse-periodic and continuous IR radiation
on light-controlled vanadium dioxide mirrors.
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ABSTRACT
The results of an experimental research of action of the intensive mid IR-range pulse - periodic laser radiation on V02mirrors are represented. The damage thresholds of VQrmirrors are defined for pulse-periodic and continuous radiation
and the analysis of the mechanism of their destruction is carried out. The results of numerical simulation of dynamics of
switching of VCVmirrors under the action of pulse - periodic radiation are presented.
Keywords: vanadium dioxide mirror, damage threshold, mid IR range
1. INTRODUCTION.
The vanadium dioxide(V02) mirror represents a multilayer interference system with a film V02 as the command
element1. The modulation of a reflection coefficient in such system is achieved at the expense of a reversible modification
of optical parameters of VO2 during the semiconductor - metal phase transition, which happens in a temperature interval
60-70°C 2. In an association from a type of an interference system of a mirror it the reflection coefficient can vary from
Rmin < 1 % up to I*,™* = 95-98 %, and as with positive, and negative magnitude of dR/dT '. The switching of V02-mirrors
from one state into another can be carried out at the expense of heat by the thin-film heater, electronic ray, or by laser
radiation.
The controlled VQrmirrors and modulators on their basis are perspective devices for laser radiation control.
Among a series of applications of similar devices it is necessary to mention the intracavity control of the laser beam
direction3'4, control of the shape and duration of laser action pulse5, and also the limiting of intensity of a laser radiation .
It is obvious, that one of the basic parameters of optical switches on the base of V02-mirrors is their stability under the
action of an intensive laser radiation. In this paper the outcomes of an experimental and theoretical research of the
destruction of V02-mirrors are represented under the action of pulse - periodic and continuous laser radiation of mid IRrange, and also the analysis of the influence of conditions is carried out of pulse - periodic exposures on dynamics of
switching of V02-mirrors.
2. DAMAGE THRESHOLDS OF V02-MIRRORS BY A LASER RADIATION.
Experimental research of damage thresholds of V02-mirrors were carried out in the 3.6-4.2 urn spectral region.
As an action source the continuous supersonic DF-laser with a duration of laser action 5 and 10 seconds was used. To
obtain the pulse - periodic regime the radiation was modulated with the help of gyrating of a mirror. The pulse repetition
rate of a radiation in this regime varied from 0.5 up to 2.5 kHz and the pulse duration varied from 1.2 up to 0.3 us.
The optical schemes in the experiments included two channels. The first channel was for a measurement of
parameters of a laser radiation - energy or intensity, pulse duration and distribution of a radiation in near-field zone.
Samples of V02-mirrors were placed in the second channel of the optical scheme. The radiation flux, incident on the
samples, varied with the help of calibrated attenuators.
The damage thresholds were obtained on the base of the real spatial distribution of a radiation in a plane of a
sample. A diameter of the irradiated zone on the samples was 1-5 mm. The presence of irreversible modifications on a
surface of the sample was determined by the following methods: visually - with the help of microscope, on a modification
of spatial distribution of a radiation in a probe beam of the He-Ne laser (A.= 0.63 um), reflected from area of laser action,
and - on a modification of the modulation characteristics of a V02-mirror at the exploration of the irradiated zone by a
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radiation with a wavelength hitting in spectral area of modulation of a mirror. For these purposes the continuous He-Ne
laser with X= 3.39 um was used.
In the experiments the VC^-mirrors with dR/dT > 0 were investigated. The mirrors were made so that spectral
area, in which the modulation of their reflection coefficient is maximum, coincides the spectral area of an acting
radiation. The interference systems of mirrors had the following construction: (HL)n-Hl-V02-H2-M. Here H and L - are
the quarter wave dielectric layers with a high and low index of refraction respectively, n = 1... 2, M - the film of metal
with a high reflection coefficient. The whole optical thickness of layers HI and H2 is close to 1/2. A principle of work of
such mirrors and detailed definition of their constructions are presented in1. As dielectric layers ZnS, ZnSe, BaF2, AI2Q3
and Ge films were used. A thickness of the VQ> film was 0.25-0.35 um. The samples of VQrmirrors on a quartz glass,
germanium, aluminum and copper substrates were investigated.
The researches have shown, that the irreversible modifications of the surface of VCb-rnkrors under the action of
one radiation pulse pass three stages with growth of radiation power. On the first stage there are no visible modifications
of a surface and the modulation characteristics of a VC^-mirror at the working wavelength do not vary. However, at
exploration of the irradiated zone by a radiation with A.=0.63 um, in space distribution of a reflected radiation occur
interference rings. In some cases rings arise only at 10-20 s after the laser action. Most frequently this effect is exhibited
at an exposure of V02-mirrors intended for 10 urn spectral range. At the increase of the action intensity the second stage
of irreversible modifications is observed - the arising in the irradiated zone of single dot destructions of dielectric layers of
the mirror. The further increase of intensity produces the third stage of modifications - continuous destruction of film
coatings in the irradiated zone.
In spite of the fact that on the first stage of irreversible modifications the change of modulation characteristics of
a V02-mirror does not take place, the intensity, appropriate to this stage, was determined as the damage threshold When
the first stage of modifications was not observed, the damage threshold was determined on the arise of single dot
destructions on a surface of a sample.
In the Table 1 some experimental damage thresholds of VCVmirrors under the action of pulse - periodic and
continuous laser radiation are presented. For the pulse - periodic regime - Tp - pulse duration, / - pulse-repetition
frequency, Qthr - radiation energy density on a sample for one pulse. For a continuous regime of an exposure the threshold
intensities on a surface of a sample are presented. The V02-mirrors on a copper substrate at pulse - periodic and
continuous action of a radiation have damage thresholds exceeding the magnitudes which are listed in table. For a
comparison in a table the data on the destruction of mirrors by a single pulse radiation also are presented.
Table 1. The damage thresholds of V02-mirrors under the action of laser radiation.
Rmax, %

96
96
94
94
94
94

Substrate
Ge
Ge
Ge
Cu
Ge
Cu

Mode
S
S
P-P
P-P
C

c

V WS

4
50
1
1
-

/,kHz
2
2
-

-* act?S

10
10
10
10

CW, J/cm2
14
21.7
0.6
>1.9
3.3 kW/cm2
>3.8 kW/cm2

T
°C
630
350
570
640
-

Notes: S, P-P, C - single pulse, pulse - periodic and continuous regimes; T^ - calculated temperature of a surface of a
mirror armrnnriatp
appropriate to the.
the tlamaue
damage threshold
The results, represented in a table, allow to reveal the following regularities:
1. The increase of a thermal conduction of a substrate of a VCvmirror reduces in the increase of the damage threshold.
2. To the same result led the increase of R^ for VCVmirrors with dR/dT > 0.
3. The decrease of a thickness of an interference system is accompanied by the increase of the damage threshold.
A character of destructions of VGvmirrors by a radiation and the regularities of a modification of a damage
threshold allow us to make a conclusion, that for the considered conditions of action the thermal mechanism of
destruction of mirrors is dominant. The part of an energy of an acting radiation absorbed by an interference system of a
mirror, reduces in significant heat of interference layers. As V02-mirrors used in experiments, had zero transmittance, the
energy of a radiation absorbed by an interference system, can be presented as:

Q = Q0[\-R(T)]

(l)
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Here Q0 - the incident energy of a radiation, R (T) - reflection coefficient of a V02-mirror. From here follows the strong
influence of the reflection coefficient of a mirror after completion of the phase transition (at T> 70°C) on a damage
threshold.
Because of the difference of temperature coefficients of the extension of layers, in an interference system, during
heating by the radiation, arises the mechanical strengths reducing in a stratification of the layers and the bend of the
surfaces of the mirror in irradiated zone takes place. It is the reason of the appearance of interference rings in distribution
of a reflected radiation of the probe laser. As a modification of a thickness of an interference system is small (AH « A.0,
A,o - operation wavelength of a V02-mirror), it weakly acts on modulation characteristics of a mirror. However, the
mechanical strength in stratified area reduces in emerging of cracks in layers, which are the contributors of dot
destructions of a surface of a mirror. Another contributor of dot destructions are the imperfections of a structure of layers
and inclusions having a increased absorption and calling a local overheating of a surface.
With a diminution of a thickness of an interference system of a mirror the damage threshold is increased. It is
connected with magnification of effectiveness of remove of heat into substrate. Besides the smaller thickness of recordings
ensures the increased mechanical strength of the whole interference system and reduces the possibility of a stratification.
The influence of a thermal conductivity of a substrate and duration of acting pulse on a damage threshold also is connected
to a velocity and effectiveness of remove of heat from layers into substrate during action of a radiation.
3. THERMAL MODEL OF ACTION OF INTENSE RADIATION ON V02-MIRRORS.
The process of heat of a VCVmirror by a intense laser radiation consists of three stages. On the first stage, at
temperatures below phase transition, the VOrmirror has a constant reflection coefficient equal Rmk for mirrors with
dR/dT > 0; the second stage corresponds to a temperature interval of phase transition in VO2 film, where the modification
of a reflection coefficient of a mirror happens; and the third stage - at temperatures higher than temperature of completion
of phase transition (T> 70°C), where the reflection coefficient of a mirror again becomes to constants and equal R^ for
mirrors with dR/dT > 0. On each stage of heat the amount of energy absorbed by a mirror, is various and is determined by
the reflection coefficient. However, as have shown in the experiments and calculation, for radiation intensities of hundreds
kW/cm2, the duration of first two stages of heating does not exceed 100 ns, and the amount of an energy of a radiation
absorbed on these stages, is several percents from a full energy in a pulse. Therefore, at numerical simulation it is possible
with a rather high degree of an exactitude to consider, that the VOrmirror initially is in a switch on state appropriate to a
metal phase of the VO2 film, and has a constant reflection coefficient.
The simulation of heating of a multilayer mirror by a radiation can be carried out in view of distribution of a field
of a light wave and heat release in each layer (for example, Ref. 7). However, such approach is meaningful, in basic, for
pulses of a radiation of small duration. Let's consider the distribution of temperature on a thickness in a semi-infinite body
at it surface heating by square pulse of a radiation. A profile of temperature for the mentioned above conditions can be
calculated with the help of expressions8:
f
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^
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1- —j= ■ j exp(- u2 )du
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Here P - specific power of a surface heat source, d - density, c - specific heat, k - thermal conductivity, a - temperature
conductivity.
Fig. 1 shows the distributions of temperature through 100 ns and 1 us after a beginning of action of pulse of
radiation for film materials with a low thermal conductivity (VO2, ZnS, BaF2) and material with a high thermal
conductivity (Ge). It follows from the Figure, that for time of heating in hundreds and more nanoseconds and thickness of
layers, characteristic for VOrmirrors of mid IR-range, the heat, released in one layer, has time to be redistributed on
adjacent layers. It allows to consider an interference system as homogeneous during calculations. The average was
produced on all layers which are included in an interference system, with weight factors which are taking into account the
thickness of layers.
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4 z, jLim

4 z, jLim

Fig.l. Calculated distribution of temperature on depth of a layer after 100 ns (a) and 1 us (b) beginning of heating by a
radiation. 1 - ZnS, 2 - VQ> and BaF2, 3 - Ge.
The tentative estimations have shown, that under the action of intense laser pulse the surface of a V02-mirror is
heated up to hundreds degrees. At such modification of temperature noticeably vary a thermal conduction and thermal
capacity of materials which are included in a structure of an interference system. Therefore at simulation the temperature
dependence of a thermal conduction and thermal capacity of these materials were taken into account.
Thus, the thermal model of a VQrmirror for the considered conditions can be shown to an approximation of a
thin homogeneous slice with the ideal thermal contact to a semi-infinite body and which is heated up by the constants
heat source. For the case of a rectangular distribution of a radiation the modification of temperature in such model can be
represented as8:
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Here index 1 concerns to a slice, and index 2 - to a semi-infinite body (substrate), Q0 (0 - an energy density of an incident
radiation, R - reflection coefficient of a VQrmirror at T> 70°C, H - thickness of a slice.
From this model the maximum temperature (T^) was defined which is achieved in interference system of a
mirror to an end of laser pulse at energy densities of a radiation appropriate to a damage thresholds obtained in
experiments, and also in experiments on action of radiation at 10-micron spectral range.. The average magnitude T^ is
approximately 600°C. An exeption are the cases of VQrmirrors on Ge and Al substrates for which at xp= 50 us T^ have
smaller values..
Fig.2 shows the calculated damage thresholds of VGvmirrors by a single pulse laser radiation for X= 3.6-4.2 us.
At calculation it was stated, that temperature appropriate to a damage threshold is 600°C. From the Figure it is evident,
that for V02-mirrors on substrates with a low thermal conductivity (quartz glass) the calculated results are well agreed
with experimental data. For VQrmirrors on substrates with a high thermal conductivity (germanium) at TP = 50 us
calculated results of damage threshold approximately twice exceed experimentally measured. One of the reasons of such
divergence can be that at Q0 > 20 J/cm2 the damage threshold depends on uncontrollable contamination of a surface of a
mirror (particles of a dust, thin film of an atmospheric moisture etc.), possessing the increased absorption and lowering a
damage threshold.
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Fig. 2. The influence of pulse duration on damage threshold of VQrmirrors. 1, 1 ' - quartz glass substrate, R^ = 91 %; 2,
2 ' - quartz glass substrate, Rn,» = 96 %; 3, 3 ' - germanium substrate, R^ = 96%. Dashed curves - calculation without
taking into account of temperature influence on parameters of materials.
On Fig.2 for a comparison the calculated results also are shown without taking into account of a temperature
modification thermal parameters of layers of a mirror (dashed curves). It follows from Figure, that this factor poorly
influences on the results of calculations for a mirror on a substrate with a low thermal conductivity, but it appears
essential in case of a high thermal conductivity of a substrate. The reason it is that in the first case the influence of a
substrate on the temperature of an interference system is not enough and modification of a thermal conductivity of layers
reduces only in redistribution of heat in layers. In the second case the heat release into a substrate becomes the essential
factor, and the effectiveness of a heat rejection is determined not only thermal conductivity of a substrate, but also thermal
conductivity of interference layers.
At pulse - periodic condition of action in characteristics of radiation stability of V02-mirrors enters not only
damage threshold, but also the stability of modulation characteristics from pulse to pulse. So, at high intensities and
pulse-repetition frequency, the efficiency of heat release from interference layers in a substrate can appear insufficient,
therefore to a moment of arrival of the next pulse, the temperature of a VO2 film will exceed temperature of a beginning of
phase transition, that will be exhibited in a diminution of modulation of a reflection coefficient. Moreover, at rather high
repetition frequencies the temperature of a VO2 film, to a moment of arrival of the next pulse, can exceed temperature of
completion of phase transition (T = 70°C), that will reduce in full vanishing of modulation. (This effect is reversible, as
after an extinction of radiation action radiation and cooling of a mirror the modulation is restored.) In this connection it is
necessary to determine conditions, at which the loss by a VOz-mirror of modulating properties can be minimized or is
eliminated.
At the analysis of pulse - periodic action of a radiation on V02-mirrors, two basic parameters describing the result
of this action can be used. At first, pulse temperature of a surface of a mirror at the end of i-th pulse of a radiation - TWThis temperature characterizes maximum temperature of a mirror and determines maximum admissible power and
temporal parameters of a radiation, setting their upper bound - damage threshold. Secondly, the pulse temperature of a
surface of a mirror before the beginning i-th pulse of a radiation - TW This temperature characterizes minimum
temperature and sets the second upper bound of admissible power and temporal parameters of a radiation - from a point of
view of a range of a modification of a reflection coefficient of a mirror at it switching.
At duration of pulse - periodic action exceeding the part of second, the thermal model of a mirror should take into
account a thickness it of a substrate and heat exchange with an environment. Therefore, during radiation pulse the
simulation was carried out on the considered above model (see expression (3)), and in gaps between pulses the model of a
homogeneous slice having parameters of a substrate was used.
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Within the framework of such a model the modification of temperature of a mirror in a point z (0 < z < 1) after
pulse can be represented as9'
(4)
l+

»=i
\Cn+g )
g
o
Here T (0, u) - distribution of temperature in a substrate at the moment of a termination of action pulse, g = a/H, H - factor
of heat exchange depending on properties of a cooling medium, / - thickness of a substrate, a - temperature conductivity of
a substrate, (C - w-th solution of an equation £, tg (£, /) - \lh = 0. The characteristic temperatures T^ and T1,^ are
determined by expressions:

iL=i.T
m+r , iL = ZTm
m=\
m=I

(5)

Here Tra - the temperature assigned to expression (4) for z = 0 and t, equal to the interval between wz-th and z'-th pulses (1
< m < z), T* - temperature of a surface of a mirror in an extremity of action of a single radiation pulse.
Fig. 3a shows the calculated temperature via time of radiation action for a VQrmirror (dR/dT > 0) on a Ge
substrate (cooling by air) for pulse - periodic action of a radiation with xp= 1 us, t = 5 s and/= 1 kHz. On the Figure it is
shown, that at energy densities of a radiation in each pulse Qo = 0.5 J/cm2 during action maximum temperature does not
reach the magnitude appropriate to a damage threshold. At the same time, T,^ becomes more than 70°C already through
1.5 s after the beginning of the action, that indicates the full extinction of modulation of a radiation by a mirror. The
calculations show, that for cooling of a V02-mirror by air and fixed magnitudes of xp and t the optimization of a radiation
load on a mirror is possible at the expense of a variation of magnitudes Q0 and/ permitting to eliminate the reach of
damage threshold and, at the same time, to ensure a conditions of maximum modulation during all time of action.
However, for high pulse-repetition frequencies (f>l kHz) the optimum energy densities of a radiation thus do not exceed
5 mJ/cm2.

T' max ' T' min i °C"'
v

•max , C

Tmin i °r
'"'
1

4 t,s
Fig. 3. The change of temperature of a VGvmirror surface in pulse - periodic action conditions and cooling: by air (a) and
by water (b). xp = lus,/= 1 kHz, Q0 = 0.5 J./cm2, / = 10 mm. a - Ge substrate, b - Cu substrate. 1 - T^, 2 - T^.
Fig.3b shows the time dependent T^ andT,™ for a V02-mirror (dR/dT > 0) on a copper substrate with forced
cooling by water for Tp = 1 us, /= 1 kHz and Q0 = 0.5 J/cm2. It follows from the Figure, that the fast modification of
temperature of a mirror surface happens only on an initial stage of action, and at t> 0.3 s temperature varies very slowly.
As for the given condition of mirror cooling the magnitude T^ poorly depends on time of action, the magnitude of a
damage threshold will be approximately equal to magnitude of a damage threshold for a mono pulse condition of action.
The difference between temperature T^ and temperature of cooling fluid, in this case, is determined by a thickness and
thermal conductivity of a substrate and in a considered example is ~ 0.2°C. The calculation shows, that for the considered
conditions of action the energy density of a radiation, at which the maximum modulation is saved, can be increased up to
1-1.5 J/cm2.
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4. CONCLUSION
The represented results show, that for VQrmirrors intended for mid ER-region, in the pulse - periodic (at duration
of a radiation exceeding 0.5 us) and continuous conditions, the mechanism of destruction of mirrors by a radiation has
mainly thermal character. The damage threshold of mirrors by a radiation can exceed 3 kW/cm2, that allows to use such
mirrors for radiation control of high-power lasers, and also in limiters of intensity of a laser radiation. Further
magnification of damage threshold can be possible at the expense of use highly pure materials for manufacture of
mirrors, choice of materials with a minimum difference of coefficients of thermal expansion and diminution of a thickness
of an interference system of a mirror. Interference systems with a small amount of layers described in1 in the latter case
can be used.
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EFFICIENT INTRACAVITY FREQUENCY DOUBLING OF C02 LASER
IN NONLINEAR CRYSTALS

Vladimir O. Petukhova, Vadim A. Gorobets3, Sergei Ya. Tochitsky3, Konstantin V. Kozlovb
aB.I. Stepanov Institute of Physics, NASB, Scaryna Ave.68, 220072, Minsk, Belarus
A
Joint Stock Company "Peleng", Makayonok Str. 23, 220032, Minsk, Belarus
ABSTRACT
Several original schemes for intracavity frequency doubling of C02 laser radiation (TEA and cw systems) in AgGaSe2
nonlinear crystals have been proposed and studied experimentally. Computer modeling was used for optimization of the
optical schemes and cavity parameters. The enhancement by several fold in conversion efficiency was achieved for
intracavity SHG in comparison with traditional schemes. A 60% peak power efficiency and 15% energy conversion
efficiency has been obtained with a TEA C02 laser. More than 100 mW at 5 um was generated in the crystal with 1=17 mm,
which is a record output for SHG of a cw C02 laser. This output is more than 10 times higher than 5 urn power measured
with standard focusing the C02 laser beam.
Keywords: C02 laser, efficient intracavity frequency doubling, nonlinear crystals.
1. INTRODUCTION
Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) in nonlinear materials is an important process for the extension of the wavelength
range accessible with available laser sources because of its simple, reliable application. It is widely used in different spectral
ranges. In the 4-5 urn spectral range a frequency-doubled C02 laser has the potential for providing an optimum combination
of spectral control and frequency stability. AgGaSe2 is an efficient nonlinear material for phase matching frequency
conversion of a C02 laser. However, in spite of efficient SHG reported for high-peak power C02 laser pulses in AgGaSe2,
for continuous-wave (cw) C02 lasers the output is too low for real applications. Resonance enhancement is a powerful means
to improve the frequency-doubling efficiency if sufficient laser power is not available. It can be realized either by placing a
crystal inside of the laser cavity. This method puts forward very strict requirements on both the nonlinear crystal and the
laser. For example, it is necessary to eliminate Fresnel losses introduced by the crystal and to optimize the harmonic output
coupling. Especially important is to use a nonlinear crystal of high optical quality in which residual absorption is minimized.
In this paper results on the optimization of output power at 5 um using different schemes are presented.
2. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF AgGaSe2 CRYSTALS
The AgGaSe2 crystals examined here are two samples, 10x12x14 mm3 and 3.5x8x17 mm3. This crystals were grown in
the Institute of Solid State and Semiconductors of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus by Dr. V.N. Jakimovich '.
They were cut at an angle 9=55° (<p=45°) to the c axis corresponding to phase matching at 10.6 urn. All the samples were
subjected to mechanical polishing; no antireflection coatings were deposited. Characterization of low-absorption AgGaSe2
crystals is a quite complicated issue in relatively short samples. Infrared transmission measurements in the 2-12 urn region
using spectrophotometers do not give conclusive results. For accurate evaluation, direct measurements of the absorption
coefficients were undertaken based on the transmission of a focussed C02 laser beam after allowance for the Fresnel
reflection. Another important issue that powerful, focused laser probe beam could bring multiphoton absorption to light. A
stabilized, computer tunable cw C02 laser was used for these measurements. The laser beam was attenuated from ~5 W to
100 mW and focussed on the crystal. A calorimeter power meter measured transmitted radiation. The crystal was mounted
on a specially designed optical table that allowed fast, backlash-free translation of the sample in and out of the laser beam.
An interleaving procedure was adopted recording the laser power alternately with and without crystal. To avoid systematic
problems, and to have some estimate of inherent random fluctuations, we made many such cycles and averaged data. The
measured value of transmission exhibited error of 0.5 %. After allowance for the Fresnel reflection the estimated total
experimental uncertainty in a,, determination was 0.003 cm"1. The absorption coefficients for ordinary polarization in the
9.2-10.8 urn range are found to be 0.006±0.003 cm"1 for the second sample. The first sample has absorption factor 0.02±0.003 cm'1. In addition careful mapping of a cross section of the crystals absorption was performed. The samples through the
cross section had a high optical homogeneity.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES OF SHG WITH A TEA C02 LASER
A detailed study on frequency doubling of a TEA C02 laser with AgGaSe2 crystal using traditional external
focussing and intracavity schemes was carried out. It is known, that in the case of high power 10 um laser pulses, the SHG
efficiency is limited by the surface damage threshold of a crystal. Two schemes enhancing the SHG efficiency in nonlinear
crystals were studied experimentally. First, the intracavity frequency doubling, for which the efficient interaction length is
larger was tested. Such a scheme was previously tested with Tl3AsSe3 crystals2. Second a scheme using a nonlinear output
coupler made of AgGaSe2 was studied. This new technique for SHG was first proposed by us and proof-of-principle
experiments were reported earlier .
Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic diagram of the experimental set up and an external scheme of SHG. Two optical
schemes used for intracavity SHG of C02 laser radiation are presented in figures 1 (b) and 1 (c). A 70 cm x 3 cm x 2 cm, UV
preionized TEA C02 laser was used \ The cavity was formed by a rear curved mirror (r=2.5 m) and an output coupler . The
cavity length was 1.25 m. To control mode quality and the radiation flux in the cavity, an iris was placed just before the
output coupler. Energy for both the pump and the second harmonic was recorded by an IKT-1N calorimeter. Fast detectors
either a FPU-500 photon drug detector or a cryogenically cooled FSG-22A photoresistor were utilized to measure the peak
power and the pulse shape. Temporal resolution of a detector-digital scope detection chain was better than 25 ns. A 15-mm
LiF filter blocked the C02 laser radiation.
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement of the components in the TEA C02 laser optical resonator: base-made laser system
setup (a) and variations of optical resonator schemes (b, c).
1- nontransmitting mirror (R=2.5 m); 2- ZnSe Brewster window; 3- diaphragm (0 8 mm); 4- output mirror (Ge etalon);
5- LiF plate; 6- IKT-1N calorimeter; 7- Ge:Au photodetector; 8- reflector mirror (R=oo).
The AgGaSe2 crystal examined here is a 14-mm long sample with a 12-mm x 10-mm aperture. The parallelism of
working optical surfaces was better than 20".
When the TEA C02 laser was filled with a gas mixture C02:N2:He=l:l:6, a Ge etalon (reflectivity ~ 75%) was
utilized as an output coupler and the output energy reached ~ 1 J. The laser oscillated on the 10P(20) line. The beam
diameter was approximately 7 mm with a homogeneous spatial distribution of energy providing the fluence of 2.6 J/cm .
Typical traces observed for the 10 um and 5 urn pulses with an external focusing scheme are shown in fig. 2a and 2b,
respectively. For these measurements radiation was attenuated to the level of 2 J/cm2 providing conditions for use of the
crystal without any damage. Note that the surface damage threshold for AgGaSe2 is 2.7 J/cm2 5. The peak power conversion
efficiency was -15% and the energy conversion efficiency - 2%. Analysis of temporal dynamics of the 10 urn and 5 urn
pulses showed that the pump pulse profile is not optimal for nonlinear frequency conversion. Low intensity tail of the C02
pulse practically does not contribute in SHG. That is why we optimized gas mixture in the laser for SHG and decreased N2
contamination in the mixture. Fig. 3a and 3b show the 10 um pulse and the 5 urn pulse, correspondingly after optimization.
At these conditions- gas mixture C02:N2:He=7:l:25, discharge voltage of 24 kV- up to 6.5 mJ of energy was recorded for
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the 5 um pulse. It is important that energy fluence for this mixture was 1.5 times less than for the ordinary mixture without
any change of the SHG efficiency.
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.Fig. 2. Typical pulses of 10 urn (a) and 5 um (b) when gas
mixture was C02:N2:He =1:1:6.

Fig. 3. Typical pulses of 10 um (a) and 5 um (b) when gas
mixture was C02:N2:He = 7:1:25.

Intracavity SHG (see fig. lb) allowed to increase the harmonic output to 13.5 mJ. This output was obtained at the
incident fluence approximately equal to the fluence for the external frequency conversion. It was achieved by placing a
multilayer attenuator made of plastic film inside the cavity. The observed gain in the SHG efficiency is attributed with a
double pass through the crystal. A s-polarized 5 um beam was coupled through a Brewster window of the TEA C02 module.
It should be noted that the coupling efficiency in our case was -60% and part of 5 um radiation is trapped in the cavity. If we
assume that all 5 urn radiation is extracted from the cavity (a Ge Brewster window could provide the coupling efficiency of
90%), then up to 22 mJ of the second harmonic could be generated.
The most efficient SHG was obtained in a nonlinear output coupler made of AgGaSe2. Since nonlinear optical
materials in the mid-IR region (AgGaSe2, ZnGeP2) have high refractive indices, it is possible to use a nonlinear element
simultaneously as an optimal output coupler and a frequency converter. For this configuration (see fig. 1 c) 52 mJ of energy
at 5 urn was measured. At the same time the C02 laser produced 370 mJ of 10 urn radiation. If we define the external SHG
efficiency in a usual manner as a ratio between energies or powers of the second harmonic and the fundamental radiation,
then the energy conversion efficiency reached 15% and the peak power conversion efficiency - 60 %.
Thus, intracavity SHG is an efficient tool to enhance conversion efficiency of a TEA C02 laser. Especially
promising in terms of the SHG efficiency is a novel technique using an output coupler made of nonlinear optical material. At
comparable level of the pump pulse the conversion efficiency in the nonlinear output coupler is several times higher than for
traditional external and intracavity SHG schemes.
4. INTRACAVITY SHG OF A CW C02 LASER RADIATION
We tested several different configurations for intracavity SHG in AgGaSe2. All experiments were performed with a
sealed-off cw C02 laser6 with an active length 1.2 m. The laser oscillated on the 10P(20) line and produced up to 8 W in
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TEMoo mode. We utilized the 17 mm AgGaSe2 crystal for SHG. The crystal was manufactured with a parallelism better
than A". This made it possible to practically use the nonlinear element as a Fabri-Perot etalon.
First, SHG was obtained using the AgGaSe2 crystal as a nonlinear output coupler of the C02 laser (Fig. 4 b). This
technique was successfully applied earlier for a high-power TEA C02 laser but its potential is not studied for a low-power
cw laser. By replacing an output coupler of the laser with the nonlinear crystal, we were able to convert frequency to the
second harmonic. The microwatt level of 5 um power was measured when the beam diameter on the crystal was
approximately 8 mm. Another factor, additionally to low-power pump, limiting the SHG efficiency in our experiment, is
connected with the mismatch between the cut angle of the crystal and the 10P(20) line. Experimentally, we found that the
optimal wavelength for SHG at normal incidence in the sample was 10.61 urn (the 10P(22) line). To increase the SHG
efficiency, we modified the C02 laser cavity. A mirror telescope was placed in the cavity (fig. 4 c)to decrease the diameter of
beam size on the crystal and, therefore, to increase pump intensity. An OPAL-PC (developed by SOI, St. Petersburg)
computer program was used to optimize the radius of curvature for two mirrors, while maintaining the small spot size in a
collimated beam (telescope worked as a beam compressor). At the beam diameter of 2w0=0.9 mm, the measured output was
1-1.5 W and 1-2 mW at 10 urn and 5 urn, respectively. This corresponds to a rather high efficiency of SHG for a relatively
low-power cw C02 laser beam. Careful optimization of the laser parameters (the discharge current, active medium
composition, etc) would result in up to 1% efficiency of SHG for this promising scheme.
Kilohertz amplitude-modulated signals in mid-IR are needed for spectroscopic applications. To this end, we
demonstrated the first acousto-optic modulation of light in a AgGaSe2 nonlinear crystal. Piezoceramic plates made of CTS19 were attached to the crystal sides, and a sinusoidal signal with frequency from 10-200 kHz was used to power the
modulator. The nonlinear crystal served three purposes: output coupler, nonlinear frequency converter, and AO modulator.
Preliminary results showed that acoustic modulation is efficient despite the small dimensions of the crystal. We observed
100 % modulation of both 10 urn and 5 urn radiation in the range of modulation frequency of 10-60 kHz. The SHG
efficiency increased several times because of higher peak power of pump radiation. Note that nonlinear dynamics of this
system is interesting to study, since a transition to period doubling of the laser output was observed around the modulation
frequency of 40 kHz.
The best results on intracavity SHG in AgGaSe2 (Fig. 4 d and 4 e) were demonstrated in a two-mirror cavity. An
optical scheme of this configuration is presented below (Fig.4 a). Here the nonlinear element was placed normally to the
cavity axis in the focus of an intracavity lens. A s-polarized 5 um beam was coupled through a GaAs Brewster window and
recorded by a detector. Estimations showed that intensities close to 100 kW/cm2 could be reached at the focus. To prevent
damage of AgGaSe2 and formation of thermal lenses, an intracavity chopper with 3% duty cycle was mounted in front of the
crystal. To avoid Q-switch regime, the chopper's slot was made 10 times larger than the beam diameter. More than 100 mW
at 5 urn was generated in AgGaSe2, which is a record output for SHG of a cw C02 laser. This output is more than 10 times
higher than 5 urn power measured with standard focussing of the C02 laser beam (Fig.4 a).
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Stochastic and order phase structures in active medium
flow of gas-dynamic laser
Valery O. Kovalevsky, Vitaly V. Lobachev*
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named after D.F. Ustinov, 1, 1-st Krasnoarmeyskaya St., St.Petersburg 198005, Russia
ABSTRACT
Detail analysis of active medium flow structure is presented. Schlieren method photography of flow is processed to
reconstruct parameters both stochastic and order phase components. Properties of random part including correlation
function, spectrum of spatial frequency, scale of turbulence, are determined by digital filtering. It was possible to compare
influence of random and regular phase distortions on radiation divergence structure.
Keywords: power spectral density; correlation function; directional radiation pattern; wave front order (regular, static)
component; wave front stochastic (statistical, fluctuation) component.

1. INTRODUCTION
Lasers called forth appearance of different tasks related to radiation propagation through optically inhomogeneous mediums
mostly because the latter significantly influence on quality of laser radiation. As a rule inhomogeneity is a perturbation of
index of refraction of radiation medium due to variation of its density and/or composition. These perturbations result in the
end in beam squinting, flicker effect, diffusion, angle of divergence enlargement and in other undesirable effects. In the
aggregate this leads to intensity abatement of focused laser beam or of beam that is transported to long distances.
In this case one can consider not only heterogeneity that are situated on the laser beam way from exit aperture to target such
as atmospheric turbulence or gas curtain that separate resonator cavity and exterior atmosphere, etc. Active medium (AM)
fluctuations also should be taken into account. AM disturbances in gas flow lasers have the most considerable influence on
beam quality due to diversity and complexity of processes leading to optical irregularity.
It is quite clear that gas-dynamic perturbations can be subdivided into regular (static, order) and stochastic (fluctuation)
components, and actual field of phase disturbances corresponds to their superposition. Inasmuch as the former component
corresponds'to nonuniform distribution of average flow gas-dynamic parameters, it is consistent to assume that these
distributions remain during laser generation. A result of such perturbations is radiation wave front (WF) transformation in
laser exit aperture with all the undesirable consequences affecting beam haulage to target.
The second component corresponds to pulsating turbulent disturbances and has spatially irregular and, in general, timevarying character. This component being averaged in time that is comparable to generation time does not lead to serious
distortion of WF, but is the origin of radiation spatial coherence losses and, in the end, of integral beam quality degradation.
Since there are obvious physical distinctions in the nature of above-mentioned gas-dynamic field components, one also has
to expect essential difference in their influence on laser radiation parameters. Therefore, the models of their influence also
will differ fundamentally. Thus, scalar diffraction theory is more common for modeling of light propagation with order phase
field, whereas issues of optical waves coherence theory are needed for the description of effect of stochastic component.
It should be noted that the problem of air-optics as such was subject of comprehensive research in a number of treatises '.
But some of its aspects are still insufficiently examined due to their excessive complexity. And this may turn out to be
substantial restriction in search of other ways of efficiency advancement of gas flow laser. That is why the goals of this paper
are detail analysis of gas-dynamic field phase disturbances structures of GDL AM, revelation of nature of this disturbances
and exposure of relations between basic structure components and also reliable prognosis of extent of disturbances influence
on laser radiation integral quality that is estimated by directional characteristic.

2. FUNDAMENTALS AND METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
A set of restrictive hypothesizes should be assumed in order to obtain detail information on local disturbances structure,
especially statistical ones. This approach proves to be quite valid because analysis of dynamics of statistical assemblies
appears to bring considerable difficulties even for numerical simulation. And test data as a rule have limited character that
* Correspondence: Email: office@iltt.spb.ru; Telephone: +007 (812) 2512162; Fax: +007 (812) 2512240
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Fig. 1. Schlieren-pictures of AM flow (flow direction is horizontal from left to right); a,b - the optical knife is vertical,
c - the optical knife is horizontal; a - near nozzle bank region, b,c - far wake gasdynamic field 160 mm
distance from nozzle bank
does not allow to track simultaneously all the local relations of gas-dynamic field structure. The more traditional
hypothesizes are the following:
1. Recorded signal consists of two components; order and random. The first component is reproduced from test to test, while
the second one repeats oneself statistically with allowance for its ergodicity.
2.Examined gas flow has two-dimensional (flat) character since the screen of flat nozzles and the wind channel of a
rectangular profile were used in experiment.
3.Random part statistical parameters vary slowly, consequently it can be assumed that the stochastic process is in wide sense
spatially homogeneous on a bounded patch of wave surface.
4. By means of spatially averaging stochastic part of the signal with provision for its quasihomogeneity one can estimate
averaged-out statistical characteristics as function of position along and across a flow.
5.Random process due to refraction (density) fluctuations induced by turbulence is considered spatially homogeneous and
isotropic in flow orthogonal plane. This assumption permits to proceed to analysis of radiation parameters in the line
perpendicular to nozzle slits.
6. Laser generation or gain time is supposed to be in orders of magnitude greater than characteristic temporal scales of
turbulence and this dictates the necessity of application of coherence theory issues for modeling and analysis of the
directional radiation pattern.
7. Contribution of order and stochastic components to distortion of initially flat WF propagated through gas flow can be
considered separately. In which connection in case of order component geometrical optics approach is suitable but for the
evaluation of diffusion conditioned by stochastic component small disturbance solution method of Maxwell's equations
should be applied in order to take account of diffraction and flickering.
As one must obtain parameters of laser radiation that traversed through phase nonhomogeneous AM, it is expedient to use
optical probing for measuring of such parameters. This method ensures integration of disturbances 3D-structure along
optical path. In this case WF of probing beam in exit aperture bears information on integral along the way of probing
structure of AM heterogeneity.
Technique of optical visualization of supersonic flow (Mach number ~5) should guarantee high spatio-temporal resolution
and ability of adequate quantitative information restoration on distribution of WF local angles of slope or magnitudes
proportional to phase incursion. One of the most convenient methods of noncontact optical probing of spatially multi-scale
gas flow disturbances is schlieren method2. Its field resolution is defined by the forming optical system, resolution dynamic
range of the recording device. And temporal resolution in its turn is defined by pulse duration of probing radiation.
On Fig.l. you can see three schlieren pictures of gas flow behind the GDL nozzle screen design features of which are
considered at large in3. It is only important to notice that in aperture sight there is supersonic flow with order structure of
shock waves and wakes formed by three nozzle vanes. Schlieren pictures are distinguished by knife orientation relative to
flow direction and also by the location of the probing beam aperture downstream. Air was used for lancing in experiments
with the following deceleration parameters: pressure .Po=25xl05Pa, temperature r0=300 K. For schlieren picture acquisition
spark source of achromatic light was used with the pulse duration -10"6 s.
It is known from the theory2 that schlieren method in paraxial approximation of geometrical optics secures recording of the
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intensity variation in every point of plane of observation that will be proportional to the WF angle of slope e in the object
plane orthogonal to knife edge.
2a I-I0

/.

/,00

Where / is intensity distribution in observation plane; I0 is intensity distribution in observation plane without distortions
introduced by object that is being investigated i.e. without it; 70o is intensity distribution in the observation plane without
knife and object;/,=1600 mm is main objective lens focal distance; a=0,25 mm is slit half-width. For high spatial resolution
support over all the probing area (-76x56 mm) photometric fields registration was effected on special photographic film that
was then digitized by high spatial resolution scanner.
It should be particularly noticed that schlieren pictures were taken in identical conditions but actually in different tests. That
means that one can talk for certain about reproduction (with allowance for spatial affixment) of only order component of
phase perturbation corresponding to averaged flow. But for the stochastic part of the signal conditioned by turbulent
irregularity there are various member functions i.e. about these member functions one can talk in statistical sense.
Combined analysis of two records of wake far field (b) and (c) that differentiate by mutually orthogonal knife orientation in
relation to flow direction is mostly interesting (take into consideration that left edge of both pictures was based on the
distance of 160 mm from the nozzle screen). As namely on these two pictures there is reproducible disturbances order part
we succeeded to part order and stochastic components i.e. completely reconstruct order component using two orthogonal
WF angles of slope (E, and ey) and one-dimensional rows of cuts of stochastic component along and across a flow.
Let us consider technique of components isolation in more detail. For two schlieren being studied there can be written:
_dL^ dl^_
,
*~ dx
dx -E*-^+E*-""
E,Ä+<-=E y_reg
y

dy

dy

+S«y_mJ
c,

x and y indices are in accord with knife edge orientation orthogonal and parallel to gas flow; L - optical path difference,
upper indices accentuate the fact of availability of two different member functions of the stochastic process associate with
turbulence. Lower indices reg and rnd denote quantities related to regular and fluctuation components of recorded signal
respectively. Hence it is obvious that isolation of order and fluctuation components should be performed in advance for WF
deviations matrix (discrete representation of optical path differences field) recovery because otherwise WF gradient
integrating cannot be performed correctly due to availability of different member functions of the stochastic component.
Random component overlay order one additively, hence application of linear filtration procedure is rational for components
isolation 4. Eventually the task comes to construction of linear transformation of angles-of-slope matrices that enables to
depress (average) stochastic component and to preserve order component changeless. Invariant under shift (and equally
effecting both components of the signal) filter can be used since for the far wake field within the aperture parameters of
order component and statistical parameters of random component vary slowly.
Order part of disturbances in this area of gas flow is conditioned mainly by developed wake structure and featured by
averaged profiles of flow gas-dynamic parameters. Due to their slight transformation downstream (in any case within limits
of chosen aperture), significant simplification of digital filter is possible. Let us assume the numerical sequence that is
determined as follows as pulse-response characteristic of our filter:

^)=-(~)-(^}
But even in this case estimation of nh and mh parameters by means of analyzing spectrum of input signal turns out to be
extremely difficult due to considerable mutual penetration and overlapping of spectrums of fluctuation and order
components.
Analysis of the signal for filter parameters estimation was effected only in spatial domain. First of all it should be noticed
that space average as well as assembly average stochastic component a priori equals to zero. Hence maximum filter window
sizes (along x and y axes) can be fitted at which order component still can be considered linear within the filter window and
influence of fluctuation component would be reduced to null as a consequence of its complete averaging within limits of the
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downstream

Fig.2. Regular component of WF distortion; a - original structure, b - without linear and spherical distortions
same window. Then for the central sample of such window one can get best estimate of magnitude of order distortion.
Search for nh and mh parameters was effected independently since filter is invariant under shift and separable. Choice of
window size of optimal filter was based on window size dependence of certain criterion. Such criterion should feature at first
quality of averaging of stochastic component inside the window and secondly degree of linearity of order component inside
the same window. Local dispersion of window averaged along x-axis signal could be computed for each parallel toy-axis cut
and assumed as such criterion (one can analogously calculate this dispersion for v window size). But as order component
changes weakly within the limits of aperture, dispersion values computed all over the aperture were accepted as criterion.
Schlieren pictures (Fig.l.6.c) processing after component isolation showed up the fact that standard deviation of WF angles
of slope 8 of order component for longitudinal and transverse (to gas flow) WF gradients amount to 25 and 55 urad
respectively. And standard deviation of WF angles of slope of fluctuation component in the same directions amount to 19
and 9 urad. Therefore decisive anisotropy of WF angles of slope occurs for these mutually orthogonal directions. In which
connection standard deviation for transverse direction of order component is almost factor of two higher than standard
deviation for longitudinal direction. And this is vice versa for fluctuation component. Its standard deviation for longitudinal
direction is half as large again as for transverse direction.
One also cannot ignore the character of influence of shock waves that are one of constituents of regular structure. It is well
known that gas-dynamic parameters including density (and therefore refraction) vary abruptly through shock wave. Presence
of shock waves leads to extremely great WF gradients that result in impulse distortions on schlieren pictures (see Fig. 1 .a).
Impulse distortions as it is known have continuous frequency spectrum that ranges from lowest to highest frequencies. That
is why technique of signal component isolation being used is unable to isolate completely such impulse "hindrance".
Although shock wave by its nature is an element of order structure.
As a result shock waves prove to be out of further detail analysis although this is not so great problem. Output beam shaping
is used in the line of orthogonal to nozzle vanes direction for working elimination of influence of shock wave structure in
AM flow. This method secures practically complete averaging of shock wave structure to an accuracy of wedge phase
aberration. Besides AM GDL beam shaping can be effected in the range that is somewhat distant downstream from nozzle
vanes where shock waves intensity becomes inappreciable and population inversion still retain acceptable level3. Though
there are strong distortions caused by wakes in this area. This distortions determine level of AM optical quality.
Order component of WF corresponding to flow area on Fig. 1 .b,c is shown on Fig.2.a. It was recovered under combined
schlieren pictures processing and filtration. Order component contains small wedge aberration apart from transverse periodic'
disturbances that are caused by wakes. Its nature is quite explainable by occurrence of intensive dissipative processes in the
turbulent areas of gas flow causing flow deceleration and some accretion of density (refraction) background level. Since
wedge aberration does not result in angular redistribution of laser beam energy, this constituent was eliminated out of further
discussion.
More detail analysis showed that changing of density downstream is of nonlinear nature so long as WF of order component
contains quadratic constituent that resembles two-dimensional lens (along a flow). This aberration impacts radiation
divergence but does not disturb directional radiation pattern. Lens aberration compensation is also absolutely feasible by
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means of oversimplified methods.
<*(£„»), um

Isometric of WF order component without wedge and lens
constituents is displayed on Fig.2.b. This aberration through its
heterogeneous structure directly impacts the level of radiation quality
and structure of directional radiation pattern. Absolute phase
differential) max(Lre?)-min(Z,reg)=0,6um, and WF root-mean-square

0.08

deviation amounts to cr(Z,reg)=0,l um.

0.06

Structure of downstream alteration of root-mean-square deviation of
WF order component (as function of longitudinal X-coordinate) for
each cross is shown on Fig.3.

0.04

Let's now proceed to analysis of fluctuation component of optical
path difference. As it was noticed formerly one can get information
on WF stochastic component only for rows of one-dimensional cuts
x,mm
that are parallel or orthogonal to gas flow. Two-dimensional
Fig.3. Dependence of root-mean-square of regular
stochastic process behavior can be forecasted basing on statistical
part phase aberration in transverse cuts on
appraisal of each row. Root-mean-square deviation of random part of
downstream distance
phase incursion in cuts is represented as function of cuts position in
aperture for the cases of longitudinal and transverse gradients (see
Fig.4). One can see from these plots that dispersion level of stochastic component in transverse cuts slowly dropping
downstream and in longitudinal cuts there is periodic increasing but no more than 30-40% in the areas of wake axes. This
suggests that hypothesis of quasihomogeneity of stochastic component is quite valid. As a result estimates of mean values of
root-mean-square deviation of WF stochastic component are obtained: CTjr =0,018 um - for longitudinal cuts and
a =0,009 urn for transverse cuts. As for angles of slope differentials of WF, double difference in phase incursions for
0.02

orthogonal gradients can be related to.
Now one can perform direct comparison of degree of influence of WF order and stochastic components. On the ground of
found estimates root-mean-square deviation of order component is factor of 11 higher than deviation of random component
for transverse cuts and factor of 5 higher than deviation of random component for longitudinal cuts! In other words there is
significant difference in levels between regular and stochastic components and significant anisotropy of distortions in
mutually orthogonal directions. Found estimates are of principle since different nature of regular and stochastic fluctuations
implicates different methods of their compensation or correction.
At present one can consider characteristics of stationary stochastic process related to turbulent disturbances in more detail by

<Lmd), urn

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

J\fX\l\J^h)

70 x,y, mm
Fig.4. Dependence of root-mean-square of random part phase aberration in transverse -1 and
downstream - 2 cuts on downstream - x and transverse - v distances
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b
Fig.5. Spectrum of random component in few cuts for downstream (a) and transverse (b)
directions; SL in sign unit; x=2tv - wavenumber nv1; 1,3 - boundary cuts, 2 - central cut
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means of retrieval of its second-order statistics. These are power spectral density and correlation function. One-dimensional
power spectral densities of WF fluctuations for directions in the line of x and y axes can be estimated for each cut. For
numerical sequence of digitized WF power spectral density SL (v) is determined in the following discrete-spatial form 4:
S, (v)=lim£

R
1 N z
~
S ™>(")-exp
(2N+\) KDn=-N

.2nvn
R

-J-

In this formula R is spatial resolution of digitized signal; N- number of samples; v, m"1 - spatial frequency. With neglect of
calculation operation of ensemble expectation and by taking finite number of samples N (i.e. we have data sequence
L (o),...,Lrml(iV-l)), one can compute sample spectrum using finite data sequence:
^

?L

, ■.

R

W_

(

.27IV«

(V) = —

This expression for sample spectrum is initial nonmodified form of so called periodogram estimate of power spectral
density. It is simple to demonstrate, that sample spectrum SLJv) yields statistically invalid estimates of power spectral
density since operation of ensemble expectation calculation was neglected. That is why ensemble pseudoaveraging should be
used for graduation (smoothing) of periodogram. This can be done by means of technique analogous to Bartlett's method .
Ensemble averaging is effected by means of sample spectrums averaging in the neighborhood of selected one with provision
for quasihomogeneity of the stochastic process. Samples spectrums are computed by Fourier transform of WF cuts. It is
reasonable to take for the sizes of averaging window the extents of filter window that was used for isolation of WF
components. For assurance of statistically consistent estimate of power spectral density WF cuts should be statistically
independent within the limits of averaging window. In our case this condition is met well mainly by reason of deficiency of
information on second gradient of stochastic WF.
For degree of interdependence estimation of fluctuations in neighboring cuts maximum (for all frequencies) cross-correlation
coefficient as function of distance between cuts was computed. It is found that longitudinal and transverse WF cuts that are 1
mm apart do not correlate. And with provision for Gaussian distribution of WF fluctuations these cuts are statistically
independent. Since averaging window size tuned out to be factor of 6 higher than this distance power spectral density
estimates found by means of averaging within the limits of such window can be considered statistically consistent. Power
spectral density estimate for several longitudinal and transverse cuts is represented on Fig.5. Root-mean-square error of these
estimates does not exceed 7% of estimated mean value in each cut.
It is easy to see that power spectral densities for transverse cuts differentiate each from other no more than at the value of
root-mean-square error of estimate. This allows considering of gas flow as homogeneous in transverse direction all over the
aperture. Power spectral densities of longitudinal cuts on the contrary significantly vary over the aperture because of
transformation of wake turbulence downstream.
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However it was showed in paper ' that even subsantial
inhomogeneity of parameters of stochastic WF within the apetture
does not effect significantly far-field radiation characteristics as
compared to homogeneous disturbance with the same dispersion.
Therefore by spreading averaging window size to the limits of
aperture one can compute space average power spectral density of
WF fluctuations in the lines of X- and K-directions. Aperture
average power spectral densities of stochastic component and
associate correlation functions for transverse and longitudinal
directions are displayed on Fig.6 (power spectral density and
correlation function are related by Wiener-Khinchin theorem
through Fourier transform 4).

■■

It is obvious that average power spectral densities are not
monotonic.
A number of separate modes is distinctly seen towering
Fig.6. Mean aperture spectrum of random component;
over
continuous
spectrum. Their occurrence cannot be related to
1 - downstream direction, 2 - transverse direction,
1
possible
estimate
error since spike magnitudes significantly exceed
SL in sign unit; % - wavenumber mroot-mean-square error of spectrum estimate. These modes
occurrence also cannot be explained by discreteness and finite frequency resolution because width of some modes
significantly exceeds minimum size of frequency resolution cell of the digitized signal. While classical theory forecasts
mode character of turbulence5.
Space average autocorrelations C(p) as functions of distance
difference p along and across a flow are also displayed on Fig.7.
Possessing of this data one can estimate integral scale of WF
fluctuations that is surely correlated to integral scale of turbulent
pulsation. Integral scale can be considered as parameter featuring
correlation distance of WF stochastic component

)c(p)dp
_ 0_

A=
40 Ar, mm
-0.4

Fig.7. Mean aperture spatial correlation function of
random component; / - downstream direction,
2 - transverse direction

C(0)

As a result it was obtained that absolute integral scale amounts to
A^=9,5 mm along a flow and A/=7,l mm across a flow. It is curious
that relative (i.e. related to aperture size) integral scales for both
orthogonal directions amount to 0,13. Since integral scale in the
line of gas flow turned out to be -1,3 times greater than integral
scale cross flow one can conclude that average turbulent eddy is
oblong in the line of gas flow. The latter absolutely is in agreement
with results of investigation5.

The most complex and most practically important as well is the question of ability of forecasting of laser radiation quality
(or optical quality of AM) even if for single-pass laser amplifier for perpendicular to edges of nozzle vane direction. The
ability of adequate transfer of obtained results to large-length in the line of amplification AM and ability of information
recovery for working GDL wavelength is also important.
Since above considered results correspond to short propagation lengths in AM, phase screen approach is valid. For change to
long propagation distances working wavelength mechanism of radiation interaction with randomly nonhomogeneous
medium should be considered at large. This problem was discussed in much detail in . Let us apply small disturbance
solution method of Maxwell's equations with provision for Ritov transformation for electromagnetic field in random
nonhomogeneous medium. This approach accounts for diffraction and flicker effect. There is relation between power
spectral density of index of refraction <D(x3) and power spectral density of WF phase fluctuations S(%,0, in which connection
the latter represents recorded signal and can be expressed by the formula:

S(x,t) = nk: 1+—rsin

i-r
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Ml))'

X=-y/x* +%l = V(27tvx)2 +(2nvy)2 is a cyclic frequency of WF disturbances in aperture plane;

l3

= ^xl+Xy+xl ~ sPatial

cyclic frequency of index of refraction disturbances; / - propagation length in AM. k - radiation wave number (e.g. wave
number of probing beam). On the other hand power spectral density S(x,l) is estimated under the assumption of separation of
variables for given propagation length /
S(XX,Xy,0=2

G =

4o'.-a',

|S(vWv *s estimate of dispersion of WF stochastic component (it was obtained above for x and y directions).

Aggregation of last two equations enables estimation of effect of random nonhomogeneous index of refraction field as new
power spectral density Snew(yx,vy,l„„) for either propagation length l„ev and for either radiation wavelength featured by wave
number kne„
C

(y I
\_
new \ A.' new )

new lnew
~ . 2/

1+

2

xi

r 2
-sin x i

S(X,!)-

Now degree of transformation of directional radiation pattern can be appraised for flat monochromatic wave propagation
through medium containing order and stochastic components of disturbances with newly estimated parameters and structure.
Let us apply Shell theorem from coherence theory6 (equation for far-field intensity distribution) for quasi-monochromatic
illuminant
l(x,y)= jJ/^ATiju^A^AT^exp -j—(xAq+^Ari) dAqdAr] •■
Xz

P(AqM)= JIPU-~^--T1)P'{<;+—.T1+—Vqrfn

~

aperture

autocorrelation

unction;

i^ri)=exj[-M^] ~

aperture function for the case of uniform intensity distribution over the aperture; q>(<^, TJ) - order WF component distribution.
Complex coherence ratio u,2(Aq,Ar|) for the case
of Gaussian probability density function is determined by the equation

^i2(PpP2)=exP[-cj2+c(PpP2)]'
here a2 is dispersion of phase fluctuations; C(php2) - phase fluctuations autocorrelation function.
One-dimensional central cuts of directional radiation patterns computed under Shell theorem are showed on Fig.8. These
cuts demonstrate the degree of directional radiation patterns transformation compared to the case of ideal diffraction. On the
cut of directional radiation pattern containing results of effect of both disturbance components one can see very small
noncoherent halo conditioned be stochastic component of WF disturbances. One also can see ratio of abatement of
20

a, urad

Fig.8. Orthogonal cuts of angle radiation pattern;
1 - downstream direction, 2 - transverse direction
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maximum intensity of radiation propagated through optically nonhomogeneous medium. This ratio is accepted as integral
criterion of AM optical quality or radiation quality (though it is obvious that there could be accepted any other set of
conventional indicators). Maximum intensity in far-filed region in normalized form is well known Strehl number Sh.
Schlieren pictures complex processing (under above considered method) was performed for several cases of radiation
propagation through AM, including orthogonal to nozzle vanes propagation and for 1 meter propagation length. The results
are brought together in the table.
Sh

Case
Sh■all

Shreg_

Shrnd

Cold blowing; wavelength: X=0,5um; probing parallel to nozzle
vanes; propagation length: 1=56 mm

0,39

0,4

0,98

Cold blowing; wavelength: k=0,5um; lasing orthogonal to nozzle
vanes; propagation length: 1=56 mm

0,51

0,52

0,98

Cold blowing; wavelength: A,=10,6um; lasing orthogonal to nozzle
vanes; propagation length: 1=1 m

0,77

0,79

0,99

Hot blowing (density level is reduced by factor of 10); wavelength:
/l=10,6um; lasing orthogonal to nozzle vanes; propagation length:
/=lm

0,99

0,99

1,00

It is obvious that for all cases the effect of WF order component on level of AM optical quality is prevailing. Fraction of
random component effect on Strehl number turned out to be inappreciable even for conventional lasing direction (orthogonal
to nozzle vanes). This result is unexpectable because it somewhat contradicts to accepted assessment about practically
complete integral averaging of order disturbances in the line of laser generation. It is commonly assumed that cardinal
contribution to structure of radiation divergence is diffusion on turbulent pulsation of density (in the area of far wake at any
rate).
As for prediction of real AM behavior with braking temperature -2000 K, one should not expect substantial difference in
structure of order disturbances since anyway there are wakes and shock waves (in some areas) in gas flow. Differences can
be in absolute levels of disturbances. As for stochastic component, absolute values of statistical parameters vary due to
change in basic gas flow criterions (such as Reynolds number, etc.). Temperature dependent viscosity increase is also the
origin of more fast compensation of gas-dynamic parameters Therefore found estimates should be considered worst cases.
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